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theirefficiency.Itmayalsobeusedtocombatterrorismandensurenationalsecurity.
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Preface



ThetechnologicaladvancementusingMachineLearning,ArtificialIntelligenceandIntelligentHardware
baseddesigncreatedcyberwarfareamongsecurityagenciesandcybercriminals(terroristorganizations)
tocreatewebshieldandprotectionagainsttracking,Cyberattackmethodsareprogressivelymodern,
andobstructingtheattackisincreasinglytroublesome,regardlessofwhetherasortofcountermeasure
oranotheristaken.Alltogetherforafruitfultreatmentofthepresentcircumstance,itisvitaltohave
aforecastofcyberattacks,propersafetymeasures,andviableuseofcyberintelligencethatempowers
theseactivities.Malevolenthackerssharedifferentsortsofdatathroughspecificnetworks,forexample,
thedarkweb,showingthatalotofintelligenceexistsincyberspace.Thispapercentersaroundgather-
ingsonthedarkwebandproposesawaytodealwithextricatediscussionswhichincorporatesignificant
dataorintelligencefromcolossalmeasuresofgatheringsandrecognizequalitiesofeverygathering
utilizingprocedures,forexample,AI,regularlanguagehandling,etc.Thismethodologywillpermitus
togetahandleonthearisingdangersincyberspaceandtakesuitablemeasuresagainstmalignantexer-
cises.AgreatmanypeoplethinkaboutIoT,inanyeventtothedegreeoftheneedtoscreenandcontrol
thehundredsandthousandsofindividualsensorsandgadgetsthatgotomakeupaMachineLearning
basedsystem.Thevastmajoritywillhaveadditionallyknownaboutransomware.Theoutcomescould
beunmistakablymorefocusedonandcenteredattacks,puttogethernotwithrespecttothefundamental
cycleofbreakingintoasystemwithonemalwareendeavoranddispatchinganattack.Ratheritwillbe
foundedonembeddingsuntoldquantitiesofBotsintosystemstonoticetheexercisesandrecognizethe
feeblefocusesandonthewholechoosewhereandwhentoattack.DarkWebisperhapsthemosttesting
anduntraceablemediumsembracedbythecyberlawbreakers,terrorists,andstate-supportedgovernment
agentstosatisfytheirunlawfulthoughtprocesses.Cyber-violationsoccurringinsidetheDarkWebare
indistinguishablethispresentrealitywrongdoings.Nonetheless,thesheersize,unusualecosystemand
namelessnessgavebytheDarkWebadministrationsarethebasicshowdownstofollowthelawbreakers.
Tofindthelikelyarrangementstowardscyber-violationsassessingthecruisingDarkWebwrongdoing
dangersisanessentialadvance.

TheDarkWebprojectisadrawnoutlogicalexaminationprogramthatplanstocontemplateand
comprehendtheworldwidepsychologicalwarfare(Jihadist)wondersthroughacomputational,data-
drivenmethodology.TheOnlinegatherings,includingwebdestinations,discussions,talkrooms,online
journals,informalcommunicationlocales,recordings,virtualworld,andsoforthWehavecreateddiffer-
entmultilingualdatamining,textmining,andwebminingprocedurestoperformconnectexamination,
content investigation,webmeasurements(specializedrefinement)examination,notioninvestigation,
origininvestigation,andvideoinvestigationinourexploration.Themethodologiesandstrategiescre-
atedinthisventureaddtopropellingthefieldofIntelligenceandSecurityInformatics.Suchadvances

xvi
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willassistrelatedpartnerswithperformingillegalintimidationexploreandencourageglobalsecurity
andharmony.

ThismonographplanstogivearepresentationoftheDarkWebscene,recommendasystematic,
computationalwaytodealwithunderstandingtheissues,andoutlinewithchosenstrategies,techniques.
Itwillcarryhelpfulinformationtoresearchers,securityexperts,counterterrorismspecialists,andstrategy
producers.Themonographcanlikewisefillinasasourceofperspectivematerialorreadingmaterial
inalumnilevelcoursesidentifiedwithdatasecurity,datastrategy,dataaffirmation,datasystems,psy-
chologicalwarfare,andpublicarrangement.

Dark Web Pattern Recognition and Crime Analysis Using Machine Intelligenceisorganizedintofour
distinctsectionsthatprovidecomprehensivecoverageofimportanttopics.Thesectionsare:

1. ThreatDetectionandContentAnalysis
2. CyberTerrorism:TheEmergingChallenges.
3. MachineIntelligenceforCrimeOrganizationandAnalysis
4. OnlineSocialNetworkapplicationsforSuspiciousPatternRecognition

Thefollowingparagraphsprovideasummaryofwhattoexpectfromthisresearchreference
Section1,“ThreatDetectionandContentAnalysis,”servesasafoundationfortheapproachesde-

finedformaliciousthreatdetectionandanalysisbyaddressingmodelsandtechniquesusedtoanalyze
vulnerabledetails.

Introducingthebookis“DarknetTrafficAnalysisandNetworkManagementforMaliciousIntent
DetectionbyNeuralNetworkFrameworks”bySiddharthaChoubey,AbhaChoubey,andApurvVerma.
MaliciouscontentsofdarkwebidentificationstrategyispresentedusingMachineLearningapproach.
Section1concludesandleadsintothefollowingportionofthebookwithdarkwebenvironmentanalysis
giveninthechapter“MinimumPredictionErroratanEarlyStageinDarknetAnalysis”byAmbikaN.

Section2,“CyberTerrorism:TheEmergingChallenges,”presentsin-depthcoverageoftheconceptual
designandarchitectureofcyberterrorismandglobalillicitactivities.

Openingthesectionis“MachineLearningModelsinDetectingCyberCrimesandCyberTerrorismin
India”byRavindrababuJaladanki,SyedImranPatel,ImranKhan,KarimIshtiaqueAhmedMohammed,
ThenmozhiM.,andArunKumarTripathi.ThroughModelsforCrimedetection,thissectionlaysexcel-
lentgroundworkforlatersectionsthatwillgetintopresentandfutureapplicationsforCyberTerrorism
Threats.ThesectionconcludeswithanexcellentworkbyDanishNisarahmedTamboli,andShailesh
PramodBendale,“CrowdfundedAssassinationsandPropagandabyDarkWebCyberCriminals.”

Section3,“MachineIntelligenceforCrimeOrganizationandAnalysis,”presentsextensivecoverage
oftheMachineLearningandArtificialIntelligencetechniquesforcrimeanalysis.

Thefirstchapter,“NeuralNetArchitectureStrategyIdentifyingZero-DayAttacksinDarkWeb,”by
ShruthiJ.,SumathiM.S.,BharathiR.,andVidyaR.Pai,laysaframeworkforthetypesofworksthat
canbefoundinthissection.Thesectionconcludeswith“InternetofThingsSecurityChallengesand
ConcernforCyberVulerability.”

Section4,“OnlineSocialNetworkApplicationsforSuspiciousPatternRecognition,”presentscover-
ageofCybercrimecasestudiesandreviewsapproachesformodelingandtriggeringcriminal’sevents.

Thesectionbeginswith“CyberSecurityforSecuredSmartHomeApplicationsUsingInternetof
Things,DarkWeb,andBlockchainTechnologyintheFuture.”Chaptersinthissectionwilllookinto
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darkwebcrimecasesandofferalternativestocrucialquestionsonthesubjectofDarkWebThreats.The
sectionconcludeswith“DarkWebfortheSpreadofIllegalActivitiesUsingTor.”

OBJECTIVES, IMPACT, AND VALUE

TheupcomingbookwillshowthedepthofDarkwebEnvironmentbyhighlightingtheAttackerstech-
niques,crawlingofhiddencontents,Intrusiondetectionusingadvancealgorithms,TORNetworkstructure,
MemexsearchengineindexingofanonymouscontentsatOnlineSocialNetwork,IoTPlatform,andIntel-
ligentapplicationsactivities,ArtificialIntelligenceandMachineLearningframeworkandmanymore.

ThecybercriminalsandTerroristactivitiesaremoredangerouslyactivatingandfluctuatingatdark
webplatformduetoanonymousbehaviorsforthepurposeofinformationstealing,Fakepostcirculating,
Internationalillicitmovementpromotions,Illegalactivitiestraffickingbykeepingdistanceandhiding
fromlawenforcementagencies.

Thepurposeofthebooktoshowandpresenttheshortcomingsfacedbyresearchersandpractitioners
duetounavailabilityofdataaboutdarkweb,andqualitycontentsforanalysisandfurtherresearch.

Theorganizations,academia,securityagenciesandsecuritypractitionerswillgetthebenefitofin-
formationpresentedinthebookbecauseithascoveredthemostinfluentialtopicsofinterest,whichis
notfoundinanybooksummaries.

Thecurrentresearchersareworkingondarkwebcrimeanalysisandpublishingresearcharticlesin
conferences,eventhegovernmentisalsosupportingforhiddencombatingthecrimethreat.

Romil Rawat
Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya, India

Shirkant Telang
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ABSTRACT

To enable digital cities and provide autonomous driving experiences, intelligent transportation systems 
(ITS) are deployed. This technique imparts vigorous features because of the quick mobility of nodes. Real-
time data security and privacy are the most important and underappreciated preconditions in vehicular 
communication. The functionality of a wireless network should be dispersed over several automobiles/
infrastructure, such as processing capability in fog, edge, and cloud servers, to reduce latency and 
increase service quality (QoS). In the past, several mathematical methods have been utilized to tackle 
optimality problems. This chapter analyzes multi-access edge and fog computing techniques for the se-
curity and privacy of a 6G-driven vehicular communication network in the internet-of-everything (IoE) 
Industry 5.0. It also includes a summary of 6G research directions as well as a number of potential 6G 
communication applications along with dark web crimes.
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INTRODUCTION

The advanced and latest crime phenomenon occured in the criminal law enforcement is the use of dark 
web for crimes. The offence of deploying the Dark web is a that threatens the society should be penal-
ized by the criminal law. Using wireless connection and various gadgets to execute any crimes is the 
fundamental sign that this type of crime is different from other types of crime.

Sixth-generation (6G) communication networks have recently been deployed and have integrated 
a variety of technologies, including sensitive sensors, automated vehicles, mesmeric multi-media, and 
Dark web of Things (IoT) technologies. Many transmission nodes and endpoints are required for such 
sophisticated approaches. Furthermore, these technologies face a number of hurdles, including scarcity 
in any connected network and numerous challenges relating to each node privacy and security. The main 
idea behind implementing a 6G network is to merge the physical and digital worlds in all aspects. Fur-
thermore, the coming epoch will be defined by automation. Almost all computations will be performed 
on the system rather than over the network. As a result, the intelligent network must be synchronised 
across all nodes.

Maintaining reliable connection between numerous wireless components mounted on a vehicle or 
along a nearby road. Additionally, offering technical assistance for a variety of new apps and approaches 
that are appropriate for an automated environment in 2030 and beyond. However, the most significant 
challenges in adopting a 6G network environment are the processing of information in bulk, the manage-
ment of bulky information, and the implementation of large amounts of data.

Intelligence Edge Computing (IEC) is an advancement of existing cloud computing techniques that 
enables easy access to a variety of users. IEC is a technology specified by the European Telecommu-
nications Standards Institute (ETSI) that may make wireless connections and connect to various cloud 
resources. Industry Specification Group (ISG) used IEC in addition to ETSI to improve the storage and 
processing speed at the network’s edge. In addition, IEC provides mobile vehicles with portability and 
wireless connection, allowing them to send and receive vital messages at any time and in any area. Email, 
fax, file transfer, and other types of messages can be sent over a wireless network. Bluetooth, cellular 
networks, satellite communication systems, and other networks are utilised to convey these messages 
in a dynamic environment. IEC technology is designed to reduce bandwidth, reaction time, and imple-
mentation costs, among other things.

As the effectiveness of a network improves, the network’s complexities grow. 6G gigantic network 
IoT faces numerous issues which which are discussed in Figure 1.

To overcome all of the abovementioned obstacles, the massive IoT will have to rely on a variety of 
clever learning techniques as well as the precise use of Fog and Edge computing devices located near the 
vehicle. By offloading computations from the cloud machine and performing them on the edge comput-
ing device, fog computing and edge computing devices reduce computation latency. To boost network 
efficiency, fog devices will intelligently combine idle/spare resources from all available devices. Fog 
devices, edge devices, and other available devices’ computational resources will be critical in addressing 
the demands of highly demanding future applications. Devices can offload tasks and cache data to fog 
nodes by establishing multiple fog nodes at various locations. When compared to the centralised comput-
ing supplied by the cloud, one of the key advantages of fog computing is the decentralised computing 
service. Moreover, improved latency is achieved as data and tasks are accessed and analyzed near to the 
end devices. Fog computing also improves the usage of frequency spectrum and enhances the network 
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capacity. It also has positive impact on application reliability as computation and storage capabilities 
are strengthened by the placement of fog nodes.

Motivation and Contributions

This survey focuses on reviewing the main techniques (Multi Access Edge & Fog computing) for se-
curity and privacy of 6G vehicular communication. Many of the previous works focused on different 
aspects of IEC in 5G and 6G. The expectations of Multi Access Edge and Fog computing in 6G are high 
as they provide a promising transformative platform (an enhanced effective end-user experience) and 
spreading in new fields such as IoT, new services and models, rapidly exceeding gigabits speeds, and 
enhancement in network performance with better reliability. Networks and services in 6G technology 
are expected to deliver enormous economic benefits because they rely on successful IEC mobile edge 
and Fog communication. However, due to the emerging service models which most often use a large 
number of terminal devices, the increased computing and data needs may overshadow the computing 
and storage infrastructure.

Organization

The outline of the remaining chapter is: Section II comprises of the proposed and surveys of computing 
techniques. Section III includes an overview of Edge and Fog computing in Vehicular communication, 
specifically their advantages while deploying and various challenges faced), while Section IV includes 
an introduction of Industry 5.0 Dark web-of-Everything(IoE) and various applications. In Section V, an 

Figure 1. 6G Challenges
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introduction to 6G computing techniques is dicussed, whereas Section VI includes an analysis of Fog 
and Multi Access Edge computing techniques for 6G vehicular communication. Furthermore, Section 
VII comparative analysis of Fog and Multi Access Edge computing is done and in Section VIII research 
direction to 6G communication is discussed. Finally, Section IX concludes the chapter and discuss future 
work.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, related work of 6G vehicular communication is presented using multi access edge and 
fog computing.

Multi Access Edge Computing

(Chuan Sun et al.,2021) investigated the issue of cooperative computation offloading for MEC in 6G 
mobile networks. They have proposed a Multi Access Edge Computing (MEC) architecture that supports 
the cooperation of edge-cloud and the cooperation of edge-edge. The optimization problem of the coopera-
tive computation offloading has been modeled as a Markov decision process. (Tiago Koketsu Rodrigues 
et at.,2021) proposed a mathematical model of the total service delay of a Cybertwin-based multiaccess 
edge computing system that includes user mobility, migration of virtual servers, multiple physical serv-
ers at different network tiers, fronthaul and backhaul communication, processing, and content request/
caching. (Tiago Koketsu Rodrigues et at.,2021) proposed a heuristic algorithm for determining the best 
server for each user in a multiple mobile users, multiple servers, multi-tiered scenario. Their algorithm 
considers the time needed for transmitting and processing tasks when minimizing the total service delay 
as well as the time needed for service setup and migration of data between servers. (Dajun Zhang et 
al.,2021) proposed a novel framework for blockchain-based, hierarchical multi-access edge computing 
for the future VANET ecosystem (BMEC-FV). In the underlying VANET environment. This trust model 
ensure the security of the communication link between vehicles. Multiple MEC servers calculate the 
trust between vehicles through computing offloading. Meanwhile, the blockchain system plays an im-
portant role to manage the entire BMEC-FV architecture. This framework optimize the throughput and 
the quality of services (QoS) for MEC users in the lower layer of the system architecture. (Zhuofan Liao 
et al.,2020) proposed a Distributed-Two-Stage Offloading (DTSO) strategy to give trade-off solutions. 
In the first stage, by introducing the queuing theory and considering channel interference, a combinato-
rial optimization problem is formulated to calculate the offloading probability of each station. In the 
second stage, the original problem is converted to a non-linear optimization problem, which is solved 
by a designed Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithm. To make an adjustable trade-off 
between the latency and energy requirement among heterogeneous applications, an elasticity parameter 
is specially designed in DTSO. Simulation results show that, compared to the latest works, DTSO can 
effectively reduce latency and energy consumption and achieve a balance between them based on appli-
cation preferences. (Kelkar et al.,2021) presents the NVIDIA hyper-converged platform which supports 
5G/6G network connectivity along with Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). They discussed 3 uses-cases 
that points out the existing NVIDIA AI/ML development framework aong with Aerial. Aerial seeds the 
research ecosystem with a first-class out-of-the-box (OOB) experience with a standards compliant 5G 
NR PHY. Researchers can run the supplied 3GPP compliant test vectors, and perform over-the-air ex-
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periments, using standard servers equipped with a GPU-based PCIe card. (Xian Liu et al.,2021) worked 
on the core concept of stemmed from the wait-and-see model in stochastic programming and indicates 
the quasi-separable property. Two aspects of their study were the optimization model and the simulation 
with machine learning (ML). Their simulation result shows the efficiency increased from 93% to 96%.

Fog Computing

(Suresh Kumar et al.,2021) proposed an architecture for network management and driver monitoring 
system which is based on fuzzy logic and controlled by edge/fog/cloud computing for the effective 
management of network resources and road safety. The proposed system allows the vehicle to set auto-
matically in parking mode or alerts the drivers or slow down the speed of vehicle and in emergency case 
it makes the engine of the vehicle to turn off. (Yupei Liu et al.,2021) researched the FCV architecture 
based on NOMA which takes advantage of fog computing to take into account co-tier interference and 
cross-tier interference. The computing and storage capacity of system is greatly increased, which can 
provide more flexible services for the IoV. (Chuan Lin et al.,2020) proposed fog computing into vehicular 
networks and define the Multiple Time-constrained Vehicular applications Scheduling (MTVS) issue. 
First, to improve the network flexibility and controllability, we introduce a Fog-based Base Station 
(FBS) and propose a Software-Defined Networking (SDN)-enabled architecture dividing the networks 
into network, fog, and control layers. Simulation results demonstrate that their approach performs better 
than some recent research outcomes, especially in the success rate for addressing MTVS issue. Ahmed 
Raza (Hameed et al.,2021) proposed a dynamic clustering approach that takes into account the location, 
acceleration, orchestration of the automobile so that clusters are created that can be used as lagoons of 
computational resources. They also focused on a particular node’s escaping time so that its upcoming 
locales can be predicted. The NS2 simulation results shows that their approach optimizes the network, 
improves response time. Jinming Shi et al. proposed an algorithm of work offloading under Vehicular Fog 
Computing (VFC), where automobiles are bounded to distribute their inactive computational resources 
which may be helpful in the dynamic environment of availability of services to the automobiles.They also 
tried to increase the mean latency of the work in a time-slot. (Ali Hassan Sodhro et al.,2021) develops 
single chip wearable electrocardiogram (ECG) with the support of an analog front end (AFE) chip for 
gathering the ECG data to examine the health status of elderly or chronic patients with the IoT-based 
cyber physical system (CPS). Secondly they proposed a fuzzy-based sustainable, interoperable, and reli-
able algorithm (FSIRA), for self-adaptive decision-making approach to prioritize emergency and critical 
patients. They also proposed a specific cloud-based architecture for mobile and connected healthcare. 
They also tried to identify the right balance between reliability, packet loss ratio, convergence, latency, 
interoperability, and throughput to support an adaptive IoMT driven connected healthcare. The results 
of their approach shows high reliability, high convergence, interoperability, and a better foundation to 
analyze and interpret the accuracy in systems from a medical health aspect. (T. Nguyen Gia et al.2019) 
proposed a system consisting on a sensor node, an Edge gateway, LoRa repeaters, Fog gateway, cloud 
servers and end-user terminal application. At the Edge layer, they implemented CNN-based image com-
pression method so as to send in a single message information about hundreds or thousands of sensor 
nodes within the gateway’s range. They also used advanced compression techniques to reduce the size 
of data up to 67% with a decompression error below 5%, within a novel scheme for IoT data.
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Overview of Edge and Fog Computing in Vehicular Communication Network

The unification of Vehicular Edge Computing (VEC) with MEC targets to reduce the computation time 
and communication of an automobile. VEC technology is capable to address the rising demand for nu-
merous edge devices with reduced hinder and with high bandwidth. The major characteristics of VEC 
includes high mobile nodes with dynamically changing environment. Another important characteristic 
is the complex transmission of messages over dynamic environment. Under VEC environment, various 
automobiles have their computation, communication and repository pre-installed. Under this, various 
Road Side Units (RSUs) acts as an edge server machine which are installed near passing-by automobiles 
so that response time and computation time can be reduced. Under VEC, any automobile requesting an 
access to some data can access that data without accessing the core network. This helps in decreasing 
the latency and enhancing the network’s efficiency (Painuly et al.). The content catching node cannot 
store all the data because of the drawback of limited space.

Vehicular Terminals

Under VEC environment, automobiles are termed as vehicle terminal. Automobiles includes the fol-
lowing important characteristics:

• Sensing: The dynamic environment can be sensed by an intelligent automobile and are capable 
enough to gather useful data using various pre-installed gadets like GPS, camera, etc.

• Communication: Various automobiles on road wirelessly connects and transmits useful data with 
other On-board Units (OBU) or RSU.

• Computation: Automobiles push some computation task to edge or cloud server and can even 
perform some tasks on the system as well.

• Repository: The storage area in an automobile is utilized to store most trending or driver’s inter-
est data.

Edge Servers

Road Side Units(RSUs) generally acts as an edge server in VEC environment. RSUs are implanted at the 
edge of the road at a small distance. As compared to automated vehicle, RSUs have higher processing 
and storage resources.It is the responsibility of RSU to send/receive any information to the automobile, 
processing of all the gathered data and pushing this data to the centralized server (Kohli et al.). Addi-
tionally, they also provide comfortable and luxurious driving experience by providing services such as 
weather forecasting, real-time road conditions, watching videos, etc.

The key advantages of VEC highlighted in Figure 2. are discussed below:

• Response time: This includes the time to offload information to edge server and the time con-
sumed while processing in the servers. Is cloud and edge servers are compared, the servers in edge 
computing are planted close to the end user. Thus, the consumed execution time is comparatively 
reduced which may create an add-on benefit to sensitive gadgets like safety related gadgets.

• Energy efficiency: Evergrowing number of intelligent automobiles has increased the use to ve-
hicular applications. Such applications consume large amount of energy.
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• Bandwidth: The popularity of an intelligent automobiles, the data generated from these automat-
ed automobiles will be hard to manage. By shifting the computation and storage resources of the 
cloud to the network edge, VEC can efficiently increase the huge bandwidth stress (Sharma et al.).

• Storage: The information hoaded in edge servers are planted nearby automobile in VEC environ-
ment. The communicable technology permits to acquire the information for automobiles and thus, 
decreases the storage load on remote cloud.

• Proximity services: Edge server machines are installed nearby automobiles in VEC environment. 
Under such scenarios, the automobiles driving experience can be enhanced. For example, after 
attaining the locale and all the sensor related information from an automobile, edge servers tries 
to compute the data to generate high definition map and then responds back with the computed 
data to that particular automobile.

• Context information: Under VEC environment, the edge server machine can fetch real-time data 
of any automobile’s locale, congestion on road, networking conditions etc. Such data can help 
other gadgets to predict or to take correct decisions.

Vehicular Edge Computing: Challenges

The major issues faced in VEC environment which are listed in Figure 3 are discussed below:

• High mobility: The topology changes very frequestly because of the high mobility of various 
nodes on road. In such scenarios, communication links can be break down in between while de-
grading the efficiency of the network.

• Harsh channel environment: Under automobiles environment, data communication takes place 
with numerous huddles like trees, buildings etc, which creates hinderance in transmitting the data.

• Resource management: Under VEC environment, the computation and repository size is limited. 
Thus, it is highly important to utilize it wisely. Various dynamic demands for resources, traffic 
environment, etc, needs to be managed efficiently.

Figure 2. Advantages of VEC
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• Task migration: Because of limited storage space, it is required for an automobile to offload 
computation and time-sensitive tasks to edge servers. Optimizing the task migration decision is 
vital under dynamic environment.

• Security and privacy: Under VEC environment, as the geographical topology changes, the auto-
mobile is required to again establish a connection with RSU or OBU for gaining useful informa-
tion or for transmitting any data over network. Thus, automobiles are vurnerable at security and 
privacy.

Fog Computing

Fog computing (FC) is sometimes called as edge computing, as it stretches the old cloud computing to 
the edge. FC can be tremendously virtual, with repositories, networking services, computation.Services 
are hosted by FC at the network edge or in the end device so that service latency is reduced and service 
quality is improved. Major features offered by FC includes: mobile support, client’s proximity, etc.

Some of the featuresof FC are listed as below:

• Edge locale, locale information, and low latency: At the brinks of the network, FC provides the 
best service by minimizing the mobility of information outside the network.

• Geographical distribution: The main aim of FC is providing high definition streaming to driver 
with various registered vehicles over the network and to get hold on points positioned closely.

• Support for mobility: Cisco developed a routing framework, Locator/ID separation protocol 
(LISP) which facilates various mobile techniques like decouple server’s identification with lo-

Figure 3. Challenges of VEC
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cale’s identification. Using LISP, various FC applicationstries to establish a connection with other 
vehicles. Fog provides the Trusted Authority (TA) the flow of data over the network, and upgrades 
the service quality.

• Real time interactions: FC technology interacts in real-time rather than batch-processing to en-
hance the network with reduced latency.

• Heterogeneity: The nodes under fog computing are highly mobile and are diverse at each network 
level. This diversification helps in attaining reduced latency and high scalability.

• Inter-operability: Fog environment should be capable to handle all the variety of services in the 
sector of entertainment, healthcare, emergency alerts, etc.

Advantages of Fog Computing

Though cloud and fog provides homogeneous resources and have similar characteristics, but still fog 
computing provides many advantages as shown in Figure 4 to IoT gadgets.

Benefits of FC are discussed below:

• Greater business agility: By deploying correct technology, various modern applications of fog 
cumputing can be rapidly implemented. Moreover, such applications can code the machines to 
perform tasks as per customer’s need.

• Low latency: Fog environment provides real-time services to the the automobiles for a comfort-
able and luxurious driving experience.

Figure 4. Advantages of fog computing
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• Geographical and large-scale distribution: Under FC environment, numerous distributed re-
positories and computing resources are provided to numerous gadgets.

• Lower operating expense: Under this environment, bandwidth can be saved by executing data on 
system rather than pushing it on server for computation.

• Scalability: The proximity of fog computing to automobiles enables scaling the number of con-
nected devices and services.

Challenges and issues in Fog Computing

In this section, crucial issues and potential challenges with reference to fog computing for vehicular 
communications are discussed.

• Planning huge infrastructure for computation, repositories and for various network related gadgets.
• Orchestration and administration of resources of various fog nodes.
• Upheaval of various techniques, services and new gadgets endorsed by the fog.

All these are enormous problems and matter of concern in the initial exploration phase for fog com-
puting.

INDUSTRY 5.0 INTERNET OF EVERYTHING (IoE) POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

The uprising of production sector under Industry 4.0 standard by depoying numerous modern techniques 
like Artificial Intelligence (AI), IoT gadgets, cloud computing, etc. The major objective of Industry 4.0 
is to deploy various modern machines, gadgets in production sector to make them more reliable and ef-
ficient. Under Industry 4.0 human intervention was decreased as modern machines, techniques, tools were 
deployed in the system. This automation of machine and various gadgets working on Machine Learning 
(ML) techniques lead to an increase in production and maximising of throughput. After Industry 4.0, 
Industry 5.0 is believed to be notional that extends the outstanding human capabilities with machines. 
Many researchers assumes human to be back in industry. Though it is anticipated that Industry 5.0 will 
provide speedy process with rational thinking ability of man power and machine. Industry 5.0 offers 
another feature of mass personalization where in the consumers can customise the final product based 
on their taste and preferences. The blending of human skills and intelligent machines aims in rising the 
production with reduced cost. Majority of skillful workers are deployed under Industry 5.0 as major 
work is to customise the final product. Industry 5.0 also aims a healthier environment as compared to 
industries now-a-days which degrades the environment. It deployes various modern learnings to predict 
a model that is suitable for decision making.

Applications in Industry 5.0

Various applications discussed in Figure 4: in Industry 5.0 are discussed as follows:

• Intelligent healthcare: ML models are becoming very popular with their vast deployment us-
ability. Such models are utilized by hospitals to diagnose a disease. Such practice upgrades the 
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process and improves the accuracy with reduced time consumption. Though this helps in improv-
ing the situation but this is not enough. There is a need of a technology which can certify the 
customized needs of a patient like measuring of fever, sugar level, monitoring blood samples, etc., 
and treat them accordingly. Industry 5.0 is capable to make it real. Advanced wearable gadgets 
like smart watches, sensors which continuously captures patient’s health data. Such data can be 
used by doctors to observe the patient closely and this huge data can be hoarded in the cloud. 
These smart sensored devices can communicate with each other in real-time and in case of any 
emergency the device generates an alert for doctor’s attention. Industry 5.0 can also facilitae a 
scenario where robots communicate with each other and perform some critical section surgery. 
This drastic change in the industry can help the doctors to concentrate on some other high level 
jobs like research of new medicines, etc.

• Cloud manufacturing: This manufacturing process is a revolution as it integrates modern tech-
nologies like virtualization, IoT, Cloud, etc,. Under this process, collaboration of various multina-
tional stakeholders take place to handle efficiency and minimised cost manufacturing. The differ-
ent characteristics of cloud manufacturing involves dependability, increased quality, low cost, and 
on-demand potential. Additionally, this process doesn’t harm the environment as cloud manufac-
turing terminates massive delivery requirement of raw goods for production process.

• Supply Chain Management (SCM): Advanced Intelligent technologies that emerges Industry 
5.0 like robots, 6G, IoT devices, etc. powers the industries to meet their demand and supply pro-
cess with reduced time consumption. This empowers (SCM) to integrate massive customization, 
which is a basic idea in Industry 5.0.

Figure 5. Various industry 5.0 applications
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• Manufacturing: A changed and drastic technological revolution with the introduction of robots 
and IoT devices has impacted the market globally. The work which was monotonous,full of risk, 
which demands high man power like lifting heavy machinery, etc,.was once very time conduming 
and cost effective. But with the collaboration of machine and human brain work can be done with 
more smartness which consumes less time, cost with more accuracy and efficiency.

6G COMPUTING TECHNIQUES

There are various computing techniques described in Figure 6 for 6G vehicular communication.

• Fog computing: This technique permits the edge devices to execute various storage and com-
putation operations nearby automobiles. Under this environment, various nodes are installed at 
the brinks of road on different geographical regions so that nearby automobile is able to perform 
operations on these nodes. Fog computing environment accomplishes upgraded latency as useful 
information and operations are acquired and examined close to the vehicle. It also aims to upgrade 
the frequency spectrum and efficiency of the environment. Fog computing technique is a crucial 
technique for 6G network empowered with IoT. Under this environment, large amount of automo-
biles transmits data over wireless network, the support offered by a node in fog environment for 
handling computational and storage operations will be condemning.

• Cloud computing: Computation of huge amount of data within limited time period is now pos-
sible with cloud computing. Processing, storage and all the computations are done on cloud, thus 

Figure 6. 6G computing techniques
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it makes it very flexible for the vehicles to access the data at any time and at any place. Though the 
technology is very handy still faces many issues related to latency and throughput of the network.
Thus to resolve this issue, fog computing is deployed with cloud computing that manages the 
communication between various RSU and OBU with minimum latency and maximum network 
throughput.

• Mobile computing: When computing is executed on mobile gadgets such as laptops, cell phones, 
tablets, etc are termed as nomadic or mobile computing. Cloud computing succeeds the peak of 
nobile computing It faces numerous challenges such as mobility of user, diversity in network, low 
bandwidth, etc. Such challenging issues are resolved with the help of various advanced algorithms 
and vigorous catching transmission hardware and software.

• Mobile cloud computing: An advancement in existing cloud computing makes it more valu-
able. The deployment of mobile computing with cloud computing is termed as Mobile Cloud 
Computing (MCC). This blending of technologies allows user to store and process all the data on 
the cloud.

• Multi-access edge computing: Just like MCC is an advancement of cloud computing. Similarly, 
Multi-access Edge (MEC) isan advancement of mobile computing with edge. According to ETSI, 
MEC is a platform that enables Radio Access Network (RAN) with the ability of IT and cloud 
computing in 5G networks. Earlier MEC was termed as “mobile edge computing,”. But now MEC 
has a wider collection of applications which are beyond mobile-specific. MEC includes vehicular 
connection, health care monitoring systems, augmented reality, etc. MEC enables RAN to append 
essential functionalities of edge to the subsist base station. MEC supports low-latency applica-
tions that are benefitted from real-time radio and other network-data to provide customized and 
personalized experience to the user. Both edge and MEC computing services work upon very less 
or no dark web facility. Though, MEC connects with Wan, WiFi, celluar networks, but edge only 
connects with LAN, WiFi, cellular networks.

• Intelligence edge computing: Intelligence Edge Computing (IEC) facilitaes the end user to uti-
lize nearest computing host rather than centralized machines which are distant from the user. 
Thus, all the computing process are done, transfering of data over the network are done at a faster 
rate with minimum response time. Such type of network is deployed in modern technology like 
various augmented reality applications, automated automobiles,etc.

MULTI ACCESS EDGE AND FOG COMPUTING TECHNIQUES 
ANALYSIS OF 6G DRIVEN VEHICULAR COMMUNICATION

Many times, both the computing techniques are termed as identical as both facilitates with computation 
operations and repository facility close to the vehicle. But both computational techniques are different. 
Accoring to OpenFog alliance, edge computing is ofen termed as fog compunting mistakenly. It also 
extends to state that fog computing is a structured way that facilitates computational operations, reposi-
tories, networking, access control of data etc, where as computational operations are limited under edge 
computing. Various aspects of fog and mobile edge computing are highlighted under Table 1 and Table 2..
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Both fog and edge provides computational and storage capabilities near the automobile. The key differ-
ence between the two architectures is exactly where that intelligence and computing power is placed.

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

6G is the new trendy technology which is capable to handle huge amount of data under vehicular com-
munication. Various computing techniques were explored and regerous study was done to compare the 
best computing technique among all available for deploying in 6G driven vehicular communication 
environment. Industry 5.0 is also explored and various applications compatible with IoE is also enlisted. 

Table 1. Comparative analysis between FC & MEC

FC MEC

Knob Gadget Routers, Switches, Gateways. Host machine executing in control station.

Knob Locale Assorted inbetween terminal and cloud machine Radio Network Coltroller(RNC).

Software Framework Based on Fog Abstract Layer. Based on Mobile Orchestrator

Context Awareness Moderate Inflated

Proximity Single or numerous Hops Single Hop

Access Mechanisms Bluetooths, Wi-Fi, Mobile Nwteorks Mobile Networks

Internode Communications Reinforce Prejudiced

Table 2. Comparative analysis of fog computing & edge computing

Fog Computing Edge Computing

Architecture

• Coined by CISCO 
• Extending cloud to the edge of the network. 
• Decentralized Computing. 
• Any device with computing, storage and network 
connectivity can be a fog node.

• Fog Computing usually work with cloud and edge 
can work without cloud or fog. 
• Edge is limited to smaller number of peripheral 
layers. 
• Edge computing pushes the intelligence, processing 
power and communication of an edge gateway or 
appliance directly into device.

Pros

• Real time data analysis. 
• Take quick actions. 
• Sensitive data remains inside the network. 
• Cost saving on storage and network. 
• More scalable than edge computing.

• Edge computing simplifies internal communication 
by means of physical wiring. 
• Programmable automation controllers(PACs) uses 
edge computing to determine which data should be 
stored locally and which data should be sent to the 
cloud for further analysis.

Cons
Fog computing relies on many links to move data 
from physical asset chain to digital layer and this is a 
potential point of failure.

• Less scalable than fog computing. 
• No cloud-awareness 
• Cannot do resource pooling. 
• Operations cannot be exended to IT/OT team. 
• Interconnected through proprietary networks with 
custom security and little interoperability.
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We will further try to optimise the network with maximum throughput using the discussed computing 
techniques.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Different 6G enabled computing methodologies, as well as various Industry 5.0 IoE applications, have 
been examined in this chapter to preserve privacy and security against dark web crimes. 6G technology 
that can manage massive amounts of data in vehicular communication. The ideal computing technique 
among all those available for use in a 6G-driven vehicular communication environment was determined 
in this chapter after investigating numerous industry 5.0 computing strategies. Industry 5.0 intends to 
improve network efficiency for IoE applications.
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ABSTRACT

The previous work adopts an evolving methodology in neural system. The chapter is a new darknet 
transactions summary. It is a system administration structure for real-time automating of the wicked 
intention discovery method. It uses a weight agnostic fuzzy interface construction. It is an efficient and 
reliable computational rational forensics device for web exchange examination, the exposure of malware 
transactions, and decoded business testimony in real-time. The suggestion is an automatic searching 
neural-net structure that can execute different duties, such as recognizing zero-day crimes. By automat-
ing the spiteful purpose disclosure means from the darknet, the answer reduces the abilities and training 
wall. It stops many institutions from adequately preserving their most hazardous asset. The system uses 
two types of datasets – training and prediction sets. The errors are detected using back propagation. The 
recommendation detects the attacks earlies by 6.85% and 13% of resources compared to the previous work.

INTRODUCTION

The dark web (Fachkha & Debbabi, 2015) is a domain using different hacking devices (Mungekar, So-
lanki, & Swarnalatha, 2020), services and products belonging to complete its doings. The region proves 
to be a threat to many large organizations, governments and individuals. These tools are used to steal 
information from target. They use the targets bank accounts, credit cards and social security numbers to 
gain access to their money. Its sections into –

• It is an unknown contact tool concentrated on the unidentified transmission design. It is the view-
point of improving facelessness. Its analysis the protection of nameless strategies and improves 
unnamed methods. It is the optimization of unspecified entrance agents.

• Concentrate on the de-anonymization of the dark web using procedure susceptibility uses, proce-
dure investigation, traffic examination, and further procedures.
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• Concentrate on information examination on the Dark Internet. It includes diverse fact collections 
and categories. It traces crypto-currency marketing, investigation of the Dark internet features.

A dark network is an encoded web created in the cyber world. It can be accessed using trustworthy 
programs. It can take the build on the secluded system or a peer-to-peer web. These grids depend on 
commuting packets in the encoding tier to help client facelessness. The Deep network is a web portal. 
It cannot be accessed by traditional machines. The traditional search motor has not yet indexed them. 
It may be the deliberate finding of the website proprietor. It may be due to the character of the website 
itself. The web portal landlords can use a combination of modes to support the concealed from cyber 
stragglers and stop the indexing of couriers. Some of these techniques assure that no available web portal 
connects to their pages. It restricts admission to pages via technological standards. It lies beneath the 
clear web and is the in-depth tier of the cyber world. According to the 2012 market table 1 depicts the 
attack estimated.

Sociable media investigation makes system security. The cleverness mechanisms recognize fierce 
and extremist behavioral attributes. It can end in creating effective strategies to oppose hazards of di-
verse sorts. Darknet conversation platforms are transmission mediums over the shared framework of 
cyberspace. It needs unique compositions and customizations to acquire admission. These venues are 
chatter areas include exchanges from certified associates of the panel. Surveillance and researching these 
darknet conversation media of terroristic institutions can develop practical understandings to the protec-
tion intellect. Pre-computation involves computerized apparatus knowledge strategies that can decrease 
the struggle of the brilliance of society to examine the magnitude of context.

The proposal (Demertzis et al., 2021) is a new darknet transactions (Zhang & Zou, 2020) summary. It 
is a system administration structure for real-time automating of the wicked intention discovery method. 
It uses a weight agnostic fuzzy interface construction. It is an efficient and reliable computational ratio-
nal forensics device for web exchange examination, the exposure of malware transactions, and decoded 
business testimony in real-time. The suggestion is an automatic searching neural-net structure that can 
execute different duties, such as recognizing zero-day crimes. By automating the spiteful purpose disclo-
sure means from the darknet, the answer reduces the abilities and training wall. It stops many institutions 

Table 1. Attack estimation in 2012

Black market Occurrence

Counterfeiting $1.13 trillion

Drug Trafficking $652 billion

Illegal Logging $157 billion

Illegal Mining $48 billion

Illegal Fishing $36.4 billion

Illegal Wildlife Trade $23 billion

Crude Oil Theft $11.9 billion

Light Weapons Trafficking $3.5 billion

Organ Trafficking $1.7 billion

Trafficking in Cultural Property $1.6 billion
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from adequately preserving their most hazardous asset. The system uses two types of datasets - training 
and prediction sets. The errors are detected using back propagation.

The suggestion considers using the initial attack parameters. It is a set containing the all the patterns 
of the initial state of the attack. The work also has a set that highlights the amount of resource loss when 
the attack is launched. Hence the monitoring device can prioritize the attacks based on the occurrence 
frequency and resource loss. The recommendation provides early detection of the attack by 6.85% 
compared to previous work. The suggestion is also able to prioritize the attacks and takes appropriate 
action based of its kind. The recommendation gives 13% increase in securing the resources compared 
to previous work.

The work is divided into five divisions. Threats from dark web is summarized in section two. Litera-
ture survey follows the threats from dark web. The third section details the proposed work. The work is 
analyzed in division four. The recommendation concludes in division five.

THREATS FROM THE DARK WEB

Cyber hazard brilliance is a notification strategy that helps general and personal associations notice, 
recognize, observe, and react to Internet hazards. This obtained knowledge enables us to comprehend 
strategies and techniques of dangers and menace performers. It falls into three categories.

Tactical Cyber Intellect

(Dehghantanha et al., 2018) is accountable for recognizing hazards of origins, purposes, and potential 
impacts. AZ Secure Hacker Assets Portal (Samtani et al., 2021) gathers, investigates, and notices the 
four primary Darknet information origins to suggest the distinctive perspective of hackers, their Internet 
criminal acquisitions, their preferences, and explanations. The work used SFS, POLCYB, and NCFTA 
platforms to get the feed. The system has contradicting standards to evade all recently known Darknet 
assemblage barricades. The system divides into tactical and functional classes of priority. Each group 
has defined career functions and commitments. Each element of the Hacker Assets Portal carries weight 
to specified associations from both investigation and exercise viewpoints. Tradition scanners expanded 
with each anti-heaving means countermeasure pulled intelligence relevant characteristics such as screen 
titles, post texts, and durations. These methods produced 10,975,390 documents traversing 2002–2020. 
The system delivers a collection of collaborative intelligence dashboards by aggregating. It permits clients 
to uncover acquisition directions, identify critical pirates, and recognize repositories. The customers can 
categorize the recognize a cyberpunk’s acquisitions and communicating movements.

The STIX framework (Barnum, 2012) recognizes the essence of cyber hazards. It is a vocabulary 
invented in association with concerns. It delivers a standard tool for managing prearranged knowledge, 
enhancing steadiness, productivity, and interoperability. It focuses (to sustain) the essence of appliances 
interested in cyber danger administration. The reviewer checks organized and amorphous knowledge 
concerning cyber hazard workouts from a mixture of intake repositories. The critic aims to comprehend 
the qualities of appropriate risks, recognize them, and distinguish them over time. Cyber methodologies 
workers use means to observe and evaluate cyber processes to catch the dangers. The decision-makers 
set guidelines of cyber danger details. The system communicates these facts with partakers and its 
handling procedures.
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Working Internet Brilliance

(Mattern et al., 2014) supplies data about assailants and their repositories. They forecast their goals and 
procedures operated by players to accomplish their plans.

The Working internet Intellect (Trifonov, et al., 2018) delivers a line that connects the possibility 
and effect of an internet attack with its strategic class substances by guaranteeing a legible structure for 
examination and prioritization of probable hazards and exposures given the institution’s dangerous ter-
ritory. The consequences got at the Technological institution of Sofia in the execution of the assignment 
linked to the application of intellectual strategies for improving the safety in grids. The investigation 
of the feasibility has different Manufactured Brilliance techniques. The approach is sufficient for all 
phases of the Net and cannot be recognized. It uses the Doctrine of functional protection. The practice 
redirects the mean of gravity to the capacity to react. It obstructs the consequence of the invasion within 
the administrative conditions. The various IP locations give streams of estimated constraints. The TU-
Sofia crew completes the workout and the outgoing gridlock in the web of the presumed opponent. It is 
a repository of details for making his behavioral prototype. It produces metaphors with the Non-Invasive 
Brain-Computer medium. The physiological beacon of the brain uses for mortal feelings assessment. 
The surveillance entity employs RFC 1757 isolated system observation techniques. It approximates to 
EEG with tracks.

The work (Karaman et al., 2016) adjusts net procedures to suit a functional structure. It allows In-
ternet and process planners to comprehend and intercommunicate this new operational environment. 
Cyber functions are critical planning aspects in the functioning. It is the tactical function of nations or 
auxiliary devices in achieving planning purposes. The Operations algorithms technique connects with 
skill. It understands by visualizing a reality. It places ahead the methods to acquire the goal. Operating 
strategy is a methodology having the design of ideas. It is a visible and exhaustive map of a drive or 
process to reach the selected end circumstances. The troop judgment-making procedure is a persistent 
and recurrent technique. It allows the captain and team to understand the circumstances. It helps to 
explore the assignment, take advice, to create a practice of activities. The characteristic investigation is 
an inventory for entourage authorities to carry all aspects into reserve and remove them from the to-do 
list. Centre of gravity investigation is the end phase.

Technological Net Brilliance

(Tounsi & Rais, 2018) furnishes data about real-time techniques and devices employed by assailants. It 
manages the countermeasures and safeguarding procedures to be obeyed by institutions.

The suggestion (Yadav & Rao, 2015) plans to support an Internet protection investigator to discover 
the opportunities unrestricted to an assailant at every phase of an attack. The chain is a prototype for 
the reaction group. It has criminal researchers and malware reviewers to operate in a sequence mode. 
The sympathetic chain investigates the foul movements of an assailant. Surveillance means collecting 
details about the goal. It can be a person or an administrative commodity. Observation splits into goal 
label, preference, and summarizing. Weaponize phase creates an entrance and an infiltration technique. 
It employs the knowledge assembled from a survey. It allows prosperous conveyance. Distribution is the 
essential element accountable for an efficient and practical attack. The exploitation installs the shipment. 
The ignored creation in techniques bypasses host-based protection authorities to establish and revise. 
It handles the command of the malware lodged upon the target’s machine. The management technique 
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gives isolated confidential education to compromised devices. It functions as the location where infor-
mation exfiltrates.

LITERATURE SURVEY

The section summarizes the previous contributions. The proposal (Demertzis et al., 2021) is a new darknet 
transactions (Zhang & Zou, 2020) summary. It is a system administration structure for real-time automat-
ing of the wicked intention discovery method. It uses a weight agnostic fuzzy interface construction. It 
is an efficient and reliable computational rational forensics device for web exchange examination, the 
exposure of malware transactions, and decoded business testimony in real-time. The suggestion is an 
automatic searching neural-net structure that can execute different duties, such as recognizing zero-day 
crimes. By automating the spiteful purpose disclosure means from the darknet, the answer reduces the 
abilities and training wall. It stops many institutions from adequately preserving their most hazardous 
asset. The system uses two types of datasets - training and prediction sets. The errors are detected using 
back propagation.

The work (Sarkar et al., 2019) is the reaction web constructed from the line responses in platforms to 
create components for intake to the prototype. Graph-Based Characteristics determine attributes about 
the dynamics of reactions from clients with plausible facts to standard positions. The platform dataset 
is another collection of pieces. The contribution divides the period of the invasion investigation into 
two components. The first corresponds to the workout period. The second is the trial period. It repairs 
the exercise period in the reality database and the examination period succeeds the activity span. The 
recommendation computes the term sequence of the exact collection of segments in the questioning span. 
The intake is duration succession of administer prototype and unconfirmed standard.

The device education (Almukaynizi et al., 2017) use components emanated from two references. The 
susceptibility data feed accumulates from NVD, and a D2web dataset of positions with cyber security-
related text collects and modifies 151 D2web platforms. The category tags determine the reality group of 
seizure signatures of exploits witnessed in the rugged and documented by Symantec. Every orientation 
in NVD assigns an individual CVE digit. The authors use the JSON knowledge input supplied by NVD 
and extract details about the exposures. The net scraper retrieves from the NVD’s exposure webpages. 
The dataset of positions obtains from 151 darknet and deep net outlets. The procedure removes the 
hacking-related text from D2web locations using an education procedure with elevation precision. The 
datasets contain over 2,290,000 placements under 223,074 different platform issues and 151 separate 
discussions. The title susceptibilities exploit in the wild. The highest value for the bit of manipulated 
exposures is 2.7%, and the lowest worth is smaller than 1%.

The recommendation framework (Marin et al., 2018) ensures that protection reviewers can answer to 
this hostile strength. It provides an alternative approach that leverages adoption forecast to create aggres-
sive smart-driven guard, anticipating the participation of cybercriminals in hacking-related forum topics. 
It is the adoption conduct among crackers on the system. It aims to indicate their prospective adoptions of 
discussion issues. It gives the influence made by its equivalents. The authors adopt leveraging sequential 
management mining to uncover client posting directions using a series of customer feeds. It subsequently 
utilizes these directions to create the forecasts. The authors accumulate information supplied by a retail 
arrangement of the design. The assemblage is more than 330,000 pirate feeds of a famous dark web 
platform to make a series management mining prototype qualified for forecasting forthcoming data of 
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invaders. The work views two post-time granularities and ten-time windows for per period granularity. 
The contribution uses 362,617 sequential administrations with various dimensions in the exercise stage. 
The forecast accuracy impacts up to 0.78, while a baseline benchmark runs up to 0.18.

The authors employ a bipartite diagram to describe the associations between clients and processes. 
A customer is joined to a procedure by a link. The action initiates when the client posts any note in the 
algorithm. To forecast probable customers are offered a new future connects. It estimates the resem-
blances among all duos of customers according to the bipartite chart. Based on client participation in a 
new thread, the design embraces a collective procedure to organize all other customers based on their 
similitude to this set of lists of consumers. They teach a UTD framework to allocate a new connection 
to one of the current ones and produce an inventory of clients appealing to this trend. This resulting 
checklist promotes the hierarchy developed based on consumer resemblance.

It is a new approach (Miller et al., 2020) to indicate pharmaceutical need based on high-frequency 
deals knowledge from darknet demands. When purchasing drugs on the darknet, users leave thoughts. 
Apiece thinking has a linked merchant homeland, material, and period. The learning comes from chaf-
ing the considerations from the four needs. The demands rely on encoding and digital banknotes to 
allow the unspecified exchange of materials and assistance. They estimate forecast bargains by the out-
of-sample mistakes of the predictive examples. The upper committee of the architecture reveals buys 
over duration are rising rapidly, so they may not be immobile. The more subordinate board shows the 
ratio transformation in deals over the span. The period is ongoing. The application of investigation is at 
diverse groups of period accumulation.

The work (Kawaguchi & Ozawa, 2019) uses VirusTotal and Gred machines as an instrument to forecast 
the malice of pulled Uniform Resource Locators from assembled HTML texts. VirusTotal is an online 
assistance that can accomplish 66 discovery motors having anti-virus programs and preclude-based 
classifiers for repositories and resource locators. The Gred machine is also an online benefit created by 
Secure Brain Corporation. It can be employed to select the grade of viciousness as manipulating and 
phishing areas for HTML text. The HTML is in the darknet datasets. The connections to the exterior 
are pulled. The shell resource locators are preserves in the association warehouse. The extent of the 
meanness of the portal recorded in this dataset evaluates employing outward motors, where a resource 
locator broadcasts to VirusTotal and an accumulated HTML. It assigns to the Gred machine. The cre-
ated method has the execution of 0.9523 in AUC. It represents the category of harmful online pages is 
precisely performed with fewer fraudulent positives.

An index (Chen, 2008) of radical associations and their sites resource locator recognizes possible 
internet sites with IED-related scope. The investigation completes on the cyber sites linked with these 
parties to examine the relation grid and extend the group of source Resource locators. The Internet 
sites having IED-related text develops. It demands clients to have previous licenses or have archives to 
gain admittance to the web repositories. The work suggests two techniques for using cyber sites using 
stragglers. The document packing procedures can be inconsistent with the place and state. The process 
is semi-mechanized, the laggards administered by mortals in achieving entrance to online text. The 
detailed permit practices and Internet site arrangements create computerized reader assets employing 
concentrating stragglers. The computation ends in 3,600 pages. The 2,541 appropriate online pages are 
from 30 cyber sites, with over 90% of the pages coming from a core set of 7 websites. The field special-
ist organizes 2,541 net pages.

The work (Kadoguchi et al., 2019) robotically differentiates the (crucial) writings and noncritical 
broadcasts on the darknet. The database employs online stragglers and devices devoted to that detail 
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assemblage on the dark cyberspace. The work uses a retail instrument called Sixgill. The suggestion 
serves with phrase tokenization, cleansing, expression normalization, deriving, and stop-word cali-
bration. Expression tokenization is a procedure of isolating unique representations. Scrubbing clears 
undeserved qualities such as digits and parentheses in the reader. Term normalization amalgamates 
the word cases. The system accomplishes vocabulary computation. The attributes weights are received 
employing doc2vec. Device education has a knowledge step that yields a prototype and an assessment 
step that estimates the enactment of the representative. The attribute text received by doc2vec develops 
a standard (Using the exercise dataset in the learning stage). The computation of information estimates 
the working of the work (In the evaluation process). The system gets (unidentified) information (After 
inference enactment of the representative is certified). The recommendation infiltrates messages from 
numerous platforms into the prototype and pulls only (essential) remarks.

The framework (He, He, & Li, 2019) has two segments- information collection structure and category 
process. The darknet category representative downloads an enormous count of online text from Tor. It 
haphazardly pulls a specific ratio of the text information, employed as an exercise collection and a trial 
group. The work experiment and assess the procedure. The altered Scrapy Crawler instrument crawl. onion 
manages from darknet quest motors such as ahmia6 and some dark listed online sites. The recommendation 
examines the vocabulary and text dispersal of the 4,851 places with manual tags. The sort execution has 
three domains. It contains the pre-computing dark net writing and lawful activity knowledge, the build-
ing of the characteristic table, and device understanding classifiers. Term Frequency-Inverse Document 
Frequency standard creates the vector space prototype, used in knowledge digging and facts recovery.

The BlackWidow (Schäfer, et al., 2019) concentrates on computerization. The appropriate target 
platforms are recognized to bootstrap the approach and overwhelm the experiments. It strives to ex-
plore the text of these media to acquire additional connections and gives lessons to the other targets 
in a mechanical technique. It requires private financial records to warrant on each zone. The planning 
and requirements phase accomplishes. The measures are fully motorized. The clustering stage installs 
unspecified admission to the system. The work demonstrates nameless hubs to the recognized media 
using Docker’s vessels. The procedure enables Tor access Hidden assistance and Virtual Confidential 
system for traditional Deep online places. node.js headless Chrome browser puppeteer is a straggler 
within the Docker’s vessels. The computation stage accords by parsing the gathered unprocessed HTML 
facts from the prior degree, decoding the text into English, and removing the commodities of appeal to 
provide an understanding diagram. It mechanically discovers associations and directions across various 
lines and platforms.

Proposed Architecture

The previous work adopts an evolving methodology in neural system. It performs a specialized task 
irrespective of the weighs of the links in the foundation framework. This method equates to the lack of 
exercises in the structure. The proposal (Demertzis et al., 2021) is a new darknet transactions (Zhang 
& Zou, 2020) summary. It is a system administration structure for real-time automating of the wicked 
intention discovery method. It uses a weight agnostic fuzzy interface construction. It is an efficient and 
reliable computational rational forensics device for web exchange examination, the exposure of malware 
transactions, and decoded business testimony in real-time. The suggestion is an automatic searching 
neural-net structure that can execute different duties, such as recognizing zero-day crimes. By automat-
ing the spiteful purpose disclosure means from the darknet, the answer reduces the abilities and training 
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wall. It stops many institutions from adequately preserving their most hazardous asset. The system uses 
two types of datasets - training and prediction sets. The errors are detected using back propagation.

The suggestion uses a data set D that maps the sample transactions S to the predicted set P.

D S P→ { },  (1)

Where
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0
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n

x
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ANALYSIS OF THE SUGGESTED WORK

The work is simulated using Matlab. Table 4 gives the details of the parameters considered in the simulation.
The previous work adopts an evolving methodology in neural system. It performs a specialized task 

irrespective of the weighs of the links in the foundation framework. This method equates to the lack of 
exercises in the structure. The proposal (Demertzis et al., 2021) is a new darknet transactions summary. 
It is a system administration structure for real-time automating of the wicked intention discovery method. 
It uses a weight agnostic fuzzy interface construction. It is an efficient and reliable computational ratio-
nal forensics device for web exchange examination, the exposure of malware transactions, and decoded 
business testimony in real-time. The suggestion is an automatic searching neural-net structure that can 
execute different duties, such as recognizing zero-day crimes. By automating the spiteful purpose disclo-
sure means from the darknet, the answer reduces the abilities and training wall. It stops many institutions 
from adequately preserving their most hazardous asset. The system uses two types of datasets - training 
and prediction sets. The errors are detected using back propagation.

Table 2. Dataset used in to analyze the dataset

Dataset name Description

Reference_model Maps training set with the prediction set

Training_model Maps attack patterns with the resources affected and initial attack pattern

Prediction_set Maps attack patterns with prediction patterns

Occurrence_set Maps attack patterns with frequency of attack occurrence

Threshold_set Maps attack patterns with the percentage of data lost

Reference_model Maps training_set with prediction_set
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The suggestion considers using the initial attack parameters. It is a set containing the all the patterns 
of the initial state of the attack. The work also has a set that highlights the amount of resource loss when 
the attack is launched. Hence the monitoring device can prioritize the attacks based on the occurrence 
frequency and resource loss. The recommendation provides early detection of the attack by 6.85% com-
pared to previous work. Figure 1 represents the same.

The suggestion is also able to prioritize the attacks and takes appropriate action based of its kind. 
The recommendation gives 13% increase in securing the resources compared to previous work. Figure 
2 depicts the same.

Table 3. Algorithm used to create the dataset evaluate patterns at the earlier stage

#For a sequence of instances, evaluate the attack patterns

For i, sequence in enumerates(dataset):

#Training set is the model that encompasses the attack patterns with the resources affected and initial attack pattern

Training_set= create_model(attack_patterns, resources_affected,initial_patterns)

#prediction set contains the prediction patterns mapped to the attack patterns

Prediction_set= create_model(prediction_patterns, attack_patterns)

#create an attack pattern occurrence duration

Occurrence_set=create_model(attack_patterns, frequency_occurrence)

#create a threshold model that encompasses the attacks occurring beyond the threshold. It maps the attack patterns to the percentage of 
data/resource loss

Threshold_set=create_model(attack_patterns, percentage_datalost)

#reference model is a set mapping training set with the prediction set

Reference_model=create_model(training_set, prediction_set)

Table 4. Description of the simulated results

Parameters used Description

Reference_model 25 MB

Training_model 12 MB

Prediction_set 7 MB

Occurrence_set 3 MB

Threshold_set 3.5 MB

Reference_model 2.66 MB

Number of attacks considered 10

Number of devices considered 10

Number of attackers 2

Simulated time 60 ms
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CONCLUSION

The previous work adopts an evolving methodology in neural system. It performs a specialized task 
irrespective of the weighs of the links in the foundation framework. This method equates to the lack of 
exercises in the structure. The proposal is a new darknet transactions summary. It is a system admin-
istration structure for real-time automating of the wicked intention discovery method. It uses a weight 
agnostic fuzzy interface construction. It is an efficient and reliable computational rational forensics device 
for web exchange examination, the exposure of malware transactions, and decoded business testimony 
in real-time. The suggestion is an automatic searching neural-net structure that can execute different 
duties, such as recognizing zero-day crimes. By automating the spiteful purpose disclosure means from 
the darknet, the answer reduces the abilities and training wall. It stops many institutions from adequately 
preserving their most hazardous asset. The system uses two types of datasets - training and prediction 
sets. The errors are detected using back propagation.

The suggestion work considers mapping the initial stages of attack and the resources damaged due 
to the attack. It detects the attacks early by 6.85% and 13% of resources are secured compared to the 
previous work.

Figure 1. Depiction of early detection of the attacks
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ABSTRACT

This chapter proposes a scheme for the identification of copy-move forgery by inducing adaptive over-
segmentation and matching of feature points with the help of discrete cosine transform (DCT). Copy-
move forging is an image tampering technique that involves concealing undesired things or recreating 
desirable elements within the same image to create modified tampered images. Traditional methods added 
a large number of false matches. To conquer this problem, a new algorithm is proposed to incorporate 
an adaptive threshold method. So, the block feature matching mechanism is used, and the matching fea-
ture blocks classify the feature points using patch matching and Hough transform. Forged regions are 
detected with the help of the newly proposed algorithm. The results of the proposed method show that 
it can substantially reduce the number of false matches that lead to improvements in both performance 
and computational costs. This demonstrates the suggested algorithm’s resistance against a variety of 
known attacks. Comparative results are presented for a better evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

Powerful tools for digital image processing like Photoshop, which creates digital forgeries from one or 
more than one images, is fairly simple. Digital image forgery becoming increasingly easy to execute due 
to the development of computer technology and image processing software. Digital images, however, 
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are the common source of knowledge, and so genuine digital pictures are becoming a crucial problem 
(Qureshi and Deriche, 2014). Forged images need to be detected to restrict spreading of malicious im-
ages through dark web. Crime under dark web needs to be investigated to prevent illegal activities and 
trouble. There are onion websites which could make use of tampered images. In recent years, researchers 
have started to concentrate on the digital image manipulation problem. Digital images plays important 
role in intelligent systems,civil services, judgments, healthcare, sports, education, defense work etc. For 
security purpose, tampered images needs to be detected. Of the current forms of image interference, copy 
move forgeries or image splicing are typical manipulations of a digital image, i.e. pasting one or more 
copied section of a picture to certain sections of the same picture or to another image (Sharma and Nandi, 
2014). In copy move forgery, the parts of image are copied from the file and pasted in the same source 
file. The noise variable, color characteristic and other essential properties are consistent with the rest of 
the file (Agarwal and Verma, 2019). In past years, many image forgery detection methods were proposed 
to detect copy-move forgeries. The detection of copy moving forgery techniques can be categorized 
into two types: feature key point-based algorithms and block-based algorithms. Block-based detection 
techniques split the input images into blocks of image. Then, by finding similarity between image pixel 
blocks or transforming coefficients, the manipulated region can be identified. Key point-based forgery 
detection approaches were introduced where image main points are identified and balanced over the 
whole picture to avoid any image transformations thus detecting identical areas (Chauhan et al., 2016).

Below figures shows a glimpse of copy-move based forgery. The original image is displayed in Figure 
1, while its fake counterpart is shown in Figure 2 where the branch of the tree is copied and placed at the 
left part of the image. In this work, we have suggested a novel forgery identification scheme. This scheme 
utilizes an adaptive over-segmentation technique, feature extraction and feature matching mechanism. 
We have proposed an algorithm based upon block forgery method. The features are extricated as block 
features from individual image sub block rather than using traditional key point-based method. The key 
point based method extracts features out of the whole image. Block features are then balanced to find the 
identified forged pixels, which could suggest the potential forged areas. We have proposed an efficient 
algorithm, to identify forged areas in an image.

Related Work

The majority of approaches utilized in copy-move image forgery detection are split into categories like: 
block methods and key point methods (Yadav and Dongre, 2017). The input image is segmented into 
normal or fixed-size blocks, which are overlapped and then found (Thakur et al., 2016). Further-more, 
there are differences in how such methods are implemented, such as the process approach utilized to char-
acterize the blocks. The image is separated into blocks, and forgery is detected using the Scale Invariant 
Feature Transform. The Euclid distance between the blocks is then calculated to find the matching area 
in the image (Kurien et al., 2019). The copy-move method of forgery detection, which uses quantized 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients to ensure that picture blocks are mirrored, is a superior 
block detection methodology.

In (Elaskily et al., 2020), authors proposed automated copy-move falsification focused on a profound 
approach to learning. A deep Copy-Move Forgery Detection (CMFD) network of copy movements is 
particularly planned. CNN is designed to acquire hierarchical representations of features from the ref-
erence images used to distinguish distorted and initial pictures. To reduce the data, they used Global 
Average Pooling (GAP) layer in CNN layers, authors used 2D filters for processing of input image in 
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varying layers for feature generation. In (Agarwal and Verma, 2019), authors proposed work in which 
image is partitioned using SLIC clustering method. VGGNet have been applied for feature extraction 
to construct depth of pixel of image. Then ADM technique, a patch matching method, is employed for 
detection of the fake image.

In (Wang et al., 2020), authors worked on the approach in which they extracted key points by employ-
ing the FALoG filter and matched keypoints using Rg2NN algorithm. Candidate clustering was used to 
eliminate false matches. In [24], Yang et al. used copy-move falsification detection techniques (CMFD) 
to extract picture keypoints utilizing an adaptive uniform distribution threshold and binary robust invari-
ant scalable key-points descriptor. For finding forged regions, they employed mean residual normalized 
intensity correlation. A hybrid method was introduced in which extracted keypoints are compared to 
detect a copy move fault in a picture in (Mangat et al., 2020). The proposed method is divided into two 

Figure 1. Original image

Figure 2. Fake image
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stages: first, the keypoints are replaced by utilizing SIFT, and then the blocks are retrieved using kernel 
PCA. In the second stage, the keypoints are contrasted by utilizing the SVM help vector. In (Kurien et 
al., 2019), authors analyzed comparison between copy-move forgery detection methods - using Scale 
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). In terms of accuracy and 
precision, the Keypoint based method by utilizing SIFT was the most useful.

Work based upon passive forensic method by usingthe locality preserving projection (LPP) for copy 
move forgery in the same image (CAO et al., 2015). To perform detection, they calculated similarity 
matrix which shows adjacent relation between original and tampered image by reducing small block 
dimension. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based approach to detect of fake images was done 
(Maher et al., 2020). The algorithm used is based upon feature matching along with deep learning. 
Trigonometric transform in 1D and 2D and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is performed on the input 
images. Implementation of feature extraction is done using sequential pairs of convolution and pooling.

Comparison between different image forgery techniques was presented (Yadav and Dongre, 2017). 
They presented different approaches of copy-move forgery detection methods like block and key point 
based techniques. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based algorithm uses DCT coefficients which is a 
strong mechanism to work on images since it decreases difficulty of similarity and cost of calculation 
work is also reduced.

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) was used to detect tampered images. DCT coefficients are used to 
represent each block (Maind et al., 2014). They introduced new parameters to remove the false matches 
and applied morphological operations to give the final output. This technique is based upon Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) that is applicable on small blocks. Inspite of various research in image 
forgery detection techniques, there is no technique developed which could detect all kinds of forger-
ies. Also, it has been noticed that some techniques gave much better accuracy but their computational 
complexity is very high.

In (Kang and Cheng, 2010), authors came out with an improved DCT-based method which uses 
improved Singular value decomposition technique. For matching blocks of the image, they used cor-
relation coefficients. It makes the algorithm more effective and fewer features to represent each block 
in image. PCA feature extraction has been applied to the image blocks, but is the first to extend a key 
component analysis to a limited fixed scale of the image blocks in order to obtain a reduced dimensional 
representation. The comparative study of various forgery detection techniques is shown in the Table 1.

CATEGORIZATION OF IMAGE FORGERY TECHNIQUES

Active Approach

Watermarking and digital signatures are the active approaches of image forgery (Yadav and Dongre, 
2017). Watermarking deliberately manipulates the identity of the owner (source) by inserting a specific 
pattern or copyright information. It hides the crucial information in the image like id or any logo of the 
company etc. Two primary requirements for active image authentication are sensitivity and robustness. 
Digital signature is a mathematical process which verifies the authenticity of the document by inducing 
a digital code.
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Passive Approach

While various standard approaches are available that can accurately identify forgery, there is no specific 
approach that will manage all such situations. Passive Approach is a process in which image itself is 
analyzed with no prior information. In passive approach, internal features of the image are extracted to 
detect forgery. Tampered image is detected based upon some inconsistency in the image.

Table 1. Comparative study of other existing methods

Methods Objective(s) Limitation/Features Authors

SURF feature extraction 
and SVM Copy move forgery detection Forgery detection with video images is yet 

to be done using object recognition. (Dhivya et al.,2020)

LoG filter and Rg2NN 
algorithm Copy move forgery detection Does not differentiate between source and 

target parts of forged image. (Wang et al.,2019)

SURF and RANSAC Copy move forgery detection Computational complexity is high. (Yang et al.,2019)

SIFT, SURF, DCT Copy move forgery detection Comparative study (Yadav and Dongre,2017)

Trignometric transforms 
and CNN Copy move forgery detection Improved accuracy but high computational 

complexity (Al_Azrak et al.,2019_

Capsule-Forensics-Noise Image and Video forgery 
detection Cannot detect adversarial machine attacks (Nguyen et al., 2019)

Locality preserving 
Projection Copy move forgery detection Longer detection time (Cao et al.,2015)

Block based and Key 
point based

Copy move forgery attack 
detection Comparison of various forgery techniques (Kaur and Kumar, 2015)

Figure 3. Categories of image forgery techniques
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Categories of Passive Approach

Image Splicing

Image splicing is a process of forgery in which image is cropped and multiple images are merged to 
create a combined final image (Tanzeela et al., 2013). This procedure is more effective when produc-
ing manipulated pictures. A variety of sharp transformations can be added in a spliced image. Sources 
involve the usage of manipulated photos in a variety of notorious news stories or social media posts. 
Photo splicing is done in subsequent post-processing methods such as the smoothing of pixel borders.

Image Retouching

Photo retouching incorporates or eliminates something from the photograph to improve the picture’s 
functionality. It may enhance or reduces the image features which alter the image appearance. Certain 
defects of the image may also be improved through image retouching. This method is common to es-
thetic, industrial consumers and degrades the quality of the product (Tanzeela et al., 2013). Typically, it 
is famous in news or fake meaasages photo editors, where they seek to render the subject more appealing 
by improving those attributes. Image Retouching is known to be less dangerous relative to other forgery 
techniques. Removing blemishes from a product picture will be a brilliant illustration of the retouching 
process (Birajdar and Mankar, 2013).

Copy Move Forgery

Copy Move Forgery is a forgery dependent detection technique in which some part of an image is copied. 
Then this copied part is pasted to other part of the image i.e. copy, transfer and paste a similar area of 
file. The identical area represents the same picture area so the image characteristics remains the same 
(Qureshi and Deriche, 2014).

Feature extraction is achieved by employing image processing methods, evaluating the pixel size, 
and measuring texture and hash values in the image.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We proposed an efficient algorithm that can achieve great performance with low computational complexity. 
This algorithm is proposed to detect tampered or forged image and it outperforms the existing techniques. 

Figure 4. Example of image splicing
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The framework is shown in the Figure 7. Blocks of images are used for the study of falsification in this 
process. Images are separated into different sections instead of continuously evaluating the whole picture.

Following steps describe the proposed algorithm which has been adapted to detect fake images:

Figure 5. Example of image retouching

Figure 6. Example of copy move forgery

Figure 7. Proposed framework for fake image detection
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1.  Preprocessing: Choose input image and divide it into 8 (8x8) blocks because it makes it possible 
to detect forgeries in smaller areas (16 blocks can also be preferred to reduce noise).

2.  Adaptive Over-thresholding with DCT: We applied Adaptive Over-thresholding with Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) onto the blocks of an image. Then corresponding coefficients of DCT 
in the image are computed. The blocks are then represented with fewer coefficients.

3.  Scanning: Remove the high frequency region by zigzag scanning to the result of DCT. The purpose 
of this is to obtain the low-frequency part in the image.

4.  Feature Extraction: We obtain a vector of 1x64 after zigzag scanning, taking the first 16 (lower 
frequency part) elements of this vector, we do not deal with the rest. This part is divided into a 
quantization matrix or a determined constant (such as 16). Vector is calculated with the determined 
number of neighboring vectors. The vectors representing each block are ordered one after the other 
and we get a matrix, the size of this matrix is “16xblocknumber.”

Thus, we have made similar vectors close to each other, and in order not to lose which vector repre-
sents which block, we have added the starting coordinates of the blocks to the end of the 1x16 vectors 
V to make them 1x16, V is denoted as:

V= [S1, S2,…………..S16] (1)

Where S1, S2,.... are the vectors of the corresponding pixels in the image.

5.  5.  Feature Matching & Filtering: After that Euclidean distance is calculated as it works faster in 
evaluation. Vectors that pass the similarity (Euclid) threshold are also passed through the distance 
threshold filter. Threshold is applied to filter out bad patch matches which helps in effective per-
formance. Let coordinates of block pairs of image are (u1, v1) and (u2, v2). The Euclidean distance 
is calculated as:

d= ((u1-v2)2+(u1-v2)2)1/2 (2)

Lexicographical order is used to sort similar features of the image part. After that patch match 
algorithm along with Hough transform is applied for resorting the features of the image obtained by 
lexicographical ordering. Hough transform finds matches which are based upon low level geometric 
features such as edges and curves and patch matching works faster comparatively. Collinear points in the 
image generate curves through Hough transform. In patch matching, the fine patch matches are found 
through random sampling.

Shift vectors whose frequency is higher than the threshold, those block pairs are marked as forged 
region. Let coordinates of block pairs of image are (u1, v1) and (u2, v2), their shift vector (SV) is de-
termined as:

SV = (SV1, SV2) = (u1-v2, u1-v2) (3)

So, If the distance between the two blocks is not large enough, it is eliminated.
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Subsequently, two offset images are generated as an outcome which is stored in the form of matrices 
of same sizes. The offset images indicate the copied and pasted parts of the forged image.

6.  Post processing: In final phase, masking of image is done for binary evaluation. Black part shows 
background of the image and white part shows forged regions in the image.

Result Analysis

We have performed the investigations to calculate the results of the suggested method as compared to 
the state-of-the-art models. The dataset taken for this proposed work for fake image detection is used 
from MICC-F220 dataset (Yang et al., 2019) and random image dataset comprising of pictures taken 
from web sources. MICC-F220 dataset contains 220 images out of which 110 are real images and 110 
are tampered images. And 200 image sets were taken from database of random web images. Images are 
of different types like historical, text, nature, sceneries, object based, etc. Proposed algorithm works on 
the input image irrespective of its characteristics like size and dimension. Any image could be likely as 
input to the algorithm for its fake detection because algorithm can detect forgery in any given image. 
Choosing the right value for threshold plays an important role in copy move forgery detection since it 
reduces the matched vectors and the blocks whose shift vectors are computed. Our method provides great 
flexibility in the choice of the threshold parameter depending upon the pixel values of the input image.

The tests have been done on a machine having Intel core i5 8th generation processor, GPU driver is 
of 4 GB, 64 bits processor, RAM size is 8 GB, Windows 10 is used as Operating System. The newly 
proposed algorithm’s code is written in python language by Python 3.5.

Following parameters have been used for checking the performance of newly proposed algorithm:

Precision
TP FP
TP

=
+  (4)

Accuracy =
+

+ + +( )
TP TN

TP FP TN FN
 (5)

Recall= TP
TP FN+

 (6)

Where,
TP (number of True Positive): Forged Image have been detected as tampered
TN (number of True Negative): Original Image is detected as original
FP (number of False Positive): Original image is recognized as fake
FN (number of False Negative): Forged image is recognized as original
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F Score *
Precision*Recall
Precision Recall

1 2=
+

 (7)

Precision shows how the measured values are near among all the values while accuracy shows how 
the experimental results are more near to an exact value. F1 score gives test of the accuracy of the algo-
rithm. In Figure 8, original image is shown and fake image is shown in Figure 9 where a small squared 
part from the same image have been copied and pasted at right area of the shown image.

Comparison of different existing models with the proposed technique is given in Table 2. The proposed 
algorithm gives precision of maximum 0.96. While precision value of SVM was 0.86. Similarly, improved 
accuracy has been achieved with our approach which is 0.95. Also, F1 score of proposed algorithm is 
0.95 which is much better than F1 scores of Support Vector Machine (SVM) and other existing methods 
as shown in the Table 2. The ground truth i.e. the detected forged area of this image is shown in Figure 

Figure 8. Original image

Figure 9. Fake image
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10. White part shows regions which are copied and then pasted in the same image. In this way, copy 
move forgery has been detected efficiently through the proposed algorithm.

Comparison between existing methods and proposed method in respect of accuracy,precion, recall 
and F1 score:

Figure 10. Ground Truth: shown copy and paste area of detected forged image

Table 2. Comparison between existing and proposed methods

Method Precision Recall F1 Score Accuracy

Proposed Method 0.96 0.94 0.92 0.95

SVM (Dhivya et al., 2020) 0.86 0.81 0.83 0.82

SIFT (Kurien et al., 2019) 0.95 0.61 0.74 0.74

SVM with KPCA (Mangat et al., 
2016) 0.81 0.70 0.84 0.70

Neural Network (Mangat et al., 2016) 0.60 0.65 0.63 0.60

Figure 11. Comparison of precision
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Figure 12. Comparison of recall

Figure 13. Comparison of F1 score

Figure 14. Comparison of accuracy
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CONCLUSION

We have suggested a new identification algorithm for copy move forgery with adaptive over-segmen-
tation and matching mechanism. The block based feature matching mechanism is suggested, in which 
the matching feature blocks are used to classify the feature points. In addition, we suggested an algo-
rithm for the detection of the forged regions. The outcome of proposed method is analyzed based upon 
the investigations done on the image datasets. Results show that algorithm detects fake images more 
accurately with lesser number of false matches. Also forged detected areas of image are displayed to 
show the copy-move forgery. Future work could lead to improvement by reducing more number of false 
matches that have been encountered. Moreover, experiments may be conducted on more challenging 
image datasets to further enhance the performance of suggested algorithm since proposed model gives 
less accurate results for very small copied parts of the image sometimes.
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ABSTRACT

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs), which are more susceptible to a range of cyber-attacks, play an increas-
ingly crucial role in power system security today. Digital communication has become a global phenom-
enon in the last decade. Sadly, cyber terrorism is on the rise, and abusers are able to hide behind the 
anonymity of the internet. A hybrid model for detecting instances of cyber terrorism in Twitter datasets 
was proposed in this study after a survey of prominent classification algorithms. Logistic regression, 
linear support vector classifier, and naive bayes are the methods utilised for evaluation. Four metrics 
were used to evaluate the performance of the classifiers in experiments: precision, F1, accuracy, and 
recall. The findings show how well each of the algorithms worked, along with the metrics that went along 
with them. Linear support vector classifier (SVC) was the least effective, while hybrid model (EM) was 
the most successful.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic networks and computer technologies are weaponized in cyber terrorism. There must be a 
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terrorist component in order to designate an attack on the Internet as cyber terrorism. There is no com-
prehensive definition of cyber terrorism, which means that law enforcement, criminal administration, 
and academicians will be unable to stop the growing threat of cyber terrorism if they don’t have a clear 
understanding of what it is. Technicality, or whether it should be regarded as criminal or technological, 
is the most challenging part of deciphering cyber terrorism. Barry Collin developed the term ‘cyber ter-
rorism’ in the late 1980s by combining the two linguistic aspects of cyberspace and terrorism into one 
word. Barry Collin originated the term “cyber terrorism” in 1997 (Al-Khater, 2020). A cyber-terrorist 
attack, according to him, is the result of “cybernetics” meeting “terrorism.”

Many notable researchers and organisations have attempted to define and explain what cyber ter-
rorism is, despite the lack of a universally recognised workable explanation. Cyber terrorism has been 
defined in a variety of ways, including the ones listed below: The National Infrastructure Protection 
Center (NIPC) defines cyber-terrorism as an act of criminal violence, death, and devastation committed 
via computers with the intention of influencing government policy (Rawat et al., 2021).

Attacks on Internet businesses can be classified as either cybercrime or cyber terrorism, depending 
on whether the purpose is purely economic or ideological. A cyber terrorism attack can only be per-
petrated by people, groups, or organisations that are unaffiliated with one another (Sivakumar, 2021). 
International law regulates and punishes all forms of state-sponsored cyber warfare.

When it comes to “cyber terrorism,” Pollitt defines it as “the premeditated political-motivated attack 
on information systems, computer programmes, and data that result in harm to non-combatant targets 
by subnational groups or clandestine operations.”

A growing number of people are aware that cyber terrorists are capable of inflicting great harm on 
the world because of the ever-increasing reliance of modern civilizations on computers and the Internet 
(Rawat et al., 2021). At the point where the physical and virtual worlds merge, cyber terrorists strike key 
information infrastructures using ones and zeros. Criminology theory has rarely been used in research 
on cyber terrorists; instead, academics and government agencies have focused on providing atheoreti-
cal descriptions of the problem in the past (Rawat et al., 2011). Cyber terrorists are not a well-known 
group, nor are cyber terror attacks common or easy to recognise. This presents a significant challenge 
for academics. Even more difficult to distinguish between cyber terrorism, cybercrime, military-political 
cyberattacks and international information security is to identify the motivations that separate these 
concepts (Amir, 2020). Without motivation, it is impossible to legally separate these concepts because 
one cannot qualify what is happening as a criminal or terrorist act. If the motivations aren’t explicitly 
stated in the applied legal definition, actions of cyber terror may be wrongly categorised (and maybe 
prosecuted) as cybercrimes.

Cyber Terrorism Attack Types

Cyber terrorists use a variety of methods to carry out cyber terrorism attacks. “Simple unstructured,” 
“advance-structured,” and “complex-coordinated” are the three types of cyber terrorism that can be 
studied at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California.

• Simple-Unstructured: The ability to use third-party tools to perform rudimentary hacks on spe-
cific systems (Alkesh Bharati, 2018). Target analysis, command and control, and learning capacity 
are all lacking in this form of organisation.
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• Advanced-Structured: Attacks on various systems or networks, as well as the capacity to alter 
or construct fundamental hacking tools, is required (Foroutan, 2017). In addition to basic target 
analysis and command and control skills, the organization’s capacity to learn is low.

• Complex-Coordinated: Coordination of attacks against integrated and heterogeneous defences 
that can cause massive disruptions. An advanced hacking tool is at the disposal of terrorists. 
They’re also quite good at analysing targets and running commands (Hassen Mohammed Alsafi, 
2019). They also have a great deal of experience in the field of organisational learning.

Dark Web

The word “black web” has a sinister ring to it, and for good reason. Websites that aren’t accessible 
through standard online browsing are found in a section of the internet known as the “dark web.” In 
order to find these hidden sites, you must use browsers and search engines that are specifically intended 
to do so (Rawat et al., 2021).

It’s called the “dark web” because it’s hidden from search engines like Google. Use of specialised 
browsers such as the Tor Browser is required to access the black web. When compared to ordinary web-
sites, the dark web offers significantly greater levels of privacy and anonymity (Rawat et al., 2021). The 
term “dark web” refers to unindexed, encrypted content on the internet. To access the black web, users 
must use specialised browsers such as Tor Browser. When searching the dark web, you’ll find sites that 
use non-public internet data, such as bank account and email passwords, and databases. Users of the 
dark web are able to protect their anonymity and express themselves without fear of repercussion. Illicit 
and unethical behaviours are also related with it.

RELATED WORK

Examples of cybercrime include crimes committed using computers or communication tools, as well 
as crimes committed because of the widespread use of computers. For example, child pornography and 
cyberstalking are common forms of cybercrime as are identity theft and other forms of cyber laundering 

Figure 1. Types of cyberterrorism
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as well as credit card fraud and cyber terrorism (Rawat et al., 2021). For the most part, they result in a 
breach of personal privacy or security or in harm to public or government property. This paper, therefore, 
focuses on cybercrime detection and prevention methods in great detail. First, it examines the many types 
of cybercrime and explains the dangers they pose to computer systems’ privacy and security. Then, it 
explains how cybercriminals could go about perpetrating these crimes against individuals, organisations, 
and even entire societies. It also examines the current methods for detecting and preventing cybercrime. 
It objectively assesses the strengths and weaknesses of each technique and critically evaluates its weak-
nesses (Rawat et al., 2021). Finally, it makes suggestions for the creation of a cybercrime detection model 
that is more effective than the already used strategies at spotting criminal activity.

Increasing crime rates and the number of criminals have sparked a great deal of anxiety about secu-
rity, thus the major goal of police authorities is to prevent and identify crime before it occurs. In order to 
combat crime, modern technologies such as closed-circuit television (CCTV) are commonly installed in 
both private and public spaces; however these systems require human oversight in order to be effective. 
It’s difficult for a human to keep track of multiple monitors at once. It causes a lot of mistakes. For this 
reason, P. Sivakumar et al came up with a Deep Learning Algorithm-based Real-Time Crime Detection 
Technique that watches live video feeds and notifies a nearby Cybercrime Admin when a crime is taking 
place at the given time and location (Rawat et al., 2021). YOLO is the object-detection algorithm we use 
in this paper. At 45 frames per second, our architecture can process images in real time.

The modern world is completely reliant on the internet for just about everything. With each passing 
day, the use of cyberspace is increasing. Everyone in the world is using the Internet more and more 
each day. As a result, cyber dangers and cybercrimes are becoming more prevalent. The criminal action 
carried out over the Internet is referred to as ‘cyber danger’. The methods used by cybercriminals to 
circumvent security measures are evolving all the time. To identify zero-day and sophisticated assaults, 
conventional methods are ineffective. The detection and combat of cybercrime and cyber threats have 
so far necessitated the development of numerous machine learning approaches. This work by Shaukat et 
al., 2020 aims to examine some of the most often used machine learning algorithms for detecting some 
of the most dangerous cyber threats. Deep belief networks, decision trees, and support vector machines 
are the three main machine learning approaches they study (SVMs). The effectiveness of several ma-
chine learning algorithms in detecting spam, intrusions, and viruses was evaluated using widely used 
and benchmark datasets.

Effective cybercrime intervention necessitates an understanding of the many steps involved. Creat-
ing these supply networks, on the other hand, necessitates lengthy, labour-intensive manual labour. The 
supply chains of cybercrime forums may be efficiently extracted using a method based on machine learn-
ing and graph analysis that Bhalerao et al, 2020 have proposed. Over the baselines of 11 percent and 5 
percent, our supply chain recognition system can discover 33 percent and 42 percent relevant chains in 
prominent English and Russian forums, respectively. Understanding and weakening the criminal activity 
of these forums can be aided by an examination of supply chains. For example, our supply chains reveal 
the relevance of cash out and money laundering strategies to the functioning of these forums.

Cybercrime is a term used to describe an aggressive, purposeful conduct carried out through internet 
communication. Many aggressive cyber-attacks like phishing and scamming have increased in recent 
years due to the lack of awareness about technical improvements. Under-reporting of cybercrimes is a 
key hindrance to prompt and efficient treatment of cybercrimes, and this can have serious implications. 
‘ For the sake of keeping up with the latest developments in cybercrime, it is necessary to establish 
robust systems that can quickly and accurately report on new risks (Mahor et al., 2021) An information 
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retrieval model must be developed in order to extract different types of cybersecurity news from diverse 
web sources. It is the goal of this research by N. Amir et al project to develop a detection model for cyber 
crimes detailed in news stories and blogs. In addition, a unique source verification model is proposed to 
examine multiple authenticity parameters and give weightages to these parameters in order to determine 
the legitimacy of news collected via news articles/blogs.

The following table 1 gives the summary of some studies to detect the cybercrime techniques

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collection of Data

The data used in this study was gathered from open data sources on Twitter and used in this investiga-
tion. To make the data’s context as consistent as feasible, we only collected tweets that were related to 
each other. 4,30,000 tweets were gathered for three different datasets. Since Twitter uses the API as its 
primary data source, the repository can only display information that is free to the public and adheres 
to Twitter’s principles on fair use and privacy protections.

Included in the datasets are:

• There were tweets relating to the Mumbai terror attack on November 26th.
• From 2015 to 2018, the total number of tweets mentioning and discussing
• Tweets from an alleged ISIS member during the Indian elections of 2019

A tweet’s metadata, including the user’s name and location, is stored in the databases.
The following details are contained inside this report: in order to identify each tweet’s author, the 

tweet’s author’s unique identifier (user id) and unique name (user name) are required (Rawat et al., 2021). 
Screen name – a user-assigned moniker; this moniker need not be unique. When data was collected, it 
counted how many status updates were posted by a user, how many of those status updates were liked, 
and how many followers the user had on twitter at that point in time. Location specified by the user is 
an option. When a tweet is retweeted, the original tweet’s whole text, including the user description, 
time zone, and the user’s time zone, as well as any additional information the original tweet may have 
included, is included in the retweet. a tweet’s retweeted status text is its text content (Rawat et al., 2021). 
An optional tweet can be added to the quoted status to express one’s thoughts on the original tweet. 
When quoting a tweet’s status, use the quoted status text as the source. Tweet body hash tags – verified 
hash tags used in the content of the tweet, regardless of if the author is verified or not – Users who were 
“referenced” in the tweet by their usernames, such as those who retweeted it or retweeted it themselves, 
will be notified of the tweet.

Dataset Annotation

As a random sample of the cleaned dataset, nine thousand tweets were selected at random and manu-
ally classified as either cyber- or non-cyber terrorism. Three people, who are well-versed in the jargon, 
slang, and colloquialisms of the Twitter sphere assisted in the human coding of the tweets (Rawat et 
al., 2021). A Civil Engineering grad, a Veterinary Medicine grad, and a Master’s student in Computer 
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Science round out the team. They were given an overview of the current definitions of cyber terrorism 
in literature, as well as an understanding of the context in which the tweets were made.

Metrics Used for Evaluation

Measures and metrics were generated. In addition to the boxplot characteristics and the f-measure, these 
metrics include the following: false positive (FP), true positive (TP), false negative (FN), and f-measure

Table 1. Summary of some studies to detect the cybercrime techniques

Author 
Name Methodology Detection Technique Limitations of the study Advantages of Our 

Proposed Technique

Sahoo et al.,
Cooperative 
vulnerability 
factor

Examining DC-MG 
measurements under 
assault

If the accuracy rate is to be compared 
to that of other FDIA detection 
systems, accuracy criteria indicators 
such as the misfire rate (MR), the false 
alarm rate (FAR), the hit rate (HR), 
and the correct reject rate (CRR) are 
not taken into account.

In the proposed research, 
both voltage and current 
measurements are examined. 
A comparison is made 
between the criterion indexes 
for accuracy rate and the other 
FDIA detection methods. The 
method employs a free-form 
approach.

Manandhar 
et al., Kalman filter

FDIAs can be detected in 
smart grids by employing 
the mathematical 
method.

According to the accuracy criterion 
indexes of the detection methods for 
the FDIA, the MR, FAR, HR, and 
CRR are not taken into consideration 
and are not compared to other 
detection methods. No consideration is 
given to the DC system;

The system’s mathematical 
model is not necessary for 
this job. DC-MG has been 
compared to various FDIA 
detection systems in terms 
of criteria indices of the 
accuracy rate.

Ozay et al., Deep learning

Analyzing FDIA features 
using historical data 
and using the recorded 
properties to identify and 
diagnose the FDIA

An index of the accuracy rates such 
the mean, standard deviation, standard 
error, or correlation coefficient (CRR) 
is not taken into account for detecting 
FDIA. No consideration is given to the 
DC system;

The adaptive learning of 
hidden characteristics is 
accomplished through the use 
of WT and SVD to extract 
features for use as input in 
deep learning and deep base 
models.

Chaojun et 
al., Kullback–Leibler

The ability to distinguish 
between various types 
of attacks. Some 
state variables pose a 
diagnostic challenge for 
the detection of FDIAs.

By relying on old data, it is unable 
to detect even a modest amount of 
FDIA in the system. An index of the 
accuracy rates such the mean, standard 
deviation, standard error, or correlation 
coefficient (CRR) is not taken into 
account for detecting FDIA.

Because it relies on signal 
properties rather than the state 
variable to detect FDIAs, this 
research is independent of it. 
Indexes based on a variety 
of factors are analysed and 
compared.

Rawat et al,

Cosine matching 
and chi-square 
detection 
techniques were 
used.

We found that Chi-square 
could not identify any of 
the investigated FDIAs.

MR, FAR, HR, and CRR aren’t 
taken into account while looking for 
FDIAs, and neither are the other FDIA 
detection methods when comparing 
accuracy criteria indexes; neither is the 
DC system.

FDIAs in smart MG can be 
detected by this paper; A 
comparison is made between 
the criterion indexes for 
accuracy rate and the other 
FDIA detection methods.

Peng, J et al
Discordant 
Element 
Approach

If existing DC-MG 
measurements are 
attacked,

For FDIA detection, the criteria indices 
of the accuracy rate, such as MR, 
FAR, HR, and CRR, are not taken 
into account; and the attack on voltage 
sensors is not taken into account.

In the proposed research, 
both voltage and current 
measurements are examined. 
A comparison is made 
between the criterion indexes 
for accuracy rate and the other 
FDIA detection methods.
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PROPOSED HYBRID MODEL FOR DETECTING CYBER TERRORISM

Linear SVC, Multinomial NB, and Logistic Regression are the three estimators that make up the Hybrid 
model. Figure 1 shows the design of the system. First, the data is gathered and then manually annotated. 
Text is standardised, links and stop words are removed, and the data is sanitised. Individual classifiers 
are then used to build their own models by separating the data into training and testing sets. Counting is 
used to vectorize the dataset. All of the models that make up the hybrid are put together by conducting 
a majority vote on their results.

Using a combination of different machine learning classifiers and models, the proposed hybrid model 
aims to outperform the individual models. Predictions are made for each of the different classifiers after 
they are trained on the dataset. As a result, the final prediction is the sum of all of the individual guesses.

Stacking, voting, bagging, and boosting are just a few of the techniques available for making a final 
forecast (Rawat et al., 2021). The final prediction in this paper is based on the results of a poll. Predicted 
class labels are used to implement voting here so that the majority rule can be applied. Multinomial NB, 
Linear SVC, and Logistic Regression are some of the ensemble’s component estimators.

• Linear Support Vector Classifier: Using the “best fit” hyperplane, this classifier breaks or di-
vides the data into groups. In order to see what the classifier predicts, it is fed a set of feature 
properties. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is used to create this classifier. The 
linear kernel is employed.

• Logistic Regression Classifier: Useful machine learning classifiers like these are common. Many 
times, they are utilised in binary classifications that produce a single numerical value, such as 0 
or 1. Using the logistic function, also referred to as the sigmoid function, an algorithm’s predicted 
label probabilities can be calculated. This function assesses the degree to which the dataset’s 
independent variables are linked to the dependent variable. A forecast is then made based on the 
binary values of the data. It is possible to take any real-valued number and place it between 0 and 
1, but never exactly between those two points. This is the sigmoid function.

• Naive Bayes: Naive Bayes Classifiers can be used to forecast the likelihood of an event occurring 
based on the evidence in the data. A multinomial Nave Bayes algorithm classifier was employed 
for features that describe discrete frequency counts, such those in the dataset. Why? Because such 
qualities benefit most from the use of it.

• Hybrid Algorithm: The hybrid algorithm is a combination of above three algorithms. This algo-
rithm gives better results compared to individual classifier.

Proposed Algorithm
Step 1.  Collect the data from tweet accounts
Step 2.  As a random sample of the cleaned dataset, nine thousand tweets were selected at random 

and manually classified as either cyber- or non-cyber terrorism
Step 3.  Standardise the text
Step 4.  Links and stop words are removed, and the data is sanitised.
Step 5.  The dataset is vectorized by counting,
Step 6.  Apply the individual classifiers to dividing the data into training and test sets.
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Step 7.  Apply trained data to hybrid classifier to detect the results

RESULTS

Here for results we are using 3 datasets which are mentioned in above that are of total 9000 samples in 
which 6500 are the trained data and 2500 are the tested data after random selection.

Using three datasets, all classifiers were tested against each other in order to see how well they 
performed in terms of the metrics of interest. The outcomes are shown in tables 3–5. Images 3-5 show 
linear graphs depicting the scores against their classifiers.

Figure 2. Proposed hybrid model
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From the above table we can say that the accuracy of logistic regression is high compared to remain-
ing individual classifiers. The precision value is high for Linear SVC; Logistic Regression is high for 
Recall and again for F1 score. Compared to the all three individual classifiers the hybrid model is got 
highest value of all metrics for dataset1.

The table 4 represents the metric values for different classifiers
From the above table we can say that the accuracy of logistic regression is high compared to remain-

ing individual classifiers. The precision value is high for Linear SVC; Logistic Regression is high for 
Recall and again for F1 score. Compared to the all three individual classifiers the hybrid model is got 
highest value of all metrics for dataset2.

Table 2. Data Count after random selection

Data type Data Count

Trained Data 6500

Tested Data 2500

Table 3. Results for dataset1

Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score

Multinomial NB 0.777 0.691 0.761 0.721

Linear SVC 0.581 0.692 0.561 0.609

Logistic Regression 0.825 0.67 0.829 0.728

Hybrid Modelling 0.861 0.701 0.865 0.731

Figure 3. Graphical representation of results for dataset1
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Table 4 gives the evaluation values of dataset3 for different machine learning algorithms and pro-
posed algorithm.

From the above table we can say that the accuracy of logistic regression is high compared to remaining 
individual classifiers. The precision value is high for Linear SVC and Multinomial Navie bayes; Logistic 
Regression is high for Recall and again for F1 score. Compared to the all three individual classifiers the 
hybrid model is got highest value of all metrics for dataset3.

Table 4. Results for dataset2

Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score

Linear SVC 0.39 0.611 0.362 0.451

Logistic Regression 0.743 0.555 0.743 0.534

Multinomial NB 0.301 0.531 0.258 0.346

Hybrid Modelling 0.778 0.621 0.843 0.632

Figure 4. Graphical representation of results for dataset 2

Table 5. Results for dataset3

Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score

Logistic Regression 0.961 0.914 0.953 0.933

Linear SVC 0.842 0.926 0.838 0.878

Multinomial NB 0.5671 0.926 0.55 0.69

Hybrid Modelling 0.982 0.961 0.961 0.954
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CONCLUSION

Cyber terrorism is garnering a lot of attention today because of the increasing quantity of media cover-
age and many institutions, particularly those from the public and business sectors are focusing on the 
problem. For them, it’s vital to enhance public awareness of the dangers of cyber terrorism so that we 
can better protect ourselves and our loved ones. To detect cyber terrorism in social media networks 
(Twitter), machine learning methodologies were used, and the algorithms’ effectiveness was verified 
and confirmed. According to our results, the suggested Ensemble model surpassed each of its individual 
subclassifiers. In the dataset provided on Twitter, users’ ages and genders are not included, which is 
a weakness in this technique. It is also limited to English-language tweets and data. A number of the 
difficulties encountered while experimenting will be addressed moving forward, including the transla-
tion of tweet content into other languages and the resolution of other issues. The usage of deep learning 
techniques is something that will be prioritised in the future.
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ABSTRACT

Everyone uses the world wide web for their everyday tasks. The WWW is divided into several side by 
sides, deep-net, and black net. It is dangerous to use the world wide web to obtain the deep or secret-net. 
In this chapter, the dawdler structure will be used for a faster and safer search. Various types of data 
will be gathered during the search process and kept in the data. The data categorization procedure will 
be used to determine the webpage’s side by side. The fuzzy k-nearest neighbor approach is used in the 
arrangement procedure. The fuzzy k-nearest neighbor approach categories the results of the dawdling 
structure stored in the data. Data will be generated in the form of webpage addresses, page information, 
and other data by the dawdling structure. the fuzzy k-nearest neighbor arrangement result will result 
in web side by side data. In this chapter, to focus on many dataset tests, there is as much as 30% of the 
online surface net, 25% deep-net, 24.5% charter, and 30% secret web.
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INTRODUCTION

Deep-net and Secret-Net, imperceptible web page, or under net is all terms used to describe the secret 
web or dark web. Deep-net is a component of the World Wide Web that cannot be readily explored; some 
categories of secret web or dark web may be found using a conventional web portal, while secret web or 
dark web cannot be explored in general and requires precise techniques and a different web portal to reach.

The deep-net is distinct since the Secret-Net, despite the fact that the Secret-Net is a subset of the 
deep-net (M. Balduzzi, V. Ciancaglini, and M. Balduzzi, 2015). The word is given by “Mike Bergman”, 
the organizer of positive Earth According to him, surfing the World Wide Web at this time is compa-
rable to catching angle in the marine: a lot of fish will be captured in the webpages, but the knowledge 
contained therein will be lost. The majority of content on the World Wide Web network is hidden deep 
within a dynamic site and ordinary “Search Engines” are unable to locate it.

On the deep-net, traditional web “Search Engines” is unable to discover or retrieve data. The page did 
not exist until it was animatedly built in response to a precise search. The deep-net has been determined 
to be larger than the regular web (M. P. Zillman and A. M. H. A. M.S., 2017). The size of the deep-net 
is estimated to be around 7.5 petabytes on the basis of approximation by the “University of California”, 
Berkeley. A more precise assessment was indicated in a study by He et al, who discovered around 2.5 
Lakh existent places crossways the webpage (M. P. Zillman and A. M. H. A. M.S., 2017). The webpage 
that we use on a daily basis is divided into two categories: common web and surface Net. The secret web 
or dark web refers to non-web content that cannot be accessed with a standard web portal. The secret 
web or dark web, which generally includes offensive material or content related with committing crime, 
such as the selling of guns, illicit narcotics, sex trafficking, mercenaries, cybercrime, terrorists, crypto 
currency, as well as more than a few other alleged crimes, and has been banned in certain nations (E. 
Brayton and S. Christopher, 2017). In addition to illegal activity, some hackers utilize disguised online 
material to protect the organization’s identity and operations. Some operations, such as govt. or academic 
study, employ the secret web or dark web, maybe because each nation has its own privacy laws regarding 
data secrecy. According to some sources, the surface Net and secret web or dark web are two layers of 
webpages categorized by the strain side by side of retrieving the si includes offensive material or content 
related with committing crime, such as the selling of guns, illicit narcotics, sex trafficking, mercenaries, 
cybercrime, terrorists, crypto-currency, as well as several other alleged crimes, and has been banned in 
certain nations. te. (A. Lakhani, 2016).

Webs (Nets)

Common Web

A common web site is one that we use to do searches utilising “Search Engines” such as “Google, Bing, 
Yahoo, and others”. The communal web is a subset of the surface Net, where webmasters, administrators, 
and users frequently utilise actual identities (M. Yadav and N. Goyal, 2015, V. Banos, 2015).
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Surface Net

Surface Net is similar to ordinary web in that it uses actual identities and is searchable. Web portals and 
“Search Engines” such as “Firefox”, “Chrome”, “Google, Bing”, “Yahoo”, and others can be used to 
conduct searches.

Differences between the common web, the surface Net and which employs more complicated network 
architectures. Not just for advertising or business, but also for things like email services, human intelligence 
jobs, MySQL data, online hosting, college campuses, page rank, web identification, and other things. 
(M. Yadav and N. Goyal, 2015,). According to some sources, webpages such as who is, new grounds, 
vampire freaks, international social networks, and others are included in the category of surface Net.

Bergie-Net (Hided in Specific Country)

This segment is not part of the surface Net. Bergie Net is the initial side by side of the secret web or dark 
web, yet it is immobile indexed and accessible through web portals and “Search Engines” in general. 
Bergie is categorized as a secret web or dark webpage since it is prohibited in some regions. Piracy of 
film, music, or software is popular among Bergie online users. The “FTP servers, honeypots, google 
locked results, porn, loaded web servers, much of the World Wide Web, rsc, 4chan, rabbit, and other” 
forms of Bergie Net (M. Yadav and N. Goyal, 2015,).

Deep-Net

The deep-net is part of the secret web or dark web; in this sector, there are webpages that employ more 
advanced technology, as well as a webpage that stores study data and secret information. On the World 
Wide Web, there are many forms of information, such as a celebrity controversy, a hacker organization, 
sensitive information about the political elite, a world war 3 plot, and so on. This category includes 
webpages such as sources, mathematical study, and advanced computing. Unlike Bergie Net, this sort 
of site cannot be viewed by a web portal and is not indexed by “Search Engines” such as Google, Ya-
hoo, and Bing. The suffix. Onion is commonly used to encrypt DNS names for this sort of webpage. 
This section contains further information as well as discussions of “AI terrorists” hackers, assemblage 

Table 1. Common level of Webs(Net)

Level Name Search Engine Section

L1 Common-Net CWB (Common Web Browser), 
ISE (Indexed at Search Engine) Surface net

L2 Surface-Net SWC (Surface Net Common), 
Web Browser 4.0 Percent

L3 Begie-Net
CWB (Common Web Browser), VPN, 

ISE (Indexed at Search Engine), 
BSN (Block in Some Nation)

…..

L4 Deep-Net Tor (The Onion Route Browser) Hidden Web

L5 Charter-Net Tor (The Onion Route Browser) 96.0 Percent

L6 Secret-Net Tor (The Onion Route Browser) ……
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computer programmer, “shell networking”, and other (C. Y. Huang and H. Chang, 2016 J. Christian 
and S. Hansun, 2016).

Charter-Net (Differences Between Deep and Secret-Net)

Charter Net sits in the middle of the deep and Secret-Nets. There are several webpages in this area that 
have been designed to be exceedingly sophisticated and, as indicated, not easily accessible. To access it, 
you’ll need a certain web portal. Here you’ll find the hidden wiki, elimination box, and forbidden barred 
literature. The Solid drug trade may be discovered here, and it’s evident that secret-net market places 
aren’t extensively documented. On webpages such as doxbin, personal records or doxes may be found. 
Users are invited to donate “personally identifiable information”, such as “social security numbers”, 
“bank routing information”, and “credit card information”, to Doxbin, a document sharing and online 
publishing roommates. Solid candy, hidden web, common of “the black market, closed shell system, 
ghost in the shell”, and more online categories (R. Posts, 2017).

Secret-Net

Many previously unknown webpages have been discovered on the Charter Net science, but there are 
also many criminal webpages as well as well as data about sophisticated tools including digital money, 
human smuggling, hetman, illicit substances, tetra - acetic technologies, and quantum entanglement, and 
others. More criminality is discovered in this part, as well as a means to access it. Access to go there is 
even sold by certain people (R. Posts, 2017, A. Celestini and G. Me, 2017).

Structure for Dawdlers

A web dawdler, often known as a “spider web”, is a component of a search engine that allows users to 
visit online pages and save all of the information contained within them. The web dawdler will retrieve 
and save all of the url links that are present on each of the visited webpages. The web dawdler operates 
by providing a source, such as robots.txt, to the server, which then sends all of the resources or data. 
Page title, page url, anchore, and other meta data are examples of such information (S. J. Kim and J. 
H. Lee, 2017). A web dawdler structure is a programme that allows you to crawl the World Wide Web. 
When this was a commonly used web dawdler structure and was built in a variation of programming 
languages, such as “scrapy (“python”), lucidwork (“python”), frontera (“python”), php dawdler (php), 
open web spider (php), robo web portal” (“python”), and others. In this chapter, a web dawdler structure 
based on php and “python” is employed (P. R. E. Indrajit, 2016).

FKNN

The issue of partial truth is dealt with in fuzzy logic, which is an allowance of Boolean algebra. When 
categorical logic asserts that everyone can be stated in binary numbers system (“0 or 1, black or white, 
yes or no”), fuzzy logic Boolean truth is replaced at the side by side of truth. Algorithm Fuzzy K Nearest 
Neighbor (FKNN) is an arrangement approach for objects based on the learning data nearest to the item. 
FKNN is a data categorization approach that combines the fuzzy algorithm and the KNN Algorithm. A 
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statistical item’s participation within every class has a score, similar to the fuzzy theory, which indicates 
that data can belong to any category through the interval’s greatest grade of participation (0, 1) (M. Wan, 
G. Yang, S. Gai, and Z. Yang, 2017).

By specifying the value of participation of a data on everyone category, the system of fuzzy sets 
generalizes the conventional FKNN system. The following formula is used:
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Where u(m, ni) is the participation value of data x to category ci, K is the number of a nearest neigh-
bor’s used, u(mk, ni) is the participation value neighbouring data in the K neighbor’s in the categoriza-
tion ni, the value 1 if the training data xk corresponds to categorization ci or 0 if it does not, and d(m, 
nj) is the length between data m and data mk in The distance between the data and its closest neighbour 
has a substantial influence on the data’s value on its neighbor’s categorization; the closer the data is to 
its neighbor’s, the greater the data’s price on its neighbor’s categorization, and vise - versa. (M. Wan, 
G. Yang, S. Gai, and Z. Yang, 2017). Data with Y dimensions (features) is used to calculate distance. 
Distance (dissimilarity) b/w two data sets utilized in the FKNN created with:
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The measurement (“number of features”) of the data is N. The cause of distance utilized is p; if “p = 
1”, the distance used is Manhattan; if “p = 2”, the space used is the Euclidean distance. Chebyshev (S. 
J. Kim and J. H. Lee, 2017, Romil Rawat, Anand Singh Rajawat, Vinod Mahor, 2021) is the distance 
utilized when p = f.

STUDY METHOD

The dawdler structure and FKNN were used in the study, as shown in the diagram. Test data in the web 
portal, then use the dawdler structure to store the data to a data that will be categorized using FKNN 
(M. Plucinski and M. Pietrzykowski, 2017) figure 1 shows the model based crawler SE.

EXECUTION AND OUTCOME

Calculating Every Cluster’s Distance Value

When calculating the value of every cluster, the value is based on how difficult it is to get data on the 
World Wide Web, Table 2 shows the value of variations.
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Locate Data Sample and Data Test

The initial stage was to gather data samples, which were manually collected in the since of phrases often 
used in the Secret-Net, such as remedies, guns, bit-coin, porn item, illegal porn item, plasma, “heroin”, 
cocaine, “piracy”, “terrorism”, and others (M. Plucinski and M. Pietrzykowski, 2017).

After that, the illustration data is gathered and entered obsessed by a data.
The following stage is to gather data test, which can be found on numerous webpages that can be 

found using “Search Engines”. Some of the current lists utilise standard DNS names, while others 
employ cryptonames. The original DNS name is used in the surface Net and web bergie categories, 
whereas cryptoname is used in the deep-net, web charter, and Secret-Net categories (E. Brayton and S. 
Christopher, 2017, Romil Rawat, 2021). Table 3 shows the dataset link.

Figure 1. Proposed Architecture

Table 2. Rate of categaries (Section)

S.N. Section Rate

L1 Surface-Net 3.1 ≥ Values ≥ 0.1

L2 Begie-Net 0.4 ≥ Values ≥0.6

L3 Deep-Net 0.5 ≥ Values ≥ -3.5

L4 Charter-Net -3.2 ≥ Values ≥ 0

L5 Secret-Net -3.4≥ Values ≥-6.1
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Dawdling Procedures and Outcomes

The operation is carried out with the help of a web dawdler structure (Romil Rawat, Vinod Mahor, Sachin 
Chirgaiya, Rabindra Nath Shaw, 2021). Figure 2 shows an illustration of “web dawdler code” written 
in python programming language

Web dawdling is completed by entering the DNS name into the web dawdler structure. In addition, the 
web dawdler will deliver “web robot source to a web endpoint” and save all of the data (Vinod Mahor, 
Romil Rawat, Anil Kumar, Mukesh Chouhan (2021) Figure 3 shows the SQL database.

Cluster Proses and Their Outcomes

After the data has been crawled and saved in the dawdler results data, the FKNN arrangement procedure 
will be used to cluster the data (M. Plucinski and M. Pietrzykowski, 2017, Romil Rawat, 2021). FKNN 
algorithm:

• Use the highest and lowest value of the data for each characteristic to normalize the data.
• Using equation, get the K closest neighbors of test data x. (2).
• For each I use equation (1) to get the participation significance u (x, yi), where 1≤ ≤i C

Table 3. Dataset analysis

S.N. Domain Names

1 http://www.mashable.com

2 http://www.forbes.com

3 http://www.thomsonreuters.com

… ……………………………………………………….

28 http://fbichanc6yfagl4l.onion

29 http://ybp4oezfhk24hxmb.onion

30 http://mts7hqqqeogujc5e.onion

Figure 2. Python code for web crawler
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• For every1≤ ≤i C , find the biggest value v = u (x, yi), where C is the number of kelas.
• Assign the category levels v to me to the ni test data.

The FKNN pseudocode is used in this example (Anand Singh Rajawat, Romil Rawat, Vinod Mahor, 
Rabindra Nath Shaw, and Ankush Ghosh. 2021, Romil Rawat, Anil Kumar, Mukesh Chouhan, 2021) 
figure 4 shows the code for FKNN.

The test information in the data was matched to the prior illustration data, and then the arrangement 
was done using the FKNN approach. Table 4 and table 5 show the outcomes of the categorization method 
(Romil Rawat, Vinod Mahor, Sachin Chirgaiya, 2021) and figure 5 shows the result analysis, figure 6 
shows the centralized secret nets.

CONCLUSION

According to a 30-data-test study, the surface Net accounts for 20percent, Bergie Net for 7.7 percent, 
deep-net for 20.4percent, charter for 22.7 percent, and Secret-Net for 29.8 percent. Because onion rout-

Figure 3. M-SQL database based on Crawler

Figure 4. Code for FKNN
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Table 4. Illustration of cluster-based results

S.N. Domain Names
Cluster Results

WF1 WF2 WF3 WF4 WF5

1 http://www.mashable.com News 
2

Social 
2.3

Chat 
2.5

Group 
2.5 Surface

2 http://www.forbes.com News 
2

Social 
3

Chat 
2

Group 
2.6 Surface

3 http://www.thomsonreuters.com News 
2

Social 
2.3

Chat 
2

Group 
2.7 Surface

4 http://www.game.co.uk News 
2

Social 
2.3

Chat 
2

Group 
2.4 Surface

Table 5. Categorize the 30 datasets

S.N. Domain Names WF1 WF2 WF3 WF4

1 http://www.mashable.com 1 2 2.5 2.5

2 http://www.forbes.com 1 2 2 2.5

3 http://www.thomsonreuters.com 2 2 2 2.5

4 http://www.game.co.uk 1 1 2 2

5 http://www.game.co.id 1 1 2 2

…. ………………….. ………. …….. ……. …….

24 http://poplesxuru7lsr.onion -4.5 -4.5 -3 -2

25 http://lchudifyeqm4ldjj.onion -4.5 -4.5 -4 -2

26 http://poplesxuru7lsr.onion -4.5 -4.5 -4 -4

27 http://bluemoon4vpzulpv.onion -5 -4.5 -4.5 -4

28 http://fbichanc6yfagl4l.onion -5 -5 -5 -4

29 http://ybp4oezfhk24hxmb.onion -6 -5.5 -5 -4

30 http://mts7hqqqeogujc5e.onion -5.5 -5 -5 -4

Figure 5. Result of 30 dataset based on FKNN
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ers are created with several layers and are organized, accessing the Secret-Net requires passing through 
numerous computers, which takes a long time. Even certain parts of the World Wide Web are unavailable.

Dawdling structures can be useful, but it can be difficult to gain access to precise webpages, such 
as the deep-net, which is more difficult to reach than the black web. Although the FKNN approach can 
be effective, there are still certain flaws. Because nothing is definite about the distribution and how to 
quantify each categary, clustering the secret web or dark web is difficult.

Since web dawdlers single access webpages, titles, anchors, and meta-data and not so completely and 
comprehensively around administration webpages, password security, and additional database informa-
tion, the reality of the “deals” carried out cannot be known. Some webpages are created but never utilised 
or have no deals. The World Wide Web may only be used to deceive others. There are a few webpages 
that are genuinely utilized, and there is a deal.

Bit coin, data fortification for a precise study, and a hacking gang every nation, group, or organization 
may utilize it to improve the quality of their own. However, some people may exploit it for illegal pur-
poses. Clearly, crime was visible on the Secret-Net. It has been shown by extensive investigation. Some 
organizations have already acted, such as the “International Law Enforcement Operation on Operation 
ominous”, which was shut down in November 2014 to apprehend the culprits of dark-net users. Similarly, 
(DARPA) “Defense Advanced Study Project Agency” conducted study on the deep-net search engine 
until recently (“Memex”). And there are likely to be a slew of additional study and non-profit groups.
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ABSTRACT

Propaganda has existed for ages, and the internet is merely its newest medium of communication to be 
misused to promote falsehoods, misinformation, and disinformation. Over time, it has been a success-
ful strategy that nation-states, organizations, and individuals have employed to affect and alter public 
opinion. Modern propagandists are fast to take advantage of novel communication channels and are 
eager to use its relative insecurities. Databases and personal devices have been hacked and have also 
disseminated misinformation more swiftly and extensively via social media outlets and news platforms. 
This sophisticated strategy is described as cyber propaganda. This has further given rise to anarchists 
that have developed platforms such as “Assassination Market,” where a person or a group of people 
with similar ideologies can now buy murder.

INTRODUCTION

Propaganda and Hatred

Propaganda can be briefly summarized as “The display of thoughts or activities carried out purposefully 
by people or organizations with a goal to influence the opinions and behavior of other people or groups 
for specific purposes via psychological manipulations.”
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It is a historic and successful strategy that nations and various organizations have employed to influence 
and manipulate public opinion on certain topics of interest. Radio stations in Western nations transmit-
ted pro-Western messages to its Eastern counterpart, effectively utilizing them to promote propaganda 
during the Cold War. (Micro, 2017)

Hate Propaganda is a subset of this very phenomenon, where public advocacy or encouragement of 
hate against an identified person or group takes place. It usually targets people or property on factors 
such as color, religion, ethnicity, race, gender identity, mental or physical impairment. (see Figure 1)

While propaganda as a whole has and is used in a wide variety of circumstances, Hate Propaganda is 
centered mainly around Elections and Wars. To anyone following politics, it’s not exactly breaking news 
that political parties don’t like each other more often than not. Take what transpired in the presidential 
debate of 2020 where former President Trump and President Joe Biden did nothing to disguise their 
contempt of one another. The discussion for many represented a low moment in the nation’s discourse; 
it was a distillation of a long-developing trend: disliking the opposition party.

The History of Propaganda

The notion that wars gave birth to sophisticated propaganda efforts has caused many folks to assume that 
propaganda is novel and contemporary. The reality, however, is that propaganda has existed for decades. 
No one would have mistaken propaganda of being new if, from the very beginning, attempts to mobilize 
attitudes and beliefs had indeed been named “propaganda”. (Micro, 2017)

Before the advent of Athens as a hub of human knowledge, a majority of the people lived under 
despotisms. There existed no channels or ways to articulate or divulge their sentiments and aspirations 
as a collective. However, the Greeks, comprised of the citizen class, were mindful of their interests as a 
collective and well-versed in the city-state’s issues and affairs.

Soon differences on religious and political topics spurred the rise of propaganda and counterpropa-
ganda. The strong-minded Athenians, albeit without instruments such as the newspaper, the radio, or 

Figure 1. Examples of WWI recruitment posters
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the cinema, would employ other potent propaganda techniques to influence mindset and ideas. They 
used various sports, the theater, law courts, and diverse festivals, and all these created opportunities for 
utilizing propaganda.

The Greeks utilized theatre for their political and social lessons. One successful device for bringing 
forth views was oratory, where the Greeks outclassed. Although there were no print presses, a wide variety 
of handwritten books were distributed throughout the country to mold and limit the population’s thoughts.

From then on, anytime a community possessed shared knowledge or a feeling of common interests, it 
utilized propaganda. Countries adopted strategies similar to those of contemporary propaganda as early 
as the 16th century. During the rule of the Spanish Armada, Philip II and Queen Elizabeth both planned 
propaganda in a rather contemporary style.

“Propaganda” as a word allegedly initially was beginning to be used in general language & speech 
in Europe as a consequence of the campaigns of evangelists of the Catholic church. Pope Gregory XV 
established the Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith in 1622. It was a committee entrusted 
with preaching the gospel and governing church matters in heathen regions. Pope Urban VIII layed the 
foundation of a College of Propaganda to tutor the priests for their missions.

“propaganda” is essentially an old and respectable term; its roots are from Religious activities, which 
were coupled with propaganda, gaining the attention of the people. In the following decades, the term 
evolved into a selfish, dishonest, and subversive meaning.

Propaganda has existed far and wide in the Middle Ages and throughout its succeeding historic eras 
all the way to today. No society has existed without it. Battles between monarchs and Parliament in 
England were historic battles in which propaganda was engaged. Propaganda was employed as of one 
the tactics in the struggle of America’s independence and the French Revolution.

WWI accentuated the power and success of propaganda. With fascism and communism in the postwar 
period being the sites of solid radical propaganda. Both communists and fascists aspired to spread their 
authority outside their respective national lines via propaganda. (Badsey, 2014)

Psychology of Propaganda

Propaganda is a component of a broader functioning of legend and mythmaking, with same psychologi-
cal processes being taken advantage of, but the key difference lies in propaganda’s stories and myths 
being purposefully constructed. Our early upbringing gives the emotional link of words and visuals 
with thoughts and attitudes. (Young, 1930) Through suggestions, propagandists play on the connection 
between our words and visuals. New tales and their elaborations, and depiction of happenings, are meant 
to stir fear and anxiety and make the population avoid certain things and embrace and love certain other 
things. Much like our conduct, our anxiety, anger, irritation, avoidance, acceptance, love, and sympathy 
indicate our allegiance to some specific group and our unfavorable views to others.

The tales and legends with which we are raised are essentially stories of national significance, religion, 
political parties, and renowned persons in history. Propaganda is a purposeful manufacture of a similar 
type of content in the interests of collective survival and societal influence. We accept propaganda be-
cause it fits into our unconscious minds, which our egos have always satisfied.

Fables and legends are vital to keeping the human spirit because it is the fundamental set of collective 
beliefs and mindset that is emotionally tuned towards a common goal. Hence, Propaganda is essentially a 
contemporary method for amplifying the impact of typically unconscious ways individuals sustain their 
morale. We feed our egos and sustain societal cohesiveness with the help of our idealistic and daydream 
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worlds. The feeling of togetherness that is vital to our spirits is enhanced by giving society the same set 
of beliefs and mindsets regarding a significant circumstance.

We individually cast onto the society with our views toward a situation. As the inputs and sentimen-
tal experience are pretty much the same for most of us, our mindset and responses are likely to be very 
similar. Through dialogue and observation of others’ activities, Society is validated in the projection of 
one’s individual views, and through this, our unconscious inference of collective unity is substantiated. 
This is how our feeling of collective camaraderie deepens.

Black, Grey and White Propaganda

Black Propaganda is designed to give the appearance that individuals generated; it is aimed to denigrate. 
(Types Of Propaganda, n.d.) The key component of black propaganda is that the public is unaware 
somebody is manipulating them and therefore does not realize that they are being influenced to reach 
to a certain conclusion. It pretends to arise by an origin different as opposed to real one, this is usually 
connected to clandestine mind games.

Often this origin is disguised or is assigned to phony authorities to promotes lies, falsifications, and 
deceits. It bases itself on the desire of of content consumers to trust the authenticity of the source. When 
the creators or transmitters of this form of propaganda campaigns don’t completely know the target 
demographic, their campaigns could end up being misinterpreted, seem dubious, or dwindle entirely.

Many ruling authorities employ it for several purposes. They camouflage its real engagement, by this 
a state may be even more successful in convincing doubtful target audiences. Political considerations 
often exist for its deployment. It is needed to mask their involvement in acts can prove to be harmful to 
its international relations.

On the contrary, White Propaganda is one which displays its origin or nature. This is a highly preva-
lent style of propaganda and is separated from the former type,which disguises its roots to defame an 
adversary movement. This usually involves ordinary societal affairs methods and a biased depiction of 
a subject. We need to take into mind that in various cultures and languages, the word “propaganda” 
does not carry a bad reputation and meaning. In Russian, propaganda (пропaгaндa) is a neutral word, 
analogous to the word “promotion” (of a perspective). White propaganda may be viewed as an recogni-
tion of the fact that the society is aware of the attempts being made to influence it.

In certain governments, there is a department dedicated to this. Where, one acknowledges that pro-
paganda is generated, its origin is recognized, and its goals and plans are identified. However, during 
its lifetime, often white propaganda servers as a camouflage for black propaganda whenever there are 
attempts to disguise the other.

Finally, Grey Propaganda lies somewhere between Black and White propaganda, with the trustworthy 
source of the material never explicitly attributed and the sponsor’s name being withheld. The purpose of 
Grey Propaganda is to promote the position of the disguised sponsor in a manner that is more appealing 
to the target audience, operating under the concept that ideas delivered via ostensibly impartial and un-
obtrusive means would be more convincing than blatant methods of propaganda. A common method for 
Grey Propagandists is to disseminate an article in a magazine, disclosing no source. Another technique 
of Grey Propaganda is anonymous support or providing material help to organizations that advance the 
propagandist’s purpose.
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PROPAGANDA TODAY

Today, innovations of genius men and women have created a mechanism of mass communication that 
has increased the rate and broadened the effect of information and ideologies, enabling propagandists 
with swift and efficient techniques for propagating their ideologies. This technological enhancement may 
be utilized in the interests of harmony and international goodwill. Alas, Hitler, Tojo, and others alike 
chose to grasp this excellent nerve system for narcissistic aims and brutal reasons, thereby extending 
the function of propaganda in society.

The United Nations were early on sluggish to employ the rapid and effective communication channels 
for propaganda objectives; Today they are responding blow for blow.

The contemporary evolution of politics too spurred propaganda. Propaganda for promotional activi-
ties is crucial in political campaigning in democratic elections. Earlier, Political leaders controlled most 
nominations, as a result, barely any promotion was required before a prospect candidate was nominated 
to stand for election. During final elections, one must appeal to the public to vote for him on the basis of 
their suitability for government and the permanence of their program. Essentially, one must participate 
in promotional activities as a legit and essential aspect of political battles. (Somerville, 2012)

In democracies, elected elites in authority must elaborate and defend their plans to an audience. By 
using persuasion, individuals in government aim to harmonize the needs of diverse groups in society. 
National leaders, presidents, cabinet officials, heads of departments, lawmakers and others alike appeal 
to the local communities and the country to create a specific direction of policy generally sought and 
known as public endorsement.

During peacetime, the promotional operations of democracies typically comprise of informing the 
population of the solutions and services offered by a specific bureau and creating widespread support with 
regards to the policies with which the bureau is concerned. They aim to make the services “come alive” 
for the daily citizen, and looking at the long-term, try to make the typical man more aware through official 
information and marketing. If there is public engagement in the work accomplished in the government’s 
name or on their behalf, informed criticism from the public of government services may be promoted.

Economic shifts in the recent years have drastically increased the amount of propaganda. Under the 
circumstances of mass production and consumption, propaganda and public affairs have been consider-
ably developed to assist the sale of goods and services and foster goodwill among customers, workers, 
other organizations, and the public.

Cyber Propaganda and its Platforms

Cyber propaganda may be broadly characterized as employing contemporary technical tools to alter the 
result of an event or to alter the public’s opinion towards a specific viewpoint. (Micro, 2017) Propagan-
dists deploy numerous strategies, such as theft of confidential data and exposure to the public, attacking 
devices directly, producing and broadcasting fake news, etc. While cyber propaganda primarily targets 
politicians and prominent individuals, hacktivists often use it to harm private enterprises.

Cyber propaganda tactics range dependent on the particular end aim, ranging from criticizing a pros-
pect victim, influencing the results of an election or voting system, or perhaps even instigating a civil 
disturbance. We can generally divide cyber propaganda methods into three basic subgroups.
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Database Hacking

Cyber criminals may break into secured devices and private datacenters or storage centers to steal impor-
tant data. The stolen material may be shared selectively, timed to have the an harmful impact. Missions 
such as these are often state-sponsored and require great effort to implement.

Machine Hacking

A simple approach to modifying an event is to manipulate the origin of the outcome; an instance is 
manipulating election systems to alter the results. Entities may also force the providers of the electronic 
voting machines into altering the outcome.

False and Fake News

Posting false or fake news is a strong and highly impactful method that rapidly changes the opinion of 
the public owing to a rapid news cycle. Phony news entails manufacturing false news pieces, presenting 
different claims or perhaps even morphed and edited images, and spreading them via prominent social 
media networks. The material could appear authentic enough that consumers believe content distributes 
misleading information, which renders offsetting the harm exceedingly tricky.

Online platforms and media allow for free participation and open debate, although typically at the 
sacrifice of transparency, and are generally available for free (in terms of access) (in terms of access) 
(in terms of access). Websites and Blogs on the Darkweb, Media platforms, and Twitter, in particular, 
are strong instruments for electronically organized propaganda. The gate-keeping and fact-checking 
responsibilities of media are consequently easily bypassed, varied audiences are accessible directly, and 
unadulterated content is sent at no charge in an instant. Thus, middlemen are no longer needed to reach 
a group’s participants.

In contrast, such channels do not intrinsically provide source validity. Therefore, this requires a while 
and an active fan following to achieve a reputation as a trusted internet source. However, audiences may 
be readily deceived and ensnared by these platforms that promote involvement from virtually everyone, 
fraudulent or real, for example, in the guise of bots. These platforms also permit the quick circulation of 
visual / voice information, as opposed to in the past where propaganda goods had to be trafficked past 
borders in VHS (Video Home System) cassettes or CS (Compact disc). For instance, Twitter provides 
live communication from battle zones, as Rebel groups in Syria publish images instantly out from the 
fighting zone.

The example demonstrates that such dialogue may provide ‘the illusion of legitimacy’ and seem to 
be honest (given the real-time quality). However, it is still controlled, strictly monitored, and transmit-
ted via mediators (inauthentic). The content is often biased (unfair) since it does not present the full 
picture and therefore is contemptuous since the viewer cannot determine the veracity of the content or 
is provided with a chosen video.

Darkweb and Tor

Before we get into what Darkweb is, we must understand the Tor Network and its workings. Tor, in brief 
for ‘The Onion Router,’ is an open source and freely available software tool for facilitating anonymized 
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interaction. It directs Internet traffic through an unrestricted, international, volunteer overlay network, 
comprised of greater than 6 thousand relay nodes, for disguising the location of a user as well as usage 
from anybody undertaking network surveillance or packet analysis. Utilizing Tor makes it harder to track 
down the Web activity to a user. The intent of Tor is to safeguard an individual’s privacy and also one’s 
liberty and ability to conduct confidential communication by maintaining their Web activity unsupervised.

A Tor Browser sends one’s online traffic over the onion router network, encrypting it, consisting 
of a three-layer proxy, simulating segments of an onion (reference to Tor’s onion logo and name). Tor 
Browser links at random to the one of the publicly listed entry nodes that passes the data through a 
randomly selected middle relay, and ultimately sends out the data through the 3rd and last exit node.

Tor can also be used to access web services that block Tor and can be configured to use bridges. 
Unlike Tor’s entry and exit nodes, bridge IP addresses are not publicly listed, making it difficult for web 
services, internet service providers or governments to blacklist those IP addresses. This makes Tor a 
powerful tool for users in countries where there exists heavy censorship and political instability.

The dark web references to websites which are not indexed but are viewable through special web 
internet browsers. They are considerably smaller in size than the surface web, which is tiny, the dark web 
a subset of the deep web. Using a sea and glacier analogy, the dark web is the bottom tip of a sunken 
glacier, with the entire web being the glacier and the open web being the surface above the sea.

However, the dark web is a profoundly hidden part of the deep web that very few ever interact with or 
even visit. To put it in another way, the deep web comprises everything that exists under the surface, and 
that still is reachable with the necessary tools, including the dark web. Cracking down the groundwork 
of the dark web shows a few crucial layers which end up making it an anonymous haven:

No website indexing by general purpose internet search engines. Bing and other renowned search 
engines cannot recognize or provide findings for websites within the dark web.

“Virtual traffic tunnels” employing a randomized network design.
Inaccessibility by regular browsers owing to the distinct registry operator that is used. Further, It is 

hidden by other network protocols like firewall and cryptography for added security.
While the image of the dark web is mostly associated with the intent to commit a crime or illegal 

content, notably “trading” websites wherein visitors may obtain unlawful commodities or services, le-
gitimate parties have also taken use of this framework. Many news portals such as the BBC have a Tor 
mirror, mainly for access in countries where there is heavy censorship of news and other information. 
Many Attorneys and Advocates also use the Tor browser during their research and investigations.

CROWDFUNDED ASSASSINATIONS

Cryptocurrencies become an increasingly popular form of digital payment. They have been used as a 
medium of exchange in return for goods and services, from socks to sushi to drugs. For the past several 
years, they have been used to purchase murder, too.

On the Azerbaijani Eagles website, one may contract a murder for as low as $5,000. On Slayers Hit-
men, one is offered with further possibilities, with a thrashing selling at $2,000 and fatality by torturing 
costing $50,000.

An anarchist, known by the alias Kuwabatake Sanjuro, back in 2013 built a website known as “As-
sassination Market,” a crowdsourced enterprise that enables anyone to discreetly donate cryptocurren-
cies towards a bounty in the name of a civil servant - a form of IndieGoGo or Kickstarter for political 
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murders. As per the market’s guidelines, when a potential victim on its target list is murdered, Sanjuro 
anticipates that several individuals will be, any contract killer that can establish that they were involved 
obtains the accumulated cash.

While today, the site’s rewards have remained low but not negligible. The past 11 years that Assas-
sination Market is live on the internet, numerous prospective targets have been nominated individuals. 
Reward money has been pooled, ranging from 10 to 40 bitcoins against various influential political figures 
and officeholders, with 124 bitcoins being the greatest reward on the website, targeting Ben Bernanke, 
who has been a common threat for a great deal of most Cryptocurrency’s anti-banking-system believ-
ers. With Bitcoin’s swiftly growing exchange rates, that’s roughly $8 million for his prospect assassin.

Sanjuro’s dark goals go further than acquiring the means to contract some electoral murders. He 
argues that if the market continues and gains enough customers, it will finally authorize the deaths of 
ample political figures such that none would willingly take office. He states he expects the Assassination 
Market will abolish “all governments, everywhere.”

He feels that this will revolutionize society for good. His handle is common with the unnamed samurai 
hero in the Akira Kurosawa movie “Yojimbo.” Sanjuro selected it in commemoration of Bitcoin’s founder 
and the inventor of Silk Road, an online criminal market, who dubbed himself the Dread Pirate Roberts.

He dreams of a system that would allow a society devoid of conflicts, mass surveillance, nuclear 
weaponry, military, oppression, financial tampering, and limits to exchanges being firmly within our 
grasp for simply a few coins per individual. He furthermore feels that as early as just a few politicians 
are murdered, and they fully comprehend that they have lost the war on confidentiality, the assassinations 
could indeed cease, allowing him and his camaraderie to move to a phase of tranquility and confidentiality

Verification of Assassinations

Like some other “dark web” websites, Assassination Market works on Tor, a hidden and anonymous 
network which is created to stop people from tracing a website’s visitors or Sanjuro. His decision to 
utilize solely Cryptocurrencies is aimed at hiding customers, Sanjuro himself, as well as any prospect 
murderers from getting recognized via the monetary operations. Cryptocurrencies, after all, maybe sent 
and acquired anonymously without necessarily tying them to any individual.

The website’s guidelines advise its visitors that individuals send their cash via a “laundry” system to 
ensure that the bitcoins are anonymous before adding them to anybody’s murder pool.

To adequately demonstrate that a particular assassin is accountable for the demise of a person, The 
website demands its murderers to produce a text document containing the date and time stamp of the 
killing prior to the assassination and use a data encryption procedure known as a hash to transform it 
into a distinct character string. Prior to the murder, the murderer embeds the info in one coin payment 
or more towards a prospect’s prize pool.

Whenever a candidate is assassinated, they may send the text document, which he hashes to verify 
that the numbers confirm the data supplied prior to the victim’s demise. As per Sanjuro’s theory, if a 
file is authentic and accurately predicts the date of execution, the sender has to be involved in the crime. 
Sanjuro gets 1 percent of the money as a charge for his services. (Vogt, 2013).
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FIGHTING FAKE NEWS

The modern digital media ecosystem, developed from the convergence of Technology and Informa-
tion, portrays a scenario between the press and its viewers is reinvented. (López-Marcos et al, 2021) It 
provides a dilemma for journalism. In the cyber era, the crowd participates in the creation and spread 
of news via various media outlets.

With the press and its lack of discipline, fake news, misinformation, deceit and propaganda are ris-
ing as the key issues of journalism in a ruthless commercial framework, and maximum absorption of 
news items. In an environment like this, fact checkers become crucial participants of content validation.

There are several efforts from journalists with regards to the origin of electronic content, internet 
media and the obstacles it confronts; A crucial aspect is the battle over disinformation and falsehoods 
disseminated via social media. Thus, it is in requirement of change, fundamental and special abilities 
that take use of the possibilities which the Data Analysis society brings to the field of investigation and 
precise reporting.

Fact checkers were originally established in the USA and now have extended overseas. They are 
amongst the essential themes in journalism in the cyber world, stemming from technology breakthroughs 
and political and social issues. The standards of the Web, driven by competition and urgency, have af-
fected successful validation of content spreading on the Internet. (Nyhan et al, 2016) The purpose of fact 
checkers is “to carry out the required measures to determine whether a news item (or piece of informa-
tion) conforms to reality, has been twisted or is plain false”. The job of fact checkers is not constrained 
to offshoots of conventional reporting, although they do rectify many of its shortcomings. Fact checking 
is seen as a new milestone which has the power to enhance better public conversation within current 
media platforms. It is believed that fact checkers only survive and accomplish their work if and when 
they acquire the faith of the public by the diaphanousness of the methods used and attain diplomatic 
independence.

Fact Checkers are analyzed depending on the circumstances of name and reputation from validating 
organizations; many organizations are affiliated to the IFCN, a component of The Poynter Institute for 
Media Studies, established a few years back, to amalgamate global fact checking news reporters. It is 
the biggest union of its kind in the globe, its fundamental goals include neutrality, openness and frank-
ness. (Guess, 2015)

As shown in Table 1, An analysis template is used to act as an information collecting device to 
consistently enforce the collection of data. This spatial analytical sheet, which collects and arranges the 
data, is put up by examining the following aspects of evaluation: (see Table 1).

CONCLUSION

The internet world affects the way organizations conduct propaganda. Its universality, availability and 
accessibility and distribution, cheap pricing, and organizational role promote all sorts of fake or legiti-
mate players to reach a larger audience. While also encouraging public discourse about and criticism of 
propaganda practices. Cyber propaganda differs from analog propaganda with regard to the medium, 
outlets, styles, viewers, resources, and aims.

The suspicious portion of most individuals would be quite confident that assassination markets are a 
fraud. Assassination isn’t the type of business that exposes itself to public marketing or trusting individu-
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als based on their web reputations. And the fact that websites openly pledge to take target high-profile 
individuals adds to its unlikeliness. Viewed in that way, Assassination Markets are simply another site 
where a fool and his cryptocurrency are quickly split.

And yet, these types of tales - about a vast but hypothetical vision that will probably never be ful-
filled - can become real very fast. To take a recent example, the notion of the Silk Road, when it was 
announced, it appeared absurd to most. Yes, it was theoretically conceivable for individuals to purchase 
and sell narcotics online. But who, outside a narrow fringe, would utilize it? Of course, we were incor-
rect - the site functioned effectively for 2 years before being shutdown.
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ABSTRACT

Companies must foresee most critical security threats to keep one step ahead of attackers. Because attack-
ers always refine their techniques to avoid detection and because attackers are persistently imaginative, 
network traffic analysis solutions have evolved providing organizations with a feasible path forward. 
Maintaining network visibility has gotten more challenging and time demanding as DevOps, cloud 
computing, and IoT (internet of things) gain popularity. Network traffic analysis can incorporate its core 
functionalities to detect malicious intent. The authors developed a unique darknet traffic analysis and net-
work management solution to automate the malicious intent detection process. This strong computational 
intelligence forensics tool decodes network traffic, viral traffic, and encrypted communication. WANNs, 
a weight-independent neural network design, can detect zero-day threats. With a sophisticated solution, 
many businesses can protect their most valuable assets from malicious intent detection on the dark web.
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INTRODUCTION

Only a small percentage of us have even scratched the surface of what the Internet can provide. A search 
engine like Google, Yahoo, or Bing only displays 4% of the total information on the internet. Additional 
96 percent can only be accessed by specialised research on individual websites, subpages, closed access 
publications, archives and so on. The Deep Web contains this information (Mo, 2020). Everything we 
do online, with the exception of the Dark Web-obscured portions of the deep web, may be seen, traced, 
and, in some cases, monitored. There are three ways to look at the internet as a sea of information.

•	 Surface Web: There are no restrictions on the Surface Web, making it available to everyone. As 
a whole, it’s referred to as the Internet. Search engines like Google, Bing, Yahoo, and more index 
everything on the Internet’s surface (Rawat et al., 2021).

•	 Deep Web: All material that is not publicly available because search engines do not index it can 
be found in the “Deep Web.” To access the deep web, which contains 96% of all internet data, 
you’ll need special authorization.

•	 Dark Web: In the “Dark Web,” which is only one percent of the deep web, all illegal activity is 
taking place.

If you’re personal information is discovered on the dark web, there is a good chance that anyone 
who stumbles across it will be able to access it (Tian et al., 2019). Personal information, bank account 
information, credit card or debit card information, medical records, credentials, and many other types 
of data may be included. A company’s brand might be tarnished as well as its employees’ and share-
holders’ financial well-being if confidential data is released. When it comes to preventing or mitigating 
harm from these attacks and data leaks, monitoring the Dark Web is the best option (Rawat et al., 2021)

Monitoring services for the dark web have received a lot of attention in the last two years. However, 
there is a widespread misunderstanding regarding how or if Dark Web monitoring services work, or 
even exist at all. Doing so would be a near-impossible undertaking and they would not be able to begin 
removing data or property that had been illegally obtained (Rajawat et al., 2021). There’s sometimes 
nothing you can do to stop something from being sold or misused once it’s on an underground com-
mercial centre. Only publicly available content can be viewed by the Dark Web Monitoring. Just like 
search engine crawlers can’t view anything behind a login or paywall, dark web scanners can’t access 
anything that has been protected from scraping software (Demertzis et al., 2020). Passwords and other 
identification information, such as social security numbers, are not the focus of their attention.

Monitoring and analysing network traffic is a difficult task, but it is necessary if you want to boost 
network performance, reduce attack surfaces, increase security, and better manage resources. The Darknet 
is a marketplace for illegal activities such as viruses, contract killings, poisons, and drugs. “Darknets” 
or “network telescopes” refer to the internet’s unused address space. Darknet traffic does not exchange 
data with other computers over the internet; instead, it passively takes incoming packets and does not 
send any of its own (Rawat et al., 2021). A virtual computer network, Tor, allows users to access hidden 
resources on the dark net. Onion routing of the second generation is implemented using this method. 
As a result of this kind of routing, a circuit is built up one hop at a time. Because the host is behaving 
in an unlawful manner, the traffic on the darknet is usually seen as a misconfiguration. To keep tabs on 
real-time apps, a thorough examination of darknet traffic is needed (Rantos et al., 2019). Cyber security 
experts and other IT professionals can learn a lot about services that have been targeted by hackers or 
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could be vulnerable to an attack by looking into darknet traffic. Researchers are now concentrating their 
efforts on monitoring the darknet traffic in order to identify harmful activity, particularly those involving 
Tor apps. The authors used ML and Deep Learning to accomplish their goal (DL)

RELATED WORK

Researchers S. Lagraa et al., developed an approach to tracking and categorising port scanning activity 
trends between a clusters of previously surveyed ports. It’s stated that this method is fully automated, 
thanks to the newest graph modelling and text mining tools. It gives cyber security experts and other 
IT professional’s comprehensive information on services that attackers are exploiting or that could be 
attacked. Using this method, it is easier to identify the targets of attacks, making it more effective. Tests 
are performed on a large dataset from Darknet or an internet telescope to see if the suggested solution 
works as expected.

While studying the Darknet’s network traffic, the researchers at A. Berman et al. noted the challenges 
that security investigators and law enforcement face. Although top modelling is a well-known method 
for semantic analysis of market listings, its ability to record visual images is lagging behind. For the 
enormous dataset of photos, the researchers suggested an artificial intelligence framework based on the 
use of both supervised (using CNN) and unsupervised (using LDA) learning approaches. Thus, this 
strategy is better suited to sifting through darknet information than other methods.

There are many challenges for security services in tracking illegal activity on the Darknet, according 
to E. F. Fernandez et al. Analyzing a large number of photos from the Darknet takes a long time and is 
still not very effective. To solve this issue, researchers looked at Semantic Attention Keypoint Filter-
ing (SAKF)-based picture classification methods and proposed a strategy that excluded non-relevant 
topography at the deep pixel level, allowing them to filter out irrelevant pixels. Bag of Visual Words 
and Salience Maps are used together in this system. Using the Tor picture as a test case, the researchers 
validated their technique. According to their findings, dense SIFT descriptors in MobileNet v1, Resnet50, 
and BoVW outperform other techniques.

The Darknet is currently dominated by cybercrime, illegal drug trading, and crypto currency mar-
ketplaces. Research on darknet technologies and specifications is examined in order to point out the 
challenges in exploiting criminal actions conducted over this network and to draw attention to those 
gaps. In order to prevent search engines from discovering criminal activity on the Darknet, researchers V. 
Adewopo et al claim that the network is safeguarded by specialised encryptions and setups. In addition 
to assisting law enforcement in their pursuit of criminals, this action will help maintain social harmony. 
Internet crimes were also investigated, including drug dealing and exploitation of Tor users’ identities, 
and researchers proposed a system for inspecting and exploring unnamed online illegal markets.

It was carried out by A. Nastua et al., who carried out an in-depth review of the Tor network. The 
darknet’s advantages and disadvantages are discussed in detail by the authors. One of the most important 
aspects of the Darknet is its anonymity, which allows its users to engage in any activity, lawful or not, 
without fear of detection. The writers also discuss the issue of anonymous cryptocurrency payments. This 
comprehensive study comes to a close with an explanation of what the Darknet will look like in the future.
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METHODOLOGY AND MATERIALS

Machine learning algorithms such as neural networks can be successfully utilised in a wide range of 
industries and the manufacturing process in recent years. A large part of their success is built on their 
ability to analyse large amounts of data to determine how a system behaves. A great deal of information 
and future forecasts may be gleaned from data, which can be used to automate a number of processes 
and give modern industry a major boost in terms of value creation.

Neural Architecture Search

To identify the ideal design of the neural network that outperforms hand-designed models, NAS uses 
an algorithmic method based on the principle “Better design, Better performance” and NAS helps to 
reduce the time and expense associated in design testing.

Search space, search strategy, and performance estimation all fall under the umbrella term “NAS.”
The NAS technique will create a search space architectural pattern. No matter how complex the 

branching is, it can be done in any number of ways.

•	 The search method used to develop a NAS approach determines the search strategy, which can be 
either a Bayesian optimization or a reinforcement learning approach. This takes into account the 
amount of time required to construct a model.

•	 NAS neural architecture model performance metrics convergence is what we use to estimate per-
formance. Depending on the situation, it can assist in improving the model by cascading the find-
ings to the next iteration, or it can simply improvise from scratch on every iteration.

•	 With NAS, instead of experimenting with huge datasets, NAS takes tiny datasets and improves 
them, which usually works well with deep learning. NAS has two primary advantages. The narrow 
search area aids in obtaining a better model in a shorter period of time.

Table 1. Previous works on darkweb related issues

Author Objective Technique Used Results Obtained

S. Kumar et al.,
using data from darknet traffic to 

develop an artificial intelligence-based 
threat detection system

Random Forest
Detects malicious and innocuous 

network activity, as well as risks that 
may be lurking in plain sight.

E. Fidalgo et al.,
In order to classify the photos, the 

SAKF system analyses only the most 
salient parts of the image.

Machine Learning & DIP gain of between 1.64% and 15.73%

K. Shahbar et al., A network flow-based approach for 
analysing traffic on the Tor network Navie Bayes, jRIP

While non-time-related elements have 
less impact on the mobile platform, 
they have a greater effect on the PC 

platform.

Muhammad Bilal 
Sarwar et al.,

Deep learning-based generalised 
approach to detecting and classifying 

darknet traffic
CNN-LSTM

detection of darknet traffic with a 96% 
accuracy rate and darknet traffic with 

an 89% accuracy rate

L. Choshen et al.,

System based on natural language 
processing (NLP) for the detection 

of legal and illicit Darknet 
communications

current NLP-based models

The programme compares websites 
with similar content to determine if 
the text on the Darknet is legal or 

illegal.
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Reinforcement learning, Bayesian optimization, Gradient-based optimization, Sequential model-based 
optimization, and Evolutionary algorithm are only few of the search methods that have been improved 
as a result of the improvement in NAS. Efficient NAS and Progressive NAS are two of the most often 
utilised approaches, each with its own set of processes, benefits, and drawbacks.

Directed graph patterns that link primitive functions together, as well as third-level patterns that 
encode the connections between them, are all good examples of the type of patterns to look for.

In the NAS subfield of automated machine learning, hyper-parameter optimization is closely associated 
with reducing programme load and complexity, providing a stable and simple environment, reducing the 
number of actions required in use, and providing an easy method of learning new things in new places.

Equation for determining the best neural network f* is as follows:

f argmin Cost f D
f F vol

* * ,= ( )( )∈ q �������������������1( )  

q qq
* ,= ( )( )argmin L f D

train
�����������������������2( )  

In order to get a model with high accuracy and generalizability beyond the training and testing datasets, 
the primary priority is to use an adaptive neural network design that adapts to that dataset and precisely 
coordinates the optimal hyperparameters. NAS strategy design Optimization techniques, learning rate 
programming, regularisation, and other such hyper parameters are examples of common hyper parameters 
that can be optimised. That means that with no effort and prior information, they are able to construct 
the best learning tactics and achieve high performance outcomes.

Meta Learning

An innovative holistic method, Meta learning automates and addresses the difficulty of using machine 
learning algorithms in a customised way. Machine learning algorithms and hyper parameters can be learned 
automatically, with the goal of achieving optimal performance. To put it another way, machine learning 
is a search for an as-of-yet-unknown mapping function between the data inputs and outputs. Parametric 
properties like algorithm weights and hyper-parametric characteristics limit or expand the search field 
for viable mapping functions. The following three criteria should be met by any meta-learning system:

•	 A learning subsystem is required for the system.
•	 In order to gain experience, it is necessary to make use of information gleaned from metadata as-

sociated with the dataset being processed or from previously completed learning tasks in related 
or unrelated disciplines.

•	 Dynamic selection of learning bias is required.

In order to get the most out of this meta-learning model, it needs to be tested on a wide variety of 
learning tasks. Class tags and attribute vectors are connected with each job in supervised learning. The 
model’s ideal settings are as follows:
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D P D
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In reality, a dataset represents a small portion of the total quantity of data available, even though it 
appears to be a typical learning process. Often, a dataset D is divided into two parts: a training dataset 
S and a prediction dataset B for testing and testing predictions.

D S B= ( ), 4(( )  

Data sets in the D format are made up of two sets of vectors and tags.

D x y
i i

= ( ){ }, 5( )  

Multiple B-D training batches should have optimal parameters to maximise the likelihood of detect-
ing true tags.

q q q
*

,
( | )= 



( )argmax E P y x

x y D
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B D
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 (7)

Data samples with unknown tags may benefit from a small set of support for quick learning that can 
be fine-tuned to reduce prediction error. Because of the limited number of tags that were used to create 
this false dataset, it is possible to describe quick learning as a “trick” rather than a method.

Dataset

There are a number of factors to consider while selecting, developing, or comparing machine learning 
approaches in innovative methods. Many publicly available datasets, both real-world and simulated, 
have been inconsistent in terms of their organisation and standardisation. It is therefore unnecessary to 
pick and curate specific benchmarks. As a result, in order to conduct a valid comparison experiment, we 
required a well-known benchmark dataset. In this analysis, we used data from CICDarknet2020, which 
covers both darknet traffic and the comparable normal traffic from services such as VOIP and Audio-
Stream that are implemented or not using Tor and VPN infrastructure (as well as chat and email), P2P 
file transfers, video streams, and more.
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PROPOSED METHOD

This is a completely different issue from the one that neural architecture search attempts to address (NAS). 
These strategies aim to develop architectures that, once taught, outperform human-designed ones. The 
answer is never claimed to be inherent to the network’s structure. However, no one expects the network to 
solve the problem without training its weights. NAS networks are incredibly ‘trainable’. It is the weights 
that solve this problem; they found architectures are only better substrates for the weights to reside in.

For structures to encode solutions, weights must be reduced in importance. A more accurate way to 
evaluate networks is to look at how well they perform if they have weight values derived from a random 
distribution. When weight sampling is used instead of weight training, performance is reduced to being 
just a function of the network topology. Fortunately, sampling the weight space is impossible for any 
but the simplest networks due to the enormous dimension of the problem. We can’t efficiently sample 
high-dimensional weight spaces because of the curse of dimensionality, but we can decrease the number 
of weight values to one by requiring weight-sharing across all weights. We can get an approximation 
of network performance in only a few trials by systematic sampling of a single weight value. Using this 
approximation, the search for ever better architectures can be pushed forward.

It can be described thusly: the search for these WANNs can be summarised as follows.

•	 A small number of neural network topologies are constructed in the beginning.
•	 A new shared weight value is assigned to each network at each deployment during the evaluation 

process.
•	 According to their performance and complexity, networks are classified.
•	 To generate a new population, tournament selection is used to randomly select the top-ranked 

network topologies.
•	 Recursively, the method generates topologies of increasing complexity that improve in perfor-

mance with each generation.

The interpretability of the methods utilised is another critical step in determining the suitable ar-
chitecture for a specific problem. The model’s global interpretability provides a comprehensive view 
of the system. For example, it’s crucial to know how the model decides what to do and how it interacts 
with other aspects.

Figure 1. WANN overview
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Figure 2. Proposed WANN based architecture
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The universal level explanations are based on a generic global representation of the model, which 
is neither comprehensive nor precise. In the real world, it’s nearly impossible to gain a complete grasp 
of something. As with “local interpretability,” the model’s reasons for making a specific decision can 
be examined for a single example of the dataset. Rather than being dependent on a variety of variables, 
predictions in tiny data sets may simply be linear or monotonous in nature.

It is highly useful to use Shapley values to provide explanations from cooperative/coalitional game 
theory. Cooperative games’ rewards and gains are determined by a mathematical formula that assigns 
numerical values to groups of participants. The following is how Shapley values are linked to the chal-
lenge of understanding WANN architectural structures. A neural network model is being considered as 
a profit function in a cooperative game in which participants are the dataset’s characteristics. Profits are 
predicted by the model. Using Shapley values, we can see how each feature contributes to the model’s 
overall decision-making process and why.

Finally, the following equation yields the Shapley value of the i-th characteristic of a neural network 
model.

j
i

S F i
SU i SU i S s

S M S

M
f x f x=

− −( ) ( )− ( )







{ }
{ } { }∑



! !

!

1
 (8)

Attributes are represented by F, a subset of which S and M are the sum. When an attribute is present 
in the prediction, this relationship calculates its contribution and subtracts it when it is not.

SHARP (SHAP) is a strategy that uses Shapley values to explain model decisions. As a linear model, 
SHAP adds new features by using a method called “extra features contribution.”

The reason for the SHAP technique is a local linear approach to model behaviour, which makes intui-
tive sense. When it comes to specific variables, the model can be very complex, but it is easy to get to a 
single one. By using Pearson’s R correlation table, you may calculate covariance and linear correlation 
between two sets of independent and dependent variables σXY = Cov(X,Y) = E(X,Y) E(X)E(Y):

R XY

X Y

=
s
s s

 (9)

However, this technique’s inability to detect nonlinear correlations like sinus waves and quadratic 
curves, together with its inability to analyse the interactions between key factors, led us to choose for a 
different approach: the predictive power score (PPS). Non-linear and categorical data as well as asymmetric 
relationships, where one variable informs the other more than the other does in a particular context, are 
all supported by PPS. Finding patterns in data and choosing out the relevant forecasting variables can 
be done by scoring the model’s success in predicting a variable goal by using an off-sample prediction 
in the range [0, 1].

It is therefore necessary to find a local explanation of the PPS technique for models capable of operating 
untrained and then reinforced with training later on. Feature selection must be implemented before the 
SHAP approach can be used because of the method’s sensitivity to model hyper-parameter settings and its 
general difficulty to deal with large amounts of data. As a result of the enormous number of explanations 
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needed to explain the model’s predictions and the inability to accurately distinguish between significant 
and irrelevant features and distances among data points, the complexity of the problem is increased.

Taking this remark seriously, feature selection was undertaken in order to maintain the most sig-
nificant aspects without transforming them, in order to limit the number of features while retaining as 
much valuable information as feasible. It’s important to avoid features with poor resolutions because 
they will make the learning system ineffective, but features that provide meaningful information can 
make the system both easy and efficient. We want to choose those traits that result in large differences 
across classes and minor changes within a single class.

Mean absolute error (MAE) was utilised to calculate PPS in numerical variables for feature selection, 
which is a metric for comparing the estimation or prediction to observed values and is calculated below.

MAE
n

f y
n

e
i

n

i i
i

n

i
= − =

= =
∑ ∑

1 1

1 1

 (10)

fi is the actual number, and fi represents an approximation. An inaccuracy in their relationship might 
be defined as the quotient of these values’ absolute values.

The WANN technique was used in conjunction with the Shapley values to reinforce the explana-
tions of the NAS development strategy, after using the PPS technique for feature selection to construct 
a cyber-security environment with automated solutions that can recognise content from the dark web.

RESULTS

It is important to calculate all of the indices described here in a one-versus-all manner in multi-class cat-
egorization. True positives (TP) and false negatives show the extent of misclassification in the confusion 
matrix. If we have more FPs than FNs, then we have more cases of receiving falsely positive results. On 
the other hand, we refer to a genuine positive as the number of records for which we receive an accurate 
positive result (TP). The contrast is what is meant by the term “true negative,” or “TN.”

For example, sensitivity and specificity are two terms that can be used interchangeably in this context, 
according to the equations below.

TPR
TP

TP FN
=

+
 (11)

TNR
TN

TN FP
=

+
 (12)

TA
TP TN
N

=
+  (13)
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Using the following formulae, the precision (PRE), recall (REC), and F-score indices are defined:

F Score X
PREXREC
PRE REC

− =
+

2� �
� �  (14)

REC
TP

TP FN
=

+
 (15)

PRE
TP

TP FP
=

+
 (16)

The proposed methodology has to be compared against other methodologies by categorising network 
traffic from Tor, non-Tor VPNs, and non-VPN services. Table 2 shows the categorization results for each 
method in great detail. The entire CPU time spent since the procedure began, down to the hundredths of a 
second, was also taken into account, as was memory use as RAM hours (RAM-H). To keep tabs on how 
well the Linux operating system is using its resources, we wrote a shell script based on the “top” tool.

The following figures show the graphical representation of above said results.
Additionally, ROC curves and class prediction errors for the best-performing algorithm, proposed 

WANN, are depicted in the following graphs. The proposed algorithm had an accuracy of 90%.
The following image depicts the test dataset’s confusion matrix. Model outputs with a high percent-

age of correct answers (in green squares) and a low percentage of incorrect responses (in light green 
squares) are clearly superior.

Figure shows the class prediction error curve, which shows how accurate our classifier’s predictions 
are. Each training sample in the fitted classification model is represented by a stacking bar in this graph. 
Forecasts for each class are represented graphically by the bars (including FN and FP). In order to fig-
ure out which classes our classifier had trouble with and, more crucially, which inaccurate responses it 
produces on a class basis, we employed the class prediction error statistic. Having a clear picture of the 
strengths and weaknesses of our dataset and the various models helps us make more informed decisions 

Table 2. Comparison of results with other classifiers

Classifier Recall TT (s) RAM-H Precision F1 Accuracy

Proposed WANN 0.8125 400 0.000125 0.9213 0.9112 0.9512

XGB 0.7500 441.61 0.054 0.9014 0.8990 0.9012

QDA 0.4026 0.71 0.000087 0.6325 0.4394 0.3858

Extra Trees 0.7201 11.61 0.00115 0.8756 0.8762 0.8775

Naïve Bayes 0.1281 0.13 0.00019 0.2303 0.2278 0.2974

Gradient Boosting 0.7106 645.38 0.0681 0.8797 0.8764 0.8801

LDA 0.4400 2.01 0.00025 0.6439 0.6231 0.6497
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Figure 3. Performance comparison chart 1

Figure 4. Performance comparison chart 2
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Figure 5. The proposed classifier’s confusion matrix

Figure 6. The proposed classifier’s prediction error
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about how to go moving forward. It is possible to produce network architecture that is more advanced 
than human-designed versions by using NAS to automatically encode search solutions.

CONCLUSION

Computer-aided network traffic analysis was demonstrated in this study, which required minimal resources 
and produced excellent results. Cyber-attacks frequently cause network traffic flaws or deviations from 
regular operation; therefore, it is recommended that the advantages of metalearning methodology be 
exploited and tapped into. On a huge dataset of real-world and simulated hostile network activities, the 
proposed digital security solution was tested. It was our goal to understand more about how neural network 
architecture codifies solutions to and represents a certain job without the need for prior knowledge. One 
of the most exciting aspects of the suggested holistic approach is that it eliminates the requirement for 
system training by automating and solving the problem of specialisation in the usage of neural network 
discovering algorithms without the involvement of humans.

An approach to developing interpretable neural networks is presented in this research by directly 
encoding the answer in network design rather than training its weights. Because it is more resistant to 
changes in node inputs than existing learning systems, to protect against hostile attacks or even network 
destruction, the proposed design could serve as a foundation.
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ABSTRACT

The dark web is a virtually untraceable hidden layer of the internet that is frequently used to store and 
access secret data. However, a number of situations have been documented in which this platform has 
been used to covertly undertake illicit and unlawful operations. Traditional crime-solving procedures 
are inadequate to meet the demands of the current crime environment. Machine learning can be used to 
detect criminal patterns. Past crime records, social media sentiment analysis, meteorological data, and 
other sources of data can be used to feed this machine learning technique. Using machine learning, there 
are five phases to predicting crime. These are data gathering, data classification, pattern recognition, 
event prediction, and visualization. Using crime prediction technologies, law enforcement agencies can 
make better use of their limited resources. In this chapter, the authors show the importance of learning 
the principles of various policies on the dark web and cyber crimes, guiding new researchers through 
cutting-edge methodologies.
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INTRODUCTION

A violent crime, according to the FBI, is one that involves the use of force or threats Assault, murder, 
forcible rape, and robbery are all included in the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) programme of the 
FBI. The FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) programme defines each of the offences in this way: 
When a person intentionally kills another human being, it is referred to as murder. The United States 
Crime Report (UCR) does not include a homicide or attempted homicide that is classified as an aggra-
vated assault. Forced Rape - Forced rape is when a woman’s will is broken and she is sexually assaulted. 
Attempts or assaults to commit rape by threat or force are not included in this category, even though 
abuse (without pressure) or other sexual crimes are. To steal something of value from someone else’s 
care, custody, or control, either by force or threat of force, and/or by intimidating the patient, is known 
as robbery Harassing another person with the intent to inflict severe or aggravated bodily harm is known 
as aggravated assault. Aggravated assaults are typically committed with a weapon or other means to 
cause death or serious bodily harm, according to the UCR programme. This category includes attempted 
aggravated assaults involving firearms, knives, and other weapons that would have resulted in serious 
bodily harm if completed. Robbery is a crime that includes both aggravated assault and larceny-theft. 
Sadly, these crimes appear to be on the rise in our society. Using data mining and machine learning, law 
enforcement officials have been able to reduce crime and improve law enforcement efforts.

Rather than being purely personal acts of thefts, a significant number of hacking activities have evolved 
into well-organized, financially backed players seeking to make large sums of money. Organizational 
crime’s aims range from direct gain to political benefit in this arena. (W. Tounsi, 2019)

As a result of this shift, enterprises must consider modern and complex approaches in order to stay 
up with the rapid growth of cyber-attack techniques. As a result, a new generation from in cyber security 
tools known as Cyber Threat Intelligence is emerging, which is attracting growing research interest and 
security practitioners alike. An information solution that offers evidence-based information on cyber 
threats is CTI. Based on the knowledge gathered, organizations can make cyber security decisions, such 
as those relating to the detection of cyber-attacks, their prevention, and their recovery from cyber-attacks.

Social media platforms are regarded by hackers as essential resources in their quest for knowledge 
and practice on the Deep and Dark Webs. They trade stolen credit card numbers, violated data, and se-
curity breaches over these networks (L. Queiroz et al., 2020). In order to establish and expand, criminal 
organizations depend on interpersonal connections. Through social networking sites and forums in par-
ticular, criminals, such as hacker attacks, are able to disseminate their knowledge and ideas. Members 
can pursue the posts of other representatives who they believe to be trustworthy or knowledgeable on 
these websites. Another benefit of being part of a community is that forum members within that com-
munity have different specialties and standings based on actions and services. By providing a platform 
for the spread of cybercriminal networks, forums help to foster an environment where criminal activity 
can flourish. Due to their importance in detecting and alerting organizations to potential threats, these 
locations are used by scientists and cyber security professionals (P. Shakarian., 2018). It is also possible 
to continuously develop new security information technologies by studying these Dark Web hacker 
communities (Chen P et al.. 2008)

However, how unexpected are different crimes and their underpinning nature? A predictive model has 
become increasingly necessary as new types of crimes have emerged as a result of social and economic 
change, say the writers of ref. According to ref. (Rani A and Rajasree., 2019), crime can be predicted 
and the perpetrator apprehended using the Mahanolobis crime trends and prediction technology and 
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a variational tightly wrapped technique. There were five grants awarded to the United States N.I.J. in 
1998(Gorr W and Harris, 2003) for crime predicting the future as a follow-up to crime mapping. Criminal 
justice organizations in the United States, the Great Britain, the Netherlands, Europe, and Swiss are now 
using crime forecasting programmes (Rummens A et al., 2017). The ability to detect criminal activity is 
getting better and better with each trying to pass year thanks to advancements in technology.

Consequently, it has become critical that we can provide a brand powerful new machine to the police 
and government (a set of programmes) to assist them in criminal investigation. Because the primary pur-
pose of crime forecasting is to predict crimes before they occur, the value of applying crime forecasting 
techniques is self-evident. Using machine learning algorithms and methods, we aim to make an impact 
in this paper by predicting both the nature of a crime and the identity of the perpetrator. We had doubts 
about whether the crime’s nature could be predicted before it happened. It’s possible to classify every 
aspect of a crime, despite the fact that it may appear impossible from the outside. As the saying goes, 
every criminal has a reason for his or her actions. A different way of saying this is that, if we use motive 
to categorize the types of crimes, we can come up with a list of subtypes. It’s possible to establish a da-
tabase of all recorded crimes by category and visual information of the surrounding area so that Machine 
learning techniques and computer vision techniques can be used to predict crimes before they occur.

As a first step, the surface web (also known as the open web or clear web) encompasses all websites 
that can be indexed by search engines (Rajawat et al., 2021). The Deep Web, on the other hand, is a 
collection of websites that cannot be found through search engines because they are not indexed (or the 
Invisible Web). A password is required in order to access content on a website that can be accessed by 
typing in the URL directly into the address bar of the web browser.

A distinction must be made between the “dark web” and the “deep web” by researchers. The Deep 
Web is a portion of the internet that is inaccessible to search engines due to various technical issues with 
the way websites operate (Rawat et al., 2021). While the Dark Web is a subcategory of the Deep Web 
that uses special encryption software to hide users’ identities and IP addresses, researchers estimate this 
to be more than 90% of the entire web.

The Dark Web, or the Dark net, is the most difficult part of the Deep Web to access. In this hidden 
and encrypted environment, criminals gain an advantage because of the anonymity provided (Rawat 
et al., 2021). Hackers, both amateur and professional, engage in a wide range of criminal activities, in-
cluding extortion, network sabotage, and data theft, as well as paedophile networks, human trafficking, 
terrorism, and the recruitment of extremists, as well as hacked digital media trade, counterfeiting, and 
murderers for hire.

The Dark Web makes it possible to conceal the identity of users, network traffic, and the data they 
exchange over it. The Dark Web can only be accessed using special software, such as The Onion Router 
(TOR) (Rawat et al., 2021), the Invisible Internet Project (I2P), and Freenet. Studies have shown that 
criminals often use dark networks as their primary operating platform. As an example of Crime-as-a-
Service, the Dark Web’s marketplaces provide the majority of the items typically found in traditional 
black markets. Members of Dark Web marketplaces, such as Bitcoin and Monero, use crypto currencies 
to complete their transactions (Mahor et al., 2021). One way that some cybercriminals help others com-
mit crimes is by acting as providers of cryptocurrency.

The Chapter Organization is as follows:
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•	 Section 1 Provides and Overview of Cybercrimes, Dark web and its history which is helpful to 
learn the basics of Cybercrimes and Dark web. It also provides the relation of Various Machine 
Learning techniques with Cybercrimes and Dark web.

•	 Section 2 gives detailed related work in the field of Machine learning, Cybercrimes and Dark web.
•	 Section 3 Gives the information about Crime Data Analysis using Machine learning and also 

explains the data source, Pre-processing, Statistical, Trend and Geographical Analysis of various 
crimes in Vancouver.

•	 Section 4 Provides various Challenges and Ethical Concerns in the fields of Machine Learning 
and Dark web Data analysis and Section 5 Concludes the Work

RELATED WORK

To put it simply, machine learning is the process by which a computer system gains knowledge through 
the use of precedents. various machine learning algorithms are accessible to clients, and these algorithms 
will be used with datasets to produce interesting results. However, supervised and unsupervised learning 
algorithms are two of the most common types of learning algorithms. Supervised learning algorithms 
use labeled training data to infer information or “the right answer.” It is up to the algorithms to predict a 
specific attribute or set of attributes. Unlabeled class data, on the other hand, is the target of unsupervised 
learning algorithms, which seek to uncover hidden structures. Algorithms learn more about a dataset 
as they are tested on a larger number of examples. In the field of data mining, there are five types of 
machine learning algorithms: These algorithms are using the data’s attributes to predict one or more 
discrete values by one or more of the variables. Algorithms for classifying data One or more observed 
data can be predicted by these algorithms depending on the types of a dataset (e.g., profit/loss) that take 
continuous values (such as a percentage). In the procedure of examining the associations among elements, 
it is a statistical tool (3) Algorithms for Segmentation Analysis — Group or cluster data based on similar 
properties. (iv) Algorithms for Association Analysis - Identifying connections between various dataset 
attributes. Algorithms of this type are commonly used in market basket analysis to create association 
rules. The Web path flow can be summarized using Sequence Analysis Algorithms. (v) Sequence analy-
sis identifies patterns or associations over time by identifying correlations (R. Bermudez et al,. 2011).

To begin, the Surface Web (also known as the “Open Web” or “Clear Web” in other contexts) refers 
to all websites that are open to the public and can be found via search engines. The Deep Web, on the 
other hand, is a collection of websites that search engines are unable to index, making them unavailable 
to the general public (or the Invisible Web). To access the website’s content, you’ll either need to type 
its URL into the address bar of your web browser or use a password (E. W. T. Ngai et al,. 2008).

Researchers should distinguish between the Deep Web and the Dark Web. For a variety of reasons, 
search engines are unable to access certain portions of the internet known as the Deep Web, which are 
connected to the website’s operational duties. Around ninety per cent of the web’s content is found on 
the Deep Web, which is a subcategory of the Interwebz that uses specialised strong encryption to mask 
users’ personalities and Web addresses (R. Liggett et al,. 2019).

Consequently, it is a part of the Darknet known as “the Dark Web,” or “the Dark net.” Criminal 
behaviour is more likely to be carried out in secret and encrypted spaces because of the prevalence of 
anonymity (R. Liggett et al,. 2019). There are a wide range of criminal activities taking place in this area 
of the internet, including hacking, extortion, network sabotage, and theft of corporate data, as well as 
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numerous other crimes, including child pornography and paedophile networks, drug and arms traffick-
ing, human trafficking, and terrorist recruitment, as well as hacked digital media trade.

It is possible to conceal the identity of the user, traffic patterns, and update over the Dark Web. The 
Onion Router (TOR), Invisible Internet Project (I2P), and Freenet are some of the only tools available 
to those outside of the Dark Web who want to browse the Dark Web anonymously (T. J. Holt and A. M. 
Bossler,. 2020). Studies have shown that criminals often use dark networks as their primary operating 
platform. CaaS is evident, for example, in Dark Web marketplaces, which sell nearly everything that 
can be found on a traditional black market (N. Pelton and I. B. Singh, 2019). Members of Dark Web 
marketplaces, such as Bitcoin and Monero, use cryptocurrencies to complete their transactions. Crypto 
currency providers may be malicious actors who would like to make life simpler for someone else to 
involved in illegal activity (G. Hurlburt, 2017). The Dark Web allows users to conceal their online 
personae, as well as their network traffic and the data they exchange on it. Standard web browsers are 
unable to provide access to users outside of the Dark Web; only specialized software, such as TOR, I2P, 
and Freenet, can do so (T. J. Holt and A. M. Bossler,. 2020). It is widely accepted that dark networks 
are the primary location for criminal activity. Crime-as-a-service (CaaS) can be seen in the Dark Web 
marketplaces, which offer many of the same goods as traditional black markets. Members of Dark Web 
marketplaces use cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Monero to complete their trades, further obscuring 
their identities (J. N. Pelton and I. B. Singh, 2019).

Sellers and buyers in dark web marketplaces have varying levels of technical expertise. Hacking 
tools and malware can be created and sold by a tiny group of extremely knowledgeable vendor, while 
remaining low knowledgeable vendor purchase from or work together with those to carry out large-scale 
attacks or breaches of information. Cybercriminals no longer need to be tech-savvy to commit their 
crimes, as demonstrated by this case study in cybercrime. As a result of this, a number of professional 
service providers offer additional protection and privacy to their clients in the form of security services. 
Consequently, the identity of the perpetrator of a cyber attack remains a mystery.

In the field of crime prediction, “Modus Operandi” (Method of Operation) has been used extensively 
(Grimani et al,. 2020). Some studies show that social media can be used in the data collection process 
(L. Queiroz etal,.2020). Images from social media were used in University of Alabama research to 
identify the most wanted criminals, with the goal of catching terrorists in the majority of cases. (E. R. 
Leukfeldt et al,. 2020) CNN has also used image processing (Convolutional Neural Networks). A crime 
analysis programme based on image processing was proposed by the Surrey Police Department. There, 
investigators culled through photos of criminals’ shoe prints to narrow the field of potential suspects. Ac-
cording to statistics, criminals’ footprints were found at crime scenes in the amounts of 30 to 40 percent 
on average (S. Aghababaei and M. Makrehchi, 2016). The use of Artificial Intelligence in the detection 
of crime patterns has also been applied to the financial sector (P. Chitrakar et al,. 2016). A significant 
number of fraud documentations have been used in financial frauds(N. E. Sawyer and C. W. Monckton,. 
1995). Images can be used to detect fake signatures, handwriting, and other forms of identification. Using 
DNS (Domain Name Server) and HTML content analysis, Easy Solutions Research found that financial 
institutions’ usual phishers can be tracked down. Detecting fraud that follows a predictable pattern was 
the focus of another study conducted at Beihang University (R. Kumar et al,. 2009). CDR has been used 
to gather this information (Call Detail Records). Most of these methods for predicting criminal activity 
had a high rate of accuracy.
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CRIME DATA ANALYSIS USING MACHINE LEARNING

Data Source

The city of Vancouver’s open data catalogue was used to obtain the original datasets. This project makes 
use of two sets of data: one on crime, the other on neighborhood. The VPD has been compiling crime 
statistics since 2003, and new data is added to the database each Sunday morning. Data on the category 
of crime, as well as the date, moment, and place of incident, can be found in this report. The Geographic 
Information System (GIS) boundaries of the city’s 22 neighborhood areas are included in the neighbor-
hood dataset (GIS). Maps are created by combining information from two different datasets: the crime 
and the neighborhood.

Preprocessing

An initial preprocessing step involves adding missing values and removing unused columns from the 
dataset before it can be used as-is. Datasets 1 and 2 are shown in Table 1 and 2.

Statistical Analysis

Crime data is distributed according to every day of the week for the criminal investigation dataset dis-
played in Figure 1. Every year, 31624 crimes are committed in Vancouver, with 2720 crimes done per 
month and 90 crimes committed per day. A normal distribution is more likely to be observed in the dataset 
when the time intervals are increased. After further investigation, it was discovered that the Stanley Cup 
riot on June 15, 2011, was triggered by an outlier in the daily graph, which had an abnormal maximum 
value of 650 events at the time.

Table 1. The quick snap of the(a)creative

Type Year Month Day Hour Minute Hundred 
_Block Neighbourhood X Y

Other Theft 2004 7 23 12 52 Roboson ST West end 532689.3 656489

Theft from 
Vehicle 2004 7 14 18 6 Chestnut ST Kitsilano 445689.3 124563

Mischief 2004 3 18 9 23 Commercial 
DR Grandview 345632.3 145782

Theft from 
Vehicle 2004 5 21 4 45 Broadway 

AVE Wood land 442356.2 456789

Offense 
against a 
Person

2004 9 10 3 76 E Broadway Mount Pleasant 0 0

Offense 
against a 
Person

2004 9 9 2 45 Broadway 
AVE Grandview 0 0

Mischief 2004 3 3 1 12 39th Avenue Eastmart 487961.3 567893
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Trend Analysis

Figure 2 shows a general decline in crime from 2003 to 2013, but an increase in 2016 and a slight decline 
to about 3000 crimes per year in 2018 shows the overall trend.

Figure 3 shows the time-featured heat-map graphs that show the most dangerous times of year are 
summer and the middle of each month. Weekends and evenings are the most common times for criminal 
activity. In a heat map, the highest values were found near zero hours when all empty data cells have 
been filled with zero. because they were all zeros.

Theft from vehicles was the most frequently reported crime, followed closely by mischief. Vehicle 
theft has decreased significantly in recent years, but there has been an increase in the number of other 
thefts. In Figure 2, each crime’s number and trend are shown.

Geographical Analysis

While there are many ways to depict crime hotspots on a map, choropleth mapping is one of the most 
commonly used methods (Y. Yu et al,. 2017). Choropleth maps presents the distribution of numerical 
data by employing dark colours. Crime points can be identified and criminal conduct can be studied 

Table 2. The quick snap of the (b)preprocessed sets of data

Type Year Month Day Hour Hundred _Block Neighbourhood

Other Theft 2004 9 9 13 Roboson ST West end

Theft from Vehicle 2004 7 12 9 Chestnut ST Kitsilano

Mischief 2004 3 3 8 Commercial DR grandview

Theft from Vehicle 2004 5 22 5 Broadway AVE wood land

Offense against a Person 2004 11 12 6 E Broadway mount pleasant

Offense against a Person 2004 11 25 4 Broadway AVE Westview

Mischief 2004 3 4 7 39th Avenue Southlands

Break and Enter Resident 2004 1 28 8 Vensari ES ST Kitsilano

Figure 1. In the year, (a) period, (b) day, (c) year, the number of offences
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using this method. A sophisticated analysis tool for solving crimes is the Geoinformation System (GIS). 
It aids police officers in making operational and tactical decisions by displaying the locations of crime 
series on a single map together with relevant geographic data (G. Zhou et al,. 2012).

To begin with, the neighbourhood boundary dataset was converted from UTM to WGS84, known 
as latitude and longitude, as the first step toward geographic analysis. Because Python has a variety of 
libraries for visualizing geographic data, it was used to create the map.

The number of crimes committed in each Vancouver neighbourhood was tallied to show the city’s 
crime hotspots. The choropleth map shows the ten most criminally active neighbourhoodsover a 30-day 

Figure 2. An average of the number of crimes committed each season

Figure 3. The violence weather map (a) (b)shows the number of crimes committed each day, month, 
and week
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period, as shown in Table 3. Figure 5 shows Vancouver’s 30-day access point map and spot groupings 
of events that occurred

CHALLENGES AND ETHICAL CONCERNS

Ferguson (R.-H. Ferguson,.2017) dealt with some significant challenges in the linguistics domain when 
studying Dark Web content:

Figure 4. Depicts (a) the number of offenses perpetrated by type and (b) the overall trend

Table 3. Top-10 crime-dense neighborhoods

MapID Name Density 
(persquaremiles)

CBD Downtown 4.6305

SUN Sunset 4.235

KC Kensington-CedarCottage 3.265

STR Strathcona 1.568

RC Renfrew-Collingwood 2.012

MARP Marpole 2.456

FAIR Fairview 1.689

MP MountPleasant 1.012

KITS Kitsilano 1.638

OAK Oakridge 2.056
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1.  Anonymity can be achieved by the use of ambiguous language in communications between members 
of a Dark Web community as well as in forum discussions.

2.  Weak idiomatic and grammatical context (also intended).
3.  Individuals purposefully avoid or restrict the use of specific terms and expressions.
4.  Many people from around the world contribute to the Dark Web because they don’t follow standard 

terminology or normative cultural contexts.

Figure 5. (a) A hotspot map of Vancouver, and (b) 30-day incident point clusters

Figure 6. Flow chart of the entire work
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This is similar to Queiroz and Keegan (L. Queirozet and Keegan, 2020), who observed that hackers 
employ continually evolving and emerging technical terminology with semantic variances, as well as 
abbreviations and misspellings, which require regular model development to stay up with these changes. 
Various social networks require different modelling methodologies owing to term changes, which is why 
a model designed for one network may not perform the same on another. This “Concept Drift” theory 
was backed by (L. Queirozet and Keegan, 2020) (Akhgar et al,. 2017) because of the above-mentioned 
shifts in hacker jargon. Additionally, they came up with a plan to counteract this drift by incorporating 
temporal variables and weights into the model and retraining it.

Another two issues have been added to the CTI field by (Queiroz and Keegan et al,.2020). There are 
several reasons for this, including a lack of relevant data for researchers to evaluate their models and 
validate their findings. Concerns about how data should be used ethically are discussed next. In hacking 
forums and chat rooms, users are not informed explicitly that their data may be used by third parties, as 
is the case with popular social media platforms (such as Facebook and Twitter) (such as researchers). 
Obtaining participants’ explicit consent for the use of their data in research is also made difficult due 
to the sheer volume of data that needs to be collected. These factors necessitate that scientists exercise 
caution when deciding how to make use of the data they’ve collected.

Akhgar et al. dealt with the following issues in the Dark Web’s technical specificity:

1.  In general, the web is made up of a variety of different media, including images, videos, and audio.
2.  There are a variety of dialects and accents used in the published multimedia, as well as different 

terminologies.
3.  As a result, investigators must frequently wait several weeks before being granted permission to join 

criminals’ social media networks and closed groups. To further their credibility, they must ensure 
that their online profiles are authentic and that their stories are believable to site administrators.

4.  The Dark Web’s technical nature makes it difficult to develop crawlers that collect and analyze 
the necessary data. As a result, researchers must take adequate precautionary measures to protect 
themselves and their methods and tools from cyber attacks.

Gathering the information from message boards, as according Pastrana et al., poses ethical problems. 
For moral consideration, research involving human subjects must be reviewed by an Research Ethical 
Committee(REC). In order to protect the researchers from possible liabilities and to reduce or avoid 
harm, such reviews are critical. The ethical issues associated with data collection and analysis are distin-
guished by Pastrana et al. Because of the unique characteristics of each process, they see this division as 
justifiable. In order to recognize forum behavior as a structure, the information must be collected, while 
the data must be analyzed in order to understand the human beings associated with the data. There are 
some technical risks to consider in the first case, such as violating the platform’s terms of service or 
overcoming measures like CAPTCHAs to prevent crawling. Ethics, they say, can justify breaking safety 
precautions if the benefits outweigh the risks. Using TOR for research, on the other hand, means that 
the researcher’s device will become a network relay.
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CONCLUSION

In order to improve the quality of life in a region, crime must be reduced or eliminated if it is at all pos-
sible. Old crime data must be used to gain a better understanding of the crimes and criminals, rather 
than limiting it to criminal records. A person may be unable to clearly examine the vast amount of data 
available due to the sheer volume of information that must be processed in order to do this analysis, 
which is why it is necessary to examine these records. Data mining and machine learning techniques 
must be used in order to gather and analyze data more effectively. This study explored the approaches 
and techniques that has been utilized to forecast offense & aid rule enforcement. New technologies for 
offense forecast and anticipation may alter the landscape for rule enforcement authorities. ML has the 
ability to greatly improve the efficiency and efficacy of rule enforcement agencies. A machine that can 
learn from past crimes, understand what crime is, and predict exactly future crimes will be connected in 
the near future to security equipment like sensors and sighting scopes. In this study, Vancouver crime 
data from the last 10 years were worn in 02 diverse datasets. Predictive mold based on machine learn-
ing In order to arrive at crime-prediction results, we used KNN and boosted decision trees. Prediction 
accuracy can be improved by tailoring both the method and the information to individual applications. 
In spite of the model’s inaccuracy, it serves as the basis for future study.
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ABSTRACT

Data mining has been used to present difficulties in this chapter in order to reduce crime. Crime is a 
major issue for which we must pay a high price in a variety of ways. Here, the authors look at how 
machine-learning techniques may be used in an image processing method to aid in the detection of and 
speed up the investigative process by identifying criminal tendencies. The authors look at the supervised 
approaches, as well as some enhancements, to help in the identification of criminal trends. They tested 
their approaches with real-world crime data from a police department, and they were satisfied with the 
results. They also employed clustering approaches to improve the prediction accuracy of criminal record 
categorization. They also utilized a clustering approach to assist classify crime records and improve 
prediction accuracy. They created a weighting system for the characteristics below. The machine-learning 
framework works with geospatial crime plotting and helps detectives and other law enforcement profes-
sionals increase their efficiency. It may also be used to combat terrorism and ensure national security.
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INTRODUCTION

We compare them to data mining systems and the extent to which a person is suspected, which are 
terms used in criminal justice and police agencies. For a long time, prosecutors in criminology and law 
enforcement have had the honor of prosecuting wrongdoing. As the use of computerized frameworks for 
tracking infractions grows, PC information specialists have begun to assist cops and criminal investigators 
in speeding up the most common method of resolving wrongdoings. We’ll use a disciplinary method that 
combines software engineering and establishing a criminal justice system with an information excavat-
ing mindset to establish criminal justice system. To help differentiate cases of wrongdoing, we will use 
a bunching-based model even more clearly (Chen et al.,2008).

Computer vision is an artificial intelligence area that trains computers to observe and comprehend 
their environment, giving them a sense of awareness (Shah et al.,2020) and (Patel et al.,2020).

It has a wide range of applications, and its principal role is to analyses environmental data from a 
camera. Face recognition, number plate recognition, augmented and mixed realities, position determi-
nation, and object recognition are just a few of the applications that maybe It is now being investigated 
whether it is possible to construct mathematical techniques that can be retrieved and used by computers 
to analyses 3D images using semantics. Image classification is used to identify the image work. (Dhari-
wal et al., 2020).

MECHANISM FOR REPORTING CRIMES

The statistics on crime frequently pose an intriguing quandary. While certain information is kept private, 
some is made public. Data about the inmates are frequently available on county or sheriff’s websites. Data 
on narcotics-related offenses and juvenile cases, on the other hand, is generally more limited. Similarly, 
although the victim’s name is typically disguised, information about sex offenders is made public to 
warn others in the region. As a result, the analyst must deal with all these public vs. private data issues 
as part of data mining to guarantee that the data mining modeling process does not violate these legal 

Figure 1. Each black dot denotes the incidence of a crime in this geospatial map
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borders (Szeliski et al.,2010). Free text boxes are frequently the most difficult part of data mining for 
crime data. While free text fields might provide a fantastic narrative line for a newspaper columnist, it’s 
not always easy to turn them into data mining assets. We’ll look at how to figure out the most essential 
aspects of a data-mining model.

Crime Patterns and Data Gathering

To help police solve crimes faster, we’ll look at ways to transform criminal data into a data-mining 
problem (Dhariwal et al.,2019). A group, as we’ve seen, is a collection of crimes committed in a given 
geographic region or at a specific crime scene. A cluster is a group of related data elements in data min-
ing - a possible criminal proclivity. As a result, crime patterns will be linked in a one-to-one relationship 
to appropriate groups or subsets of clusters. As a result, data-mining clustering algorithms can recognize 
similar but different groups of records. In the remainder of the details, a number of these groups would 
be beneficial in a crime spree perpetrated by someone or more offenders in our case. The next stage 
is to determine which variables, depending on this data, provide clustering at its best. Spies will then 
have access to these clusters, and they will probe further using their domain knowledge. Investigators 
can focus on the crime spree first thanks to automatic recognition of criminal patterns, and investigat-
ing one of these crimes can lead to the resolution of the entire “spree” or, in certain cases, clusters of 
occurrences. There is little chance of piecing together a whole image of and pieces of material since 
individual criminal instances are without potential crime patterns. Much of this is now done manually, 
with the help of computer data analysts and various spreadsheet reports derived from the detectives’ 
own crime logs (Chen et al.,2003).

As a result, classification approaches that rely on previously solved crimes will not be accurate 
predictors of future criminality. Additionally, the types of offenses evolve throughout the phase; for 
example, cybercrime on the Internet or offenses committed using a cell phone were not uncommon or 
widespread previously. As a result, in the future, the clustering method is ideal for detecting new and 
previously unknown patterns.

SVM TECHNIQUES

We’ll look at some of his accomplishments in this field. We’ll demonstrate SVM and clustering using a 
basic example. Take, for example, the oversimplification of criminal records. A criminal data analyst or 
detective will write a report based on this information, which will be organized in several ways, the first 
of which will be based on the investigator’s knowledge of the most essential characteristic.

Let’s just look at Table 1 for an example. As an illustration, Dacoity is a sort of crime, and it will 
be the most prominent and significant aspect. Rows 1 & 3 depict a modest criminal pattern in which 
the suspect information and victim characteristics are identical. Because there are numerous features or 
causes of crime in real life, and only incomplete information on the crime is frequently accessible, data 
mining may be used to uncover more complicated patterns. A computer data analyst or spy, in most 
situations, will struggle to identify these patterns with a simple query. As a result, data-mining cluster-
ing techniques come in handy when dealing with vast volumes of data as well as noisy or missing data. 
We proposed the notion of weighting the qualities to account for the various characteristics of various 
sorts of crimes. This enables dynamically varying weights to be applied to various attributes based on 
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the kind of violation. This allows us to solely weigh categorical traits rather than numerical ones that 
can be readily scaled to weights. By utilizing integral weighting to raise the effective weighting of that 
variable or attribute, hierarchical features can be replicated as redundant columns (Zang et al., 2010). 
We haven’t come across the usage of weights for clustering anywhere else in the literature because the 
clustering method prioritizes all features equally.

We included it, however, because of our expert-based or semi-supervised method. Here’s an example 
of a weighting strategy. We cluster datasets for criminal patterns using weighted clustering features and 
then deliver the conclusions to the detective or domain expert with data on critical qualities.

The researcher first conducts tests on small groups of people before providing professional advice. 
This iterative method aids in the identification of key characteristics and weights for various types of 
criminal activity. Based on this information, the domain specialist, i.e., the detective, can forecast future 
crime trends. For starters, unsolved or future crimes may be classified based on key criteria, with the 
results presented to investigators for review. Because this activity condenses hundreds of incidents into 

Table 1. Example of different types of crime

Type of Offense Suspicious 
Race Suspicious Sex Suspicious Age Casualty 

Age Types of Weapons

Crimes Against 
Persons

Boy 
Girls Male Young Elderly

Knife, sharp edge weapon, Murder, 
violent assault, rape, and dacoity are 
examples of crimes against persons, often 
known as personal crimes.

Committing 
Crimes Against 
People

Boy Male Young Young
Theft, burglary, vehicle theft, and arson 
are examples of property crimes that do 
not result in bodily injury.

Xenophobia
Girls 
Women 
Boy

Male Middle of Age Elderly

Logical Thinking and Hate crimes are 
crimes perpetrated against people or 
property because of biases based on race, 
gender identity, religion, disability, sexual 
orientation, or ethnicity.

Moral Offenses Boy 
Girls Male, Female Young Middle

There are no complainants or victims. 
Victimless crimes include prostitution, 
unlawful gambling, and illegal drug 
usage.

White-collar 
crime is a type of 
criminal activity 
that occurs when

Boys Male Young Elderly

White-collar crime, in general, causes less 
worry in the public perception than other 
sorts of crime; nevertheless, in terms of 
overall economic value, it is much more 
damaging to society.

Planned Offence
Boy 
Girl 
Women

Male, Female Young Middle

Structured organizations are usually 
involved in the distribution and sale of 
illegal products and services, as well as 
other forms of organized crime.

A Sociological 
Look at Crime

Girl 
Women 
Boy

Male, Female Middle Young

As previously stated, adolescents, 
urbanites, the poor, black and brown 
people, and historically oppressed 
groups are more likely to be arrested 
and convicted. others for personal and 
property crimes.

Robbery Boy Male Middle of Age Elderly Pistol, Knife,
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a handful of smaller ones. It makes it much easier to solve a series of related crimes. A detective’s job 
is made difficult by the difficulty of tracing the criminal pattern.

Another approach is to score the new data set against the current cluster using tracers or known criminal 
occurrences, and then compare the new cluster to the tracer. Complete this task. Using a tracer to detect 
something that would not be difficult to detect without the tracer is analogous to using a radioactive 
tracer to detect something that would not be difficult to detect without the tracer.

The Findings of the CPA (Crime Pattern Analysis)

The planned system is now in use in conjunction with geospatial plots. The crime analyst can then look 
at findings from a specific geographic location by selecting a period of date and several infractions. 
The user can choose to view the all-inclusive collection or a specific area of   attentiveness within it. The 
end outcome collection is used as a starting point for data mining. These items are grouped using the 
attributes and weights provided. Criminal tendencies are likely in developing communities (Dhariwal 
and Palaniappan.,2020). The resulting clusters are represented on a geospatial map.

The experts must accept that no one approach or combination of methodologies will be able to 
detect 100% of criminal patterns (which is why we speak in terms of identifiable patterns rather than 
total patterns). A thief who robs a bank on Friday, a convenience store on Monday, and takes a car on 
Thursday has most likely changed his identity. That is all there is to it. Only if the suspect was detailed 
in each event, or if the analyst received intelligence (for example, from a detective, a parole officer, or an 
assistant) that this criminal was active and possibly committing these crimes, would the analyst want to 
view these crimes. Such a strategy is known as intelligence-based pattern recognition (Shah et al., 2020).

One of three criteria can be used to determine the likelihood of a pattern:

1.  Methodological commonalities discovered after a thorough examination of event reports and 
narratives.

2.  Excessive quantities discovered by threshold analysis, either purposefully or inadvertently.
3.  Geographical closeness discovered through crime mapping.

The next sections go through each of these three strategies in depth. In addition, we discuss intelli-
gence-based pattern recognition, hot areas, and criminogenic identification, and cross-judgmental pattern 
recognition briefly (Li,2012).

Each analyst will devise his or her own technique of daily report evaluation, but here’s a common 
example:

• The analyst gathers all incident reports since the last review at least once a day. 2. While a tangible 
written report is preferred by most analysts, some analysts work for “paperless” organizations and 
must rely on electronic reports. The most important aspect is that the analyzer has access to all 
relevant assertions.

• The consultant does a preliminary scan of the reports, deleting any occurrences that are unlikely to 
ever establish patent eligibility or that are outside the area of the investor’s responsibilities.

• The analyst examines the financial sheet, M.O. The analyst’s recollection may prompt him to make 
connections, however, at the juncture, particularly a strong Mos. resemblance or sign.
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• The current ratio compares their current reports to those obtained by the agency before. The ana-
lyst’s experience, expertise, intuition, and imagination are the most valuable currency. Analysts 
gain so much from a competent (King, 2011) information management system or computerized 
database with strong query capacity and the ability to present results in matrix notation at this 
stage.

The outcome is depicted in the diagram below. Color-coding is used to identify criminal clusters or 
patterns. The legend for each group lists the number of total offenses in the set as well as the essential 
characteristics that define it. (Berghel, 2017) Detectives can utilize this information while investigating 
suspected criminal gangs.

By watching the court’s disposition on these criminal occurrences, whether charges against suspects 
were admitted or refused, we confirmed our findings regarding the new crime patterns As a result, the 
starting point for rewriting is crime incident data (some of these crimes already have court decisions/
judgments in the system), which is evaluated in terms of essential properties or characteristics or crime 
variables such as crime perpetrator, victim demographics, and so on (Hurlburt, 2017).

There was no mention of the Court’s decision in the clustering procedure. Then, based on their 
weighting methodologies, we classify crimes into crime clusters (clusters in data mining language), 
which include probable criminal trends. Detectives now have a list of hundreds of criminal events in 
fragmented order or one to identify a crime rather than a few predefined ones, thanks to a geographic 
plot of these criminal patterns (Dhariwal et al., 2012) along with the parameters. that must be measured 
in order to determine their clusters It’s a straightforward task. Sort the items according to their ascending 
order. In our example, we looked at crime trends (shown in a single color below) as well as the court’s 
personality to ensure that data mining techniques were used.

Figure 2. A representation of crime clustering with a description highlighting important crime pattern 
aspects
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Machine Learning Concept in Dark-Web

As a result, the dark web, or darknet, as another synonym, is the most difficult-to-reach part of the deep 
web. Because of this anonymity, suspicious and convicted felons’ activities thrive in that hidden and 
encoded environment (Paganini.,2012).

Inside this part of the browser, novice, and highly qualified hackers, as well as children, undertake 
various crimes and horrific crimes for fun or profit by extorting ransom, sabotaging networks, or stealing 
organizations’ data. Along with other crimes such as pornography and pedophilia. A system, drug, and 
weapons trafficking, terrorism and extremist recruitment, terrorist attack planning, hired killers, hacked 
digital media trading, counterfeit documents, fraud, and a variety of other crimes (Hurlburt, 2017).

CONCLUSIONS AND THE WAY FORWARD

We investigated the possibility of using data mining to uncover criminal trends using clustering tech-
niques. Our contribution was to turn criminal pattern recognition into a machine learning problem, al-
lowing police investigators to use data mining to aid in crime investigation. The scheme was developed 
using a semi-supervised learning approach based on experts and the weighting of significant factors after 
the essential characteristics were determined. Because of the large number of instances, our modeling 

Table 2. Example of different crime rates of with suspect items

Patterns

A 150 Crime

-Suspect point of entry 
-Victim’s race 
-Suspicious count 
-Number of old days

Crimes Against 
Persons

B 80 Crime
-Suspect point of entry 
-Victims Race 
-Number of old days

Crimes Against 
Property

C 50 Crime

-Suspect point of entry 
-Victim’s race 
-Suspect count 
-Number of old days

Hate Crimes

D 30 Crime

-Suspicious race 
-Suspect average weight 
-Suspect average height 
-Suspect average age 
-Suspect average entry

Crimes Against 
Morality

E 20 Crime

-Suspect city 
-Suspect point of entry 
-Suspect average weight 
-Suspect average height 
-Suspicious average age 
-Suspicious of old days

White-Collar Crime

F 10 Crime

-Suspect sex 
-Suspect point of entry 
-Suspect city 
- Suspect average weight 
-Suspect average height 
-Suspicious average age

Organized Crime
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technique was able to find similarities in the task of crime detectives. One of our study’s flaws is that 
crime pattern analysis can only assist investigators, not replace them. Data mining is also vulnerable to 
the quality of the input data, which may be inaccurate, information may be deleted, and so on. Data entry 
errors, among other things, could occur. Real-world data mapping for data mining features is a difficult 
process that frequently necessitates the use of professional data miners and criminal data analysts with 
in-depth domain knowledge. In the beginning, he’ll have to work closely with a spy. One of our study’s 
flaws is that this type of criminal pattern analysis can only help with investigator replacement. In data 
mining, the quality of the input data, which may be incorrect, is also important. could be deleted, and 
admissions mistakes could occur, among other things. Furthermore, converting data mining into actual 
data specialty is not always easy or clear. necessitates the use of expert data on regular basis miners 
and criminal data analysts are well-versed in the subject at first, they’ll need to work with a detective.
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ABSTRACT

Global terrorist activities increase with the evolution of various social media sites such as Facebook, 
Twitter, etc. Various organizations use a wide scope of network capabilities of social media to broadcast 
their information, propaganda, as well communicate their strategic objectives. So, by analyzing such 
growing terrorist activity over online social media using mining and analysis, various valuable insights 
can be predicted. This chapter approaches an effective way of analyzing such activities by identify-
ing nearest nodes in the network. The terrorist network mining algorithm has assisted by successfully 
achieving terrorist activities and their behavior on nodes of social network using centrality algorithm. 
The algorithm works in two phases: 1) fuzzification of data to measure centrality between nodes in the 
network and 2) applying genetic approach for the optimization of data and to increase the searching 
capability for appropriate cluster centers.
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INTRODUCTION

Terrorism is an extremely complex worldwide issue, which includes social economy, governmental is-
sues, and society et cetera. A few fear monger occurrences have happened for instance 9/11 capturing 
and Terrorist Attack as of late, which not just purpose awful effect on the adjacency issues and security 
of the global group, yet additionally bring results harm and to calamity to the general population and 
the nation. These occasions have propelled the investigation of fear-based oppressor systems. Further-
more, a considerable measure of researchers regards psychological militant associations as fear monger 
arranges to look. They generally concentrate on the conduct of psychological oppressors to choose who 
are the pioneers, guardians or the colleagues. The informal organization is an extremely convoluted 
framework, including numerous relational connections, for example, blood relationship, promoting 
relationship, companion relationship, business relationship et cetera. The informal organization is the 
arrangement of social performing artists and relationship among them. The principal thought of social 
system investigation is to outline, decide the connection between individuals, gatherings, and association 
or other data, information handling substances and break down the effect on the associations. Psycho-
logical oppressor organize is a unique sort of informal organization with accentuation on both mystery 
and productivity. A psychological appraiser organize is demonstrated as a general informal organization 
comprising of hubs and connections between performing artists. The nodes speak to individuals, gather-
ing, and association, while the connections demonstrate the relationship included family, companions, 
relatives and partners and so on. In this research project we utilize 9/11 seize information, and about 
them, we consider whether there exists an edge between hubs or not. We utilize contiguous lattice to get 
a few outcomes. Systems from Social Network Analysis (SNA) and diagram hypothesis can be utilized 
to recognize enter hubs in the system, which is useful for organizing destabilization purposes, with the 
goal that brings down the system’s effectiveness and power. Lately, an expanding number of researchers 
think about the focal individual in a system, particularly who is the key part to manage the entire action 
in the fear-based oppressor organized. Thus, specialists and investigators give careful consideration to 
the centrality in the systems.

We study static network inside this paper. Existing tools Application is mainly SNA on the static 
network to discover certain information which is useful. So as to visualize network, we build a graph 
that is based on composed data, social network analysis primarily studies following key difficulties:

• Vital individual, event, group.
• The relationship amongst each vertex.
• Leaders’ identification and followers.
• The node’s closeness.
• The vulnerabilities of the network.
• Central actor in the network.
• The effectiveness of n/w and defence of network.

SNA is the utilization of the system hypothesis to interpersonal; organization breaks down as far 
as social contacts. It contains hubs in the system of connections between the hubs. Social connections 
powerfully are as genuine disconnected I organizations or be online informal communities Several 
SNA measures being utilized for an idiom to collaborate among performers, identifying key players and 
subgroups, discovering topology as well as the quality of a system. As of late SNA has given training 
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in diverse areas. It is basically connected to Information Science, Political Science, Biology, Business 
Analysis, Economics, Communication Studies, and Intelligence Analysis. Concentrates on the opinion 
of SNA in Counterterrorism completed up noticeably well famous soon after assaults of 9/11.SNA has 
extensively the by organizations of the insight and law implementation for accepting the structure of 
psychological confrontational systems and making procedures to disappoint them by observing examples 
those are pioneers and covered, in the criminal systems. Some normal of SNA in Counterterrorism is 
Identification of Key-Player, Discovery of Node and Analysis of Dynamic Network and so on (Hirani 
et al., 2015).

Social Network Analysis (SNA) and Measures

The Social Network Analysis and measures have been produced significantly more time for informal 
organization investigating in term of the recognizing key players, discovering design in arranging, the 
revelation of hub and connection and so on. Centrality is considered thoughts generally in an examination 
of informal organization for key players distinguishing pieces of proof. Incalculable centrality measures 
have size. for centrality, including degree, eigenvector centrality, data centrality, impact measure and 
so on the 3 different natural thought of centrality being proposed by Freeman specifically degree, be-
tweenness, and closeness centrality, those are utilized generally in entering players recognizing in the 
interpersonal organization. Centrality proposed degree for looking relative significance of degree hub, 
which is utilized for the most part to define impact made by the hub on neighbouring nodes. In their 
work, broadened centrality measures degree, closeness, and betweenness to use to gatherings and classes 
and people. UCINET, a device for making informal organization information discharged than by the 
Everett and with few of regular SNA centrality measures implied for examination. The recommenda-
tion made by Borgatti is a typology of n/w streams relied upon measurements of varying. Everett read 
about informal communities containing negative ties like for ex. Disdain, dodging and proposed a propel 
centrality measure, PN centrality for positive and negative ties both (Gupta et al., 2016).

Social Media used by Terrorist Network

Social media is a major element of the modern terrorism. Due to affordability, accessibility, and the broad 
reach of Social platforms like Facebook, Myspace, Twitter, YouTube, and Tumbler, groups of terrorist 
have gradually used by the social media to satisfy their mean objectives and broadcast their texts in the 
borders of the country. Attempts have been made by the range of management and agencies to frustrate 
the use of social media with the help of terrorist organizations. Today, 90% of systematically organized 
terrorism of internet carried out from side to side of the social media. By using social media tool, the 
organizations are active in recruiting novel friends deprived of geographical constraint. The social me-
dia is enabling the terror administrations to initiates by sending “friend” requests, audio messages, etc. 
Like most social networking sites, Twitter excludes activity if consumer’s post direct, precise threats of 
violence in contrast to others but the trick are that does actively monitor the content in the examiner of 
the above threats. As a substitute, it relies on users to report their notice violations of rules. (Hirani et 
al., 2015) A social network is an architecture that consists of the set of the node relationships between 
these nodes. These social networks must be online as well as offline in nature. On further offline social 
networks is actually life, social networks based on relations of ex-friendship, the locations, events etc 
(Hirani et al., 2015).
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Analysis of Terrorist Network

For examination of the psychological militant system, the system finds from the web by utilizing meth-
odologies, for example, the content-construct discovery of fear-based oppressors with respect to the web. 
At whatever point a fear-based oppressor organize is recognized, the system persuasive parts and the 
system pecking order are revealed utilizing an Investigative Data Mining plan. One approach to seeing 
psychological oppressor activity on the Web is to spy on all movement of the Web destinations related 
to fear-based oppressor associations so as to distinguish the getting to clients in light of their IP address 
(Hagberg et al.,2004). In any case, the arrangement was hardly any persuading as these clients don’t 
utilize settled IP locations or URLs. Thus the law authorization organizations endeavoured to distinguish 
the psychological militants by observing all ISPs movement. After activity examination, the system is 
preparatory contemplated utilizing Social Network Analysis (SNA) drawing nearer. The recognized fear 
monger organizes is then concentrated for evaluating promising parts. The investigation of every client 
is done in the system and the centrality measures are ascertained separately for every hub. The primary 
centrality measures are degrees (number of direct associations that a hub has), betweenness (the central-
ity of a person to connect to critical voting demographics) and closeness (a position capacity to screen 
the data stream and what is going on in the system) (Berzinji et al., 2012).

Destabilization of the Terrorist Network

To know the dynamics of covert n/w, and, any, the network we required to get the basic processes through 
which networks evolve. Hence, in consideration of this, terrorist n/w roles are being discovered and then 
accordingly achievement of destabilization is done. The destabilization attended by role calculations 
execution within n/w. This is generally by knowing the efficacy of network with nodes, serious compo-
nents of the network, a” Position Role Index” (PRI) and dependence centrality.

• The efficiency of the network, to describe how competent knowledge is being exchanged all over 
the nodes in the network.

• Critical components of the network, for the discovery the measure centrality of a node.
• In n/w effectiveness is being estimated when a node of that type is disabled from the network.
• PRI is also known as (Position Role Index), highlighted a clear distinction between gatekeepers, 

and depends on network efficiency.
• Dependence Centrality, for the discovery of node dependency on other nodes of the network 

(Berzinji et al., 2012).

Tools and Techniques used for SNA in Counterterrorism

A social network is a creation which contains set of nodes and relationships among such nodes. These 
may be online and also offline in nature. Social networks basically in the social networking sites form, 
which users allow to relate with other users by sending messages, posting information, videos, likes, 
and notes on them. On the other hand, social networks those are offline are actual life, social networks 
created by relations, communication, events etc.
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METHODS FOR DATA COLLECTION

Data collection from social network analysis includes the extraction of public and private data, users, 
groups, and pages, which contain posts, tweets, likes, comments, photos, videos, etc. In social network 
is available for extracting API and tools from a number of the data. YouTube and a few more. NodeXL, 
SNA of and UCINET6 are such tools for extracting social network data and further analyzing most of 
the criminal and terrorist activities using online social networks (Borgatti et al., 2002).

UCINET Tool

Notational Conventions - UCINET is menu-driven Windows program. This implies you pick what you 
need to do by choosing things from a menu. Menus might be settled, so picking a thing from a menu 
may call up a submenu with extra decisions, which thusly may call up submenus of their own. Thus, 
to get to specific decisions, you may need to choose through various menus en route. To speak to the 
alternatives you should take for a given decision, we utilize edge sections. To reword an old melody 
(and turn around the significance), UCINET 6.0 is working for speed, not for comfort. Frequently amid 
the programming of UCINET, we needed to pick between utilizing a quick calculation that utilized a 
great deal of memory (and in this way lessened the most extreme size of system, it could deal with), and 
a moderate calculation that spared memory and could deal with substantially bigger data sets. In past 
variants we attempted to strike a harmony between the two. In this adaptation, we more often than not 
picked speed. One explanation behind this is it is correctly when working with huge datasets that speed 
is fundamental: what great is a calculation that can deal with a large number of nodes on the off chance 
that it takes days to execute? The other reason is that advances in equipment and working framework 
programming constantly broaden the measure of memory projects can get to, so it appears a misuse of 
programming time to work out approaches to conserve on memory. One result of menu frameworks is 
the need to sort out program abilities into classifications and subcategories in a way that is intelligent 
and fathomable. Obviously, this has turned out to be unthinkable. With just a little exertion one can 
find a few contending plans for ordering every one of the capacities that UCINET 6.0 offers. None of 
the plans are impeccable: every doe a rich employment of grouping certain things, however appears to 
be constrained and subjective with others. The plan we have settled on is no special case. The essential 
thought is that under “system” we put strategies whose purpose behind being is on a very basic level 
system theoretic: procedures whose understanding is constrained when connected to non-organize infor-
mation. A case of such a system is a centrality measure. Conversely, under “devices” we put strategies 
that are as often as possible utilized by organizing experts, but at the same time are normally utilized as 
a part of settings having nothing to do with systems. Multidimensional scaling and bunch investigation 
are cases of such methodology. Unavoidably, obviously, there are systems that are either hard to charac-
terize or for reasons unknown are advantageous to misclassify. The application is made to break down 
and imagine the informal communities. This product contains a bundle of programming pajek, net draw. 
Some highlights of this product are: Clustering coefficient, ascertaining the factual measure, computing 
clicks, figuring confusion - numerous modes and collaboration of the charts, making symmetric lattice, 
representation by utilizing programming Net draw and E-Net, including Excel manager, network and 
content. The product arrange is h##. The motivation behind making this product is for understudy and 
business looks into, and is presented 2006 (Borgatti et al., 2006).
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SNA Tool

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is the procedure of research, social structures using systems and diagram 
hypothesis. It portrays organized structures as far as nodes (singular performing artists, individuals, or 
things inside the system) and the ties, edges, or (connections or cooperation’s) that associate them. Cases 
of social structures regularly imagined through informal organization examination incorporate web-based 
social networking systems, images spread, companionship and associated systems, joint effort diagrams, 
connection, sickness transmission, and sexual connections.

CENTRALITY

Social networks analyzation typically objective to classify and make out rules those are played by the 
aspirant in the network of the node. The analysis assessments each node relates to the other nodes. In 
this, centrality measures and goal at the cracking significance of nodes those are relative in a network. 
To attain this, the centrality of node proceeds into an explanation of how other nodes in the network are 
related to node through direct relations or undirected relations. There are different measures of central-
ity to regulate the aim of a node in n/w by taking account relations, diverse aspects among the nodes in 
n/w of measure centrality.

Centrality is the network properties that have frequently been required to study actors the events in 
social networks terrorist. The maximum centrality measures those are in this situation are the degree 
centrality, and closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, and page rank. In the following section, we 
present common centrality events and a specific centrality of measure, which we denote by closeness 
centrality.

Degree Centrality

Degree centrality guesses how imperative a node by number analyzation of direct relationships it con-
sumes with other all node pairs in the network. Specifically, the set {π (s, t) s.t |π (s, t) | = Dg (s, t)} is 
calculated for every pair of the nodes s, t ∈ V dissimilar from v. Then, a number of times ego node v 
was started on such shortest paths, that is., the size of set {π (s, t) s.t v ∈ π (s, t) and |π (s, t) | = DG (s, 
t)} is calculated. Degree Centrality of the node I in the network could be as (Singh et al., 2016),
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Calculating all degree nodes with all pairs is costly. As an alternative to using paths, as in the original 
dentition, different alternatives have been measured. One different (Smith et al., 2010) is to only consider 
when computing betweenness centrality for the node, the network, calculating a result from the nodes 
directly related it together with edges between them. Other differ and more involve statistical sampling in 
order to randomly select paths between two random nodes in the network and then to count the number 
of times ego node appears on the randomly selected path (Ibrahima et al., 2015).
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Betweenness Centrality

In Betweenness centrality, betweenness is ascribed to nodes that happen regularly in the most limited 
ways between different nodes in the systems. Nodes that have a higher probability of being situated 
on the straightaway between other separate nodes have higher betweenness than different nodes. Such 
nodes can likewise be depicted as portals. Nodes with high betweenness have a control over informa-
tion flowing among the others gatherings of nodes in organizing since such nodes regularly go about as 
extensions. In the fear-based oppressor systems, nodes with high betweenness, as a rule, demonstrate the 
most critical or included on-screen characters. A performer with a high level of betweenness centrality 
ordinarily holds a favoured position of the system. Such a hub has more noteworthy and huge control 
over data engendering inside the system and speaks to a scaffold which can conceivably be a solitary 
purpose of disappointment. Separating such nodes can adequately disturb the correspondence inside the 
system. Unique dentitions of betweenness centrality for a conscience hub n figure of most limited ways 
among all sets of nodes in the system. All the more specifically, the set {π (s, t) s.t |π (s, t) | = DG (s, t)} 
is figured for each combine of nodes s, t ∈ V unique in relation to v. At that point, the circumstances the 
self-image hub v was found in these briefest ways, i.e., the extent of the set {π (s, t) s.t v ∈ π (s, t) and 
|π (s, t) | = DG (s, t)} is checked. Betweenness centrality G (v) is then figured as takes after:

The betweenness centrality of node I the network can be defined as:
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Calculating all ways between all sets is expensive. Rather than utilizing geodesic ways, as in the first 
dentitions, includes options have been considered. One other (Smith, et al., 2010) is when registering 
betweenness centrality for an inner self-hub, the system coming about because of the node network 
analysis with it together with the edges between them. Different choices include factual examining with 
a specific end goal to arbitrarily choose ways between two arbitrary nodes in the system and afterward 
to tally the circumstances the sense of self-hub shows up on the haphazardly chose way.

Closeness Centrality

Closeness centrality of a hub in a system is another variation for estimating the centrality of a hub. It is 
a measure of how shut the hub is to every other hub of the system (specifically or in a roundabout way). 
Closeness centrality measures how rapidly a hub can get to data through different nodes in the system. 
A hub with a high closeness centrality has a short way to different nodes in the system and can contact 
them (i.e. The spread data to them) rapidly. Such a hub has high deceivability in the matter of what is 
going on in the system, and that is on the grounds that the data in the system may normally flow through 
nodes with high closeness centrality. Regularly, closeness centrality is estimated utilizing the geodesic 
separation (mostly the way). The hub with the most noteworthy closeness centrality is the one with 
the fewest separation to every single other hub in the system. One approach to consider the separation 
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of a hub v in a diagram G (V, E) to every other hub is to whole the separations amongst v and each of 
alternate nodes:

Terrorist networks, it may be useful in identifying the person which can quickly access other persons 
in the network.
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Estimating closeness centrality for all nodes comes down to an expansiveness first scan of the whole 
system for each hub. Thus, closeness centrality does not scale and additionally degree centrality. By 
the by, the acquired outcome considers the system all in all, rather than constraining to a nearby, and 
conceivably deceptive portion. In (Guofeng et al., 2010), an elective definition of closeness centrality is 
displayed. The thought is to aggregate when registering closeness centrality for a hub v, for every hub 
u not quite the same as v, the aftereffect of applying an entirely diminishing positive capacity α to the 
separation dG(u,v) between nodes has and v, formally:

Pagerank

In the social network is a measure for computing relative importance and ranking the nodes of Page 
Rank. Using Page Rank in terrorist network analysis overall importance of a person can be determined 
based on its position in the network. Page rank can be defined as (Xuan et al., 2014):
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Algorithm for Discovering Finance Manager

In this part we are representing the algorithm considered to find the node in the network that represents 
a person having highest degree centrality among all other persons and places, is closest to all other nodes 
in the betweenness, and has a highest betweenness centrality between the organizations.

In this, we can analyze the node that is operationally most central, active, gateway and controllable in 
the network. The social network is represented by an undirected graph (V, E) with n vertices composed 
of the following subgraphs.

• VP, Ep − Number of vertices no and denoted by no graph representing persons as nodes and rela-
tions between them.

• (Vo, Eo) − The number of vertices is denoted no. graph representing organizations as nodes and 
the relations between them.

• (Vpl, Epl) − The number of vertices is denoted Nepal. Total of all nodes in above subsets equals 
the total number of nodes in an entire graph, i.e., n = np + no + Nepal. In addition to the given 
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edges in (Vo, Eo), (Vpl, Epl), there are three additional subsets of edges that are a part of the set 
E in (V, E). These sets of edge sets are (Kang et al., 2011):
1.  Ep·o − edges representing relations between persons and organizations.
2.  Ep·pl −edges representing relations between persons and places.
3.  Eo·pl − edges representing relations between organizations and places.

In terrorist network analysis, it helps in identifying, well connected to some other well-connected 
terrorist.

X A X
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j Nb
ij j

i

= ∑
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The calculation to find a hub in the system that speaks to a man that is operationally most vital to 
the system and furthermore nearest to different hubs. The calculation comprises of the accompanying 
advances.

Nodes are calculated for each VP in the set VP. Degree Centrality is calculated for each VP in VP in 
the subgraph (VP∪Vpl, Ep·pl); that is,
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Each node is calculated VP in set VP with alternative closeness Centrality (Borgatti et al., 2002).
Betweenness Centrality is calculated for each node VP in VP and with respect to all organizations 

in Vo; that is, Cb is calculated for each node VP in VP.
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Once all the centrality scores have been measured as described in above items, the key actors in the 
social network can be identified.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we present a general idea of research work done in the field of SNA with a broader set 
of prior research focused on counterterrorism and analysis of criminal networks.

(Matthew Denny has given analysis of Social network for the introduction of various concepts in 
network theory. Social network analysis (SNA) is one of the most favoured innovations for considering 
fear monger systems. The SNA method characterizes parts and communication among the on-screen 
characters inside the informal organization. Diverse measures have been made after some time for 
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separating the casual association in term of perceiving key-players, gather area, finding the plan in the 
framework, center point, and association disclosure etc. Centrality is one of the normally considered 
thoughts in casual association examination for recognizing key players. A couple of measures have been 
created for centrality, including degree, closeness, information centrality, betweenness (Strele et al., 
2017). Here centrality metrics and clustering algorithm is used for the analysis of structure of Brazalian 
Scientific researchers of educational institutions.

(Grando et al., 2016) measures some of the complex networks by analysing vertex centrality of 
the networks. The analysis measures vertex centrality on the basis of information and sub graphs and 
eigenvector and gives granularity performance at about 95%. Also the analysis of Socio-spatial data by 
considering network as bimodal for the user performance at distributed events. The main focus of the 
participants by measure of matching preference and reality (Atzmueler et al., 2016). There are various 
computational methods used for the analysis of social networks such as search algorithms. Depth first 
search algorithm is used for the analysis of social network implemented used singly and double linked 
lists for measuring connectivity of social networks. It also measures connectivity for the identification 
of structural properties of networks (Hummon et al., 1990).

(Singh et al., 2016) measures centrality for closed group of adolescent females with their association 
as individual character lengths. In this paper the author tries to find the high centrality measures from a 
group of adolescent females in social network to find the correlation between individuals with highest 
centrality and their character strengths. The character strength can be computed with highest in-degree 
centrality. Although the individual can be trained for particular character strength hence by finding cor-
relation help for some specific roles within organization or society.

(Kaza et al., 2007) uses some dark network for the analysis of criminal s and terrorist networks. In 
this paper a more sophisticated dynamic network is analysed and used in large-scale real world narcotic 
network. Multivariate Cox regression helps the network to identify and prediction of co-offending in 
future crimes.

(Xu et al., 2017) uses online social networks for the analysis of specific terrorist organizations to 
obtain various structural features by measuring centrality and prestige of the members. The analysis also 
reveals for the small groups by clustering subgroups and by using 3-core degree based methods in the 
online community specific structure can be identified. The structure analysis here has higher cohesion 
and vitality when compared with other network structures.

(Kalpakis et al., 2018) uses online social network for the understanding of various terrorist activities 
by predicting terrorism related contents and posts. The paper implements some analysis of textual as well 
as spatial and temporal investigation in the social network data by identifying various network features 
and metadata which helps in gathering suspicious activities over Twitter content and finally comparing 
this content with non-suspended content. It is one of the automation for the early detection and various 
terrorist activities performed via social networks.

(Al-Zoubi et al., 2017) uses Span profile detection based on the set of publicly available features. 
The prediction model is analysed on the dataset of 82 Twitter’s profiles by applying features selection 
which is calculated using Information Gain. There are Four classification algorithms implemented for 
the classification of spam profiles using Decision tree, multilayer perceptron and k-nearest neighbours 
and Naïve Bayes method.

(Rebollo et al., 2019) uses Big data for the detection of jihadism using Graphs and Fuzzy clustering. 
This paper focuses on all the leaders and their followers by analysing twitter messages for the prediction 
of terrorist activities in the network. The architectural model used for the prediction and Big data for 
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the analysis of various public features such as level of activity and the ability of influence others as well 
as content of twitter messages. The algorithm implemented in the paper works in two phases, first by 
Graphs for the analysis of various messages propagate in network and then Fuzzy extraction methods 
and the algorithm successfully detect terrorism activism.

(Venkatagiri et al., 2016) proposed a new trend for predicting terrorist activities in social network 
using Visual Analytics. In this paper Visual Analysis is combined with some statistical analysis and 
visually recognize the hidden patterns and trend to predict activities. The prediction is performed on 
unstructured data extracted from online news articles and twitter posts.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed approach applied here depends in the minimization of diagram or system, hence for this 
purpose centrality measure have been utilized. Initially, an arrangement of these techniques is set up 
via preparing information. At that point, these methodology rules are connected to the diagram, which 
gives a diminished chart with less number of nods. Here in this approach diagram advancement or di-
minishment of the chart is finished by Algorithms. An info chart is given with N nodes, this diagram is 
associated diagram. In the chart a hub is speaking to a man, so every hub is having a few properties. In 
this approach connected strategies on arrange dataset 9/11 terrorist network. So this database is set up 
for N nodes which have nodes and credits relating to properties. The structure of information associ-
ated with each node is shown in Table 3. In this approach, centrality is being set up for enhancement 
of system. When centrality rules have been arranged then these guidelines is utilized for the lessening 
of the chart. This strategy is readied utilizing preparing dataset 9/11 ruffians, which have nodes and 
characteristics. The capacity is utilized for getting ready centrality measures. The enlistment work is the 
twist that depicts how each position in input space is mapped to a cooperation cost (or level of interest) in 
the region of 0 and 1. The data space is once in a while implied as the universe of talk, some help name 
for the essential thought. base on outline got the yield of the first stage, in the midst of the second stage, 
tree pecking request is delivered by applying estimation for the destabilization of Terrorist Network. The 
commitments for the computation are upgraded outline (yield of the first stage) and centralities regard.

The centrality measure has numerous compose i.e. degree centrality closeness centrality, betweenness 
centrality measure and page rank for the chart is utilized for the destabilization of Terrorist Network. We 
applied proposed strategy on the dataset organize degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness 
centrality and page rank measures. The centrality measure of SNA that ends up being critical in IDM 
is level of the hub - that is, the measure of further hubs specifically associated with it by the edges. In 
the chart (arrange) portraying a fear-based oppressor organize, hubs of high degree speak to “all around 
associated” frequently pioneers.

The proposed algorithm for the destabilization of Terrorist networks in the tool is given as following 
steps:

Centrality Measures used in Algorithms of the Network

The centrality of a node in a network is interpreted as the importance of the node in the network.

1.  Apply on any ‘nth’ node of the graph ‘G’ to find the neighbour ‘N’.
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2.  Initialize a node ‘J’ such that the K = Æ
3.  Compare the centrality of each node to its neighbour node.
4.  The greater condition is true or node of centrality J is greater than of k
5.  Then add the node J to root set of K
6.  Else If node centrality of J is less than K
7.  Then the add node J to root set of the K
8.  If both cases are false then ignore the link
9.  After calculating root and subsets nodes, find the ladder
10.  If a node has no root node, add root of tree T as its main and mark n as the sub of root
11.  For root set with the one value, the node is the sub of that set value node
12.  For the node with root set with more than one assessment, maximum [N(P1) N(n)] is probable and 

the root node with the maximum value is set as the root of the node. For N(P1) ∩N(n) = 0, node 
is overlooked

13.  Even then root node set has many values the node is attached to root
14.  Repeat steps 1-2 and steps 5-8 for all nodes of graph G
15.  Draw tree T.

Distributed Computation of PageRank with Unknown Network Size

This iteration is fully localized, for illustration. In particular, the step size α(k) counts the percentage 
of updates that have been completed in page s(k), which is inherently known to this page without any 
global information. Similarly, Hbs(k) is solely decided by the incoming links to page s(k), which is again 
known to this page. It is also consistent with the observation that every page is only concerned with the 
rank of neighbouring pages, and returns a sub-PageRank. Subsequently, each neighbouring page detects 
its updated value in the subpage Rank from page s(k). In summary, the fusion algorithm can also be 
implemented in a fully distributed way for networks with unknown size. Thus, the remaining problem 
is to show the convergence of x(k) to the PageRank x. This will be addressed in Section V. Algorithm 
2 provides the distributed computation of Page Rank with unknown network size.

1.  Initialization: for every i ∈ V, set xi(0) = 0 and s(0) = 0.
2.  If s(k) = i, node j ∈ L1 i sends its importance value xj (k) to this node for a local computation as 

in (28). Node j ∈ L1 i ∪{i} updates its importance value from xj (k) to xj (k + 1).
3.  Repeat the process till then the condition is false.
4.  End.

Genetic Algorithm Clustering

Genetic algorithm is a concept which is based and inspired from biological evolution. It works very 
similar and performs selection as in natural selection. Genetic algorithm elements consisting of Indi-
vidual Chromosome (feasible solution in an optimization problem) and population (which contains set of 
individuals and maintained in each iteration). It defines fitness function which takes single chromosome 
as input and generates measure of optimized solution represented in the form of chromosome.
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1.  Initialize population (preparing the chromosomes)
a.  Find neighbor nodes of each node upto n  level’s iteration.

2.  Defining Genetic operators
a.  Fusion: takes two unique allele values and combines them into a single allele value, combin-

ing two clusters into one.
b.  Fission: takes a single allele value and gives it a different random allele value, breaking a 

cluster apart.
3.  Fitness function

a.  Find nodes with same numbers of neighbor nodes and eliminate the nodes with equal number 
of neighbor node.

For(i=1; i<=n; i++)
{
For(j=i+1; j<=n; j++)
{ if(No.neighbors(i)=No.neighbor(j))
Eliminate node j
}
}

4.  Crossover
a.  Recombine the clusters by taking union of them.

5.  Mutation
a.  Find the most connected node by finding common nodes in clusters.

Fuzzy-GA Approach

For our approach we use data set, network name: The implemented network in the event 9/11, with 61 
nodes. For our approach we use data set, network name: The implemented network in the event 9/11, with 
61 nodes. After the fuzzification of the dataset, the dataset is being optimized with the help of genetic 
algorithm The searching capability of genetic algorithms is exploited in order to search for appropriate 
cluster centers in the feature space such that a similarity metric of the resulting clusters is optimized. 
The fuzzy – GA algorithm is depicted below.

Step 1:  load the adjacency matrix from .csv file
Step 2:  pre-processing of dataset
Step 3:  compute the various centrality measures (degree, betweenness, closeness, PageRank)
Step 4:  calculate the fuzzy centrality
Fuzzy centrality of node i is calculated using below given equation
Fuzzy centrality(i) =

 
log *degree i *Betweenness i *Closeness i *p0 2 0 3 0 3 0 2. . . .( )+ ( )+ ( )+ aagerank i( ){ }

10
Step 5:  Fuzzification of dataset based on fuzzy centrality
If (fuzzy centrality<0)
Then fuzzy centrality(i)= 0
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Step 6:  Eliminate nodes having fuzzy centrality =0
Step 7:  Apply genetic algorithm for cluster formation

1.  Initialize the population
a.  finding neighbors node

2.  Fitness value function
a.  Find nodes having same number of neighbors
b.  Eliminate duplicates nodes

3.  Crossover
a.  Recombine the clusters

4.  Mutation
a.  Find the common node (most connected)

Step 8:  End
Prediction of Terrorists Network on 10 Nodes

We are considering 10 nodes from 9/11 hijackers network dataset. In Table 1, each of the nodes contains 
value 1 or 0 to show the relation between different nodes in the network. The different Terrorists are 
notated as T1, T2…..T10 and their names are alias below:

T1– MajedMoqed T2-Khalid Al-Mihdhar T3- Hani Hanjour

T4-NawafAlhazmi T5-Salem Alhazmi* T6-Ahmed Alnami

T7-Ahmed Alghamdi T8-SaeedAlghamdi* T9- HamzaAlghamdi

T10- Ahmed Al Haznawi

Table 1 (b). Sample 10 terrorist network in dataset

Node T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10

  T1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0

  T2   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0

  T3   1   1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0

  T4   0   1   1   0   1   1   0   1   1   0

  T5   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0

  T6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0

  T7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0

  T8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0

  T9   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   1   0   1

  T10   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0
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Step 1:  Computation begins after loading of sample dataset.
Step 2:  Different Centrality measures such as Degree, Closeness, Betweenness and Pagerank 

are considered using MATLAB functions. Fig 1 depicts the basic centrality.
Step 3:  Now, generate the biograph of sample dataset before applying fuzzy. Fig 2 shows the 

biograph.

Figure 1. Computing different measures on dataset

Figure 2. BioGraph of sample dataset before applying Fuzzy
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Step 4:  Now Calculate Fuzzy Centrality of each node:
Fuzzy centrality of node i is calculated using below given equation

Fuzzy centrality(i) = 

 
log *degree i *Betweenness i *Closeness i *p0 2 0 3 0 3 0 2. . . .( )+ ( )+ ( )+ aagerank i( ){ }

10
 

For node 1 in our sample database the fuzzy centrality is calculated as
Fuzzy centrality (1) = log{0.2*2 + 0.3*0.000 + 0.3*0.025 + 0.2*0.068}/10
= log {0.4211}/10 = 0.000
Hence fuzzy centrality for node 1 is 0.000. Similarly fuzzy centrality for rest nodes is calculated as 

shown in figure 3 below.
Step 5:  Applying Fuzzy on dataset
If

Figure 3. Fuzzy centrality of sample nodes
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fuzzycentrality(i) < 0
fuzzycentrality = 0
End;
Nodes having fuzzy centrality less than 0 are eliminated in this step.
Step 6:  Generate Biograph after Applying Fuzzy. Fig 4 shows the biograph.
Step 6:  Apply Genetic Algorithm. After applying GA we get the desired results as shown in 

figure 5.
As we can see that node 4 has higher centrality measures among node 3, 4 &9. The most influencing 

node in sample dataset is node 4.

EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

The 9/11 hijackers network (Mishra, 2021) incorporates 61 nodes (each node is a terrorist involved in 
9/11 bombing at World Trade Centers in 2011). Dataset was prepared on the basis of some news report 
and ties range from ‘at school with’ to ‘on same plane’. The Data consist of mode matrix with 19*19 

Figure 4. BioGraph after applying Fuzzy
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terrorist by terrorist having trusted prior contacts with 1 mode matrix of 61*61 of other involved asso-
ciates. All the Ties are showed by an undirected and binary matrix, some relations are given as mix of 
prior contacts such as together trained and financial transactions and together lived and on same plane 
(Mishra, 2021). Table 2 shows the annotations which are used as attribute nodes and attribute codes.

The Experimental operations and simulations are performed on dataset using 3 tools MATLB, UCI-
NET, and SNA. The Simulation in MATLAB starts with the loading of Dataset and then required data 
preprocessing with some necessary data scaling is done.

Figure 5. Results after applying genetic algorithm

Table 2. Annotations used in 9/11 hijackers’ network for attribute nodes and codes

Network Strengths Ties Las Vegas Meeting

1 = Trusted Prior Contacts 
2 = Other Associates

1 = AA #11 WTC North 
2 = AA #77 Pentagon 
3 = UA #93 Pennsylvania 
4 = UA #175 WTC South 
5 = Other Associates

1 = Attended 
2 = Did Not Attend
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Centrality

Centrality measures the nodes in the network are related by direct or undirected relationships. Central-
ity is considered as network properties which are frequently required to detect actors specially in social 
network terrorist activities. There are various concepts for the detection of centrality such as by closeness 
centrality, betweenness centrality, and page rank. In the Table 3, given below are the basic centrality mea-
sures across terrorist network, Metric degree shows terrorist activity in the network, Closeness shows the 
ability of terrorist to access other terrorists in the network and betweenness reveals his control in network.

Fuzzy Centrality

The above table shows the centrality measures for each of the node involved in the network. After com-
puting centrality for each of the node, a fuzzy centrality is performed. There are some fuzzy attributes 
used in the network for each node which show the value whose range from 0 to 1. Fuzzy centrality for 
each of the node computed using (1) and Figure 6 shows the fuzzy centrality computed for each of node 
in the network.

FuzzyCentrality i
degree i betweenness i

( ) =
( )+ ( )+log 0 2 0 3 0 3. * . * . ** . *closeness i pagerank i( )+ ( )



 ( )

0 2

10
1  

There are some strongly connected nodes in the network such as Node 54 and Node 15 as shown in 
Fig 7. This is shown by applying Genetic algorithm centrality on the dataset with an elapsed time of 
0.413025 seconds. The connection of nodes is performed by using Fuzzy with Genetic Algorithm. The 
technique has been executed for 0.215741 seconds which is considered as Elapsed Time. Hence Node 
Id 15 is the only highly connected node in the network shown in Fig 8.

The Simulation environment for the analysis of centralities in social network analysis using UCINET, 
the name of 61 terrorists is listed in table 3 with a number assigned to it respectively.

Degree Centrality

In undirected networks, for the network name “9_11_HIJACKERS_CSV” with actors 61 is used and 
degree centrality index is given as the sum of edges attached to a node u. In directed networks, an index is 
given as total outbound from node u to all the adjacent matrix nodes (also called “out degree centrality”).

If the network is weighted, the DC (degree centrality) score is the sum of weights of outbound edges 
from node u to all adjacent nodes. To compute in Degree Centrality, use the Degree Prestige measure. 
DC’ is the standardized index (DC divided by N-1 (non-valued nets) or by sum DC (valued nets).

DC range: 0 ≤ DC ≤ 60
DC Sum = 263.000
a. Group degree centralization (GDC) of degree centrality:
GDC = 0.184
GDC range: 0 ≤ GDC ≤ 1
GDC =  0 ,  when  a l l  ou t -deg ree s  a r e  t he  s ame  ( i . e .  r egu l a r  l a t t i c e ) . 

GDC = 1, when node completely leads or overshadows other nodes.
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Table 3. Basic centrality measures of terrorist network

Node 
Id Terrorist Name Degree Betweenness Closeness Pagerank

1 MajedMoqed 2 0.000 0.001 0.012
2 Khalid Al-Mihdhar 6 2.000 0.002 0.018
3 Hani Hanjour 10 83.500 0.002 0.032
4 NawafAlhazmi 12 160.500 0.002 0.030
5 Salem Alhazmi* 2 0.000 0.001 0.007
6 Ahmed Alnami 4 0.000 0.004 0.013
7 Ahmed Alghamdi 3 10.833 0.004 0.010
8 SaeedAlghamdi* 6 0.000 0.005 0.027
9 HamzaAlghamdi 10 246.167 0.004 0.035
10 Ahmed Al Haznawi 5 225.983 0.005 0.021
11 MohandAlshehri* 4 56.350 0.004 0.020
12 Fayez Ahmed 5 82.850 0.005 0.025
13 ZiadJarrah 11 252.650 0.006 0.045
14 Marwan Al-Shehhi 16 167.617 0.005 0.064
15 Mohamed Atta 18 319.433 0.006 0.062
16 Abdul Aziz Al-Omari* 6 194.167 0.005 0.044
17 WaleedAlshehri 7 139.500 0.004 0.037
18 Wail Alshehri 4 0.000 0.003 0.024
19 SatamSuqami 6 11.167 0.003 0.025
20 RaedHijazi 4 0.000 0.000 0.004
21 Nabil al-Marabh 5 5.833 0.000 0.004
22 Mustafa Ahamend al-Hisawi 4 0.000 0.000 0.003
23 MamounDarkazanli 4 0.000 0.002 0.004
24 ZakariyaEssabar 7 0.000 0.003 0.005
25 Said Bahaji 11 60.100 0.003 0.007
26 Mounir El Motassadeq 6 0.000 0.003 0.005
27 Zacarias Moussaoui 14 424.807 0.004 0.027
28 Ramzi Bin al-Shibh 14 334.017 0.003 0.012
29 AgusBudiman 6 40.167 0.003 0.005
30 Ahed Khalil Ibrahim Samir Al-Ani 2 1.833 0.000 0.004
31 LoftiRaissi 5 0.000 0.000 0.003
32 Rayed Mohammed Abdullah 6 4.000 0.001 0.008
33 Bandar Alhazmi 3 0.000 0.001 0.005
34 Faisal Al Salmi 3 0.000 0.001 0.005
35 Osama Awadallah 4 0.000 0.000 0.004
36 AbdussattarShaikh 4 0.000 0.000 0.004
37 Mohamed Abdi 1 0.000 0.000 0.003
38 Mohamed Belfas 2 0.000 0.000 0.003
39 ImadEddinBaraatYarkas 7 96.167 0.003 0.010
40 TarekMaaroufi 12 276.481 0.003 0.026
41 Abu Qatada 12 259.481 0.004 0.021
42 DjamalBenghal 16 230.205 0.003 0.035
43 Jerome Courtaillier 8 15.833 0.003 0.018
44 David Courtaillier 6 0.000 0.003 0.015
45 AhmenRessam 4 76.519 0.003 0.010
46 Abu Walid 6 14.667 0.003 0.011
47 Jean Marc Grandvisir 2 0.000 0.002 0.007
48 Abu Zubeida 2 0.000 0.002 0.007
49 NizarTrabelsi 2 0.000 0.002 0.007
50 Haydar Abu Doha 6 65.102 0.003 0.014
51 Mehdi Khammoun 5 1.000 0.002 0.011
52 Mohammed Bensakhria 9 32.324 0.003 0.019
53 Lased Ben Heni 4 0.000 0.002 0.011
54 Essid Sami Ben Khemail 22 359.426 0.003 0.054
55 Seifallah ben Hassine 5 0.167 0.003 0.011
56 EssoussiLaaroussi 5 0.167 0.003 0.011
57 TarekMaaroufi 6 0.000 0.000 0.003
58 Fahid al Shakri 2 0.000 0.002 0.007
59 MadjidSahoune 3 0.000 0.002 0.011
60 Samir Kishk 2 0.000 0.002 0.007
61 KamelDaoudi 8 10.988 0.002 0.010
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Where ∆G is the maximum degree of any node in G, CD(v)) is the degree of node v in graph G and 
the maximum is taken over all possible graph of the same Oder (the same number of nodes), i.e., a star.

Betweenness Centrality

In this undirected network using network name 9/11 hijackers and actors is 61 The BC index of a node 
u is the sum of δ(s,t,u) for all s,t∈ V where δ(s,t,u) is the ratio of all geodesics between s and t which 
run through u.

BC’ is the standardized index (BC divided by (N-1) (N-2)/2 in symmetric nets or (N-1) (N-2) oth-
erwise. BC range: 0 ≤ BC ≤ 1.77e+03 (Number of pairs of nodes excluding u). BC Sum = 4757.000.

Figure 6. Nodes connection using Fuzzy centrality
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Format Group Betweenness Centralization (GBC)

GBC = 0.469 GBC range: 0 ≤ GBC ≤ 1GBC = 0, when all the nodes have exactly the same between-
ness index.

GBC = 1, when one node falls on all other geodesics between all the remaining (N-1) nodes. This is 
exactly the situation realized by a star graph.

Closeness Centrality

In an undirected network, network name “9_11_HIJACKERS.csv” and Actors: 61 is taken.The CC (Close-
ness Centrality) index is the inverted sum of the geodesic distance from every node u to all extra nodes.

Note: The CC index considers out bound arcs only and isolated nodes are dropped by default. Read 
the Manual for more.CC’ is the standardized index (CC multiplied by (N-1 minus isolates)).CC range: 
0 ≤ CC ≤ 0.0167 (1 / Number of node pairs excluding u).CC Sum = 0.290.

Figure 7. Nodes connection using genetic algorithm centrality
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Group Closeness Centralization (GCC)

GCC = 0.326GCC range: 0 ≤ GCC ≤ 1 GCC = 0, when the lengths of the geodesics are all equal, i.e. 
a complete or a circle graph.GCC = 1, when one node has geodesic of length 1 to all the other nodes, 
and the other nodes have geodesics of length 2. to the remaining (N-2) nodes. This is exactly the situa-
tion realized by a star graph.

Page Rank Prestige

In undirected networks, in this using Network name:9_11_HIJACKERS.csv and Actors: 61. The PRP 
is an importance ranking index for each node based on the structure of its incoming links/edges and the 
rank of the nodes linking to it.

For each node, u proposed algorithms counts all inbound links (edges) to it, but it normalizes each 
inbound link from a node v by out Degree of v. The Page Rank(PR) values correspond to rule of the 
normalized link adjacency matrix.

Figure 8. Nodes connection using Fuzzy-GA centrality
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Note: In weighted relations, each backlink to a node u from another node v is considered to have 
weight=1 but it is normalized by the sum of outbound edge weights of v. Therefore, nodes with high 
out Link weights give a smaller percentage of their PR to node u.

PRP’ is the scaled PRP (PRP divided by max PRP). There calculating values is PRP range: (1-d)/N 
= 0.00246 ≤ PRP Max PRP = 0.044 (node 15) Min PRP = 0.005 (node 47) PRP classes = 55PRP 
Sum = 0.954 PRP Mean = 0.016 PRP Variance = 0.000.

Table 4 shows four DC (Degree Centrality) CC (Closeness Centrality) BC (Betweenness Centrality) PR 
(Page Rank Centrality) centrality measures of terrorists and are calculated using UCINET. By calculating 
and generating using standard social network techniques in the embassy terrorist data individuals who 
are key in a network are identified (red nodes) and then removed. After removing useful and important 
nodes and nodes in the red shape of the disconnected terrorist network. The argument is that the removal 
of important nodes serves to weaken or break the network as shown in the analysis. However, despite 
the apparent success of this approach, evidence indicates that this technique is not effective as in the 
case of dynamic, distributed and a decentralized terrorist network such as 9/11 Hijackers. These types 
of networks have the ability to heal themselves after the removal of any key member (leader) form the 

Figure 9. Degree centrality
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network (Venkatagiri et al., 2016). In fact, leadership removal may make network many dense to the 
future analysis given in emergence of new leadership that may not be known.

The rate of information flow through the network has been minimized (perhaps to zero).

Figure 10. Betweenness centrality

Figure 11. Closeness centrality
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• The network, as a decision making the body, cannot reach a joint consensus.
• The ability of the network to accomplish tasks is totally impaired.
• Based on the above discussion, it is very important to know about the structural properties to gain 

insight to the following questions in order to not only disconnect but also destabilize these terror-
ist networks:

• What is the overall network structure?
• Who is the key player in the network?
• What is the efficiency of the network?
• Who is highly connected to whom?
• Who shares most resources to whom?
• Which terrorist, if removed, would highly disrupt the network communication?

These and many more questions could be answered by following the overall structure and dynamics 
of the terrorist networks.

Two-modulus Network of the Terrorist Organizations

AutoMap software’s can be utilized to characterize the ideas and their related information and further 
change the semantic web to interpersonal organization demonstrate. Before developing terroristic systems, 
it is important to utilize component grid vocabulary to order the social substances. The component lattice 
dictionary can be created consequently or self-characterized by the requirements of an investigation. In 
Figure demonstrated the component grid dictionary produced via AutoMap, where the left section is 

Figure 12. Page Rank Prestige
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Table 4. Shows the value of Centrality

NODE DC CC BC PR
1 1.000 0.004 0.000 0.006
2 4.000 0.004 41.100 0.017
3 7.000 0.005 370.876 0.029
4 9.000 0.005 250.243 0.038
5 1.000 0.004 0.000 0.006
6 3.000 0.004 0.000 0.013
7 2.000 0.004 2.500 0.010
8 6.000 0.005 123.013 0.024
9 6.000 0.005 105.066 0.025
10 3.000 0.005 182.876 0.012
11 2.000 0.004 18.313 0.009
12 3.000 0.005 47.396 0.012
13 8.000 0.006 231.160 0.024
14 12.000 0.006 134.476 0.036
15 15.000 0.007 894.977 0.044
16 3.000 0.006 76.181 0.011
17 4.000 0.005 125.067 0.016
18 2.000 0.004 0.000 0.010
19 4.000 0.004 66.701 0.018
20 3.000 0.004 17.428 0.013
21 4.000 0.004 24.594 0.018
22 4.000 0.006 104.114 0.014
23 3.000 0.005 0.000 0.010
24 5.000 0.006 0.000 0.015
25 7.000 0.006 4.840 0.020
26 4.000 0.005 0.000 0.012
27 8.000 0.006 368.408 0.022
28 9.000 0.006 96.012 0.025
29 5.000 0.006 42.400 0.016
30 2.000 0.005 15.600 0.009
31 5.000 0.006 421.110 0.017
32 5.000 0.005 41.800 0.020
33 2.000 0.004 0.000 0.010
34 2.000 0.004 0.000 0.010
35 3.000 0.004 0.000 0.014
36 3.000 0.004 0.000 0.014
37 1.000 0.004 0.000 0.006
38 2.000 0.004 0.000 0.009
39 5.000 0.006 0.500 0.016
40 6.000 0.005 72.386 0.020
41 7.000 0.005 31.711 0.021
42 9.000 0.005 88.538 0.030
43 4.000 0.005 199.077 0.012
44 4.000 0.005 0.000 0.012
45 2.000 0.005 0.000 0.008
46 3.000 0.004 28.152 0.010
47 1.000 0.004 0.000 0.005
48 1.000 0.004 0.000 0.005
49 1.000 0.004 0.000 0.005
50 4.000 0.005 0.000 0.015
51 3.000 0.005 28.185 0.012
52 5.000 0.005 1.000 0.018
53 2.000 0.004 7.239 0.009
54 12.000 0.006 0.000 0.043
55 3.000 0.005 447.218 0.011
56 3.000 0.005 0.167 0.011
57 6.000 0.005 0.167 0.020
58 1.000 0.004 31.711 0.006
59 2.000 0.005 0.000 0.009
60 1.000 0.004 0.000 0.006
61 6.000 0.005 0.008 0.018
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the name of social substances, and the correct segment is the hub kind of the social elements, including 
the operator of association individuals and the association On of associations. Select “create component 
lattice arrange” menu and apply the adjusted vocabulary, and the XML-design archives speaking to the 
two-modulus system of the fear-based oppressor association will be produced, and the 2D visual impact 
of the two-modulus organize in ORA is appeared.

The red nodes speak to the general population identified with terroristic associations, the green nodes 
speak to the associations identified with the terroristic association, and the associations between nodes 
speak to that there are relations between individuals, associations, or amongst individuals and association. 
Examination of Human Networks and Their Members Associated information and their interpersonal 
organization of association individuals are isolated out of the two-modulus arrange information, and 
the information can be additionally prepared with the system investigation device. UCINET6 is utilized 
to break down, the system contains 61 nodes, 61 associations, 61 segregated nodes, which represents 
20%. The numerous confined nodes show the inadequacy of information. The system thickness and the 
center system with the exception of the detached nodes has 61 nodes, which thickness is NetDraw2 is 
utilized to make visual investigation, the strategy for Spring Embedding is embraced to pick similitude 
and utilize geodesic separation to express, the separation between segments is 10, and the consequence 
of its system game plan appears in Figure.

The isolated nodes have vertically organized a line, alternate nodes are organized by their separate 
segments, the nodes of a similar part have a more prominent likeness, which demonstrates a littler geo-
desic separation in the diagram. It is in this way obvious that there is a generally expansive segment in 
the information that contains a large portion of the nodes, while the left segments contain a little piece 
of nodes. The more noteworthy the separation between the chose segments is, the littler the separation 
between the nodes of a similar segment will be, and the more noteworthy the separation between the parts 
is, the more clear the structure of the segments in the system will be. Segment acknowledgment calcula-
tion in subgroup investigation is chosen to compute the segment numbers and the combination of each 
segment; consider the segregated nodes a segment, at that point there are 20 segments altogether, among 
which, there are 7 segments containing more than 3 nodes, and the greatest segment contains 61 nodes, 
which is the most imperative piece of the system chart. Strong subgroups still exist in the greater parts.

After symmetrical preparing of information, groups revelation calculation investigation comes about 
are appeared in Table 4, among which, there is one group of the biggest scale, containing all nodes, and 
performing artists of the littlest scale, containing dataset organize, and among which, the state of the initial 
individuals’ contribution groups appears in Table. Notwithstanding finding the subgroups in systems, 
the other essential errand of SNA is to distinguish the center individuals in the system. The fundamental 
strategy is to do centrality examination to the system. The centrality is the quantitative investigation of 
individual rights 61, and the count comes about are appeared in Table II. From the point of view of the 
characters distinguished, the vital characters controlled by the centrality have been checked.

Analysis of the Affiliation between Datasets and Networks

As indicated by the information acquired concerning the connection amongst datasets and associations, 
UCINET6 is utilized to run the system information, organize is developed in arrange, technique for 
Spring inserting is utilized to make course of action, and there are 61 nodes, which are communicated 
in red roundabout nodes, and 85 delegate associations, which are communicated in blue box nodes as 
appeared. The calculation positions a couple of strainers as indicated by the closeness, and lines up the 
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disconnected nodes vertically at a side, to unmistakably demonstrate the few most vital associations 
in the connection. Notwithstanding the associations related to associations, there are some different 
associations being placed in a critical position in the system, including all nodes, whose relationship 
with edges associations makes their position more unmistakable. Through the connection systems, we 
can break down what number of associations are related with every individual and along these lines 
recognize the general population assuming an essential part in every association and the association of 
the biggest normal individuals. There are two approaches to accomplish this examination by utilizing 
UCINET6: syntax command method and the data processing program method built in the UCINET6.

Here we simply utilize the in-manufactured program of the UCINET6 to work. The table is the half-
way consequences of the affiliation degree, and because of constrained space, the table has just dem-
onstrated the initial 10 individuals of the most elevated affiliation degree. The particular count results 
won’t be expounded in view of the mass information. Hierarchical Association Network Association 
arrange between associations is, for the most part, used to investigate the relationship of the merger and 
collaboration between associations, the essential associations found from the connection arranges above 
can likewise be confirmed by the affiliation organize between associations, that is, critical associations 
ought to likewise be related to more associations in their authoritative affiliation systems, which have 
demonstrated the most astounding degree or degree centrality in the system chart.

As the related information separated via AutoMap pick the association from the left to one side in the 
request of the presence of elements, and take the recurrence depiction of the same related information as 
the force, along these lines in this strategy, it isn’t suitable to tell the power of the connections from the 
symmetry of the connections; while rehashed events of relationship in various settings can be viewed 
as having extreme relationship. The relationship control is implied by the thickness of the relationship 
in the framework graphs, and the power regards can in like manner be direct separate on the diagram.

Make centrality examination of the sub mastermind data among affiliations, and along these lines 
find the inside relationship in the imperative positions. As shown in figure beside the isolated nodes, 
imagine the framework with the degree centrality as the property, and we can clearly see from the defini-
tive connection orchestrate, that the terroristic affiliations having the most vital level of affiliations (i.e., 
the most amazing level of centrality) with various affiliations: Majed Moqed Khalid Al-Mihdhar Hani 
Hanjour Nawaf Alhazmi Salem Alhazmi* Ahmed Alnami et cetera. Here figuring centrality measures 
in systems examination comes with utilizing proposed calculations utilizing UCINET tool.

DEGREE CENTRALITY MEASURES

Descriptive Statistics

Table5 shows the Actor-by-centrality matrix saved as dataset 9_11_HIJACKERS_ASSOCIATES.In 
descriptive statistics table actor by centrality matrix saved as dataset 9/11 hijackers dataset and using 
UCINET6. Calculated values of the network nodes of network Centralization (Outdegree) = 13.139% 
network centralization (Indegree) = 19.917% network centralization (Outdegree) = 13.139% network 
centralization (In degree) = 19.917%. In table 3 calculated Mean Std dev, variance SSQ and so on without 
degree and in degree, Indegree nrm and outdegree nrm.
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Closeness Centrality Measures

Betweenness Centrality

In the three classical centrality measures with 61 actors, the ranking of nodes, Index, and the nodes are 
calculated according to the node size. The central actors are shown in fig 10and fig 9. To get a better 
result in the order degree, we show the results in table 5. In the figure, we find results of betweenness 
centrality very easily.

Figure 13. Degree centrality measures using Ucinet6

Figure 14. Degree Centrality
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Table 5. Descriptive statistics actor by centrality matrix

Parameter
1 2 3 4

Out Degree In Degree Nrm OutDegNrm InDeg

Mean 3.246 3.246 5.410 5.410

Std Dev 2.101 3.006 3.502 5.011

Variance 4.415 9.038 12.264 25.105

SSQ 912.000 1194.000 2533.333 3316.667

MCSSQ 269.311 551.311 748.087 1531.421

EucNorm 30.199 34.554 50.332 57.591

Minimum 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Maximum 11.000 15.000 18.333 25.000

No of Obs 61.000 61.000 61.000 61.000

Figure 15. Closeness centrality

Figure 16. Closeness Centrality measures using UCINET6
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It is not complicated to handle humanly, The local information and many vertices regard as in this 
only, centrality does not notify separately. Though Betweenness centrality considers global properties 
of the network, it is hard to use. In this network connection, it is very easy to connect to the network, 
but our method is fit for anything. If the disconnected network is available in the network nodes, we can 
calculate and consider the importance of the vertex separately. Another centrality has strict requirements 
as Betweenness centrality and is also not easy to calculate.

The requirement for the figure is superior.

Descriptive Statistics for Each Measure

Table 6 represents the descriptive statistical value of each measures of given dataset.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have initiated a considerable algorithm for centrality measures of terrorist networks 
which is expected to be most beneficial strategy in finding some patterns in social networks for terror-
ist activities. For the prediction and analysis of terrorist activities in social networks a dataset of 9/11 
hijackers with 61 nodes is considered. We start by analyzing some classical centrality measures and on 
the basis an adjacency matrix is generated which helps in computing centrality on social networks and 
another important step is to carry in degree, betweenness and closeness centrality measure and page rank.

The algorithm suggested here is the combinatorial method of applying Fuzzy algorithm to measure 
centrality between nodes in the network and then optimization using genetic search approach to increase 
the searching capability for appropriate cluster centers. The algorithm suggested is dynamic and sophis-
ticated to apply on any type of network. Furthermore, the algorithm suggested provides high degree of 
centrality measure, so the chances of predicting terrorist activities increase with the input adjacency 
matrix and it can further be used to calculate each node’s centrality measure and then analyze rank of 
these nodes according to the node size and page rank.

Figure 17. Betweenness centrality
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ABSTRACT

Data mining (DM) and machine learning techniques have been used to identify specific patterns and 
similarities in existing cybercrimes to predict the cyberattacks. Since dealing with big data is a complex 
task as it requires computationally accurate and efficient techniques, difficulty arises in the analysis of 
irregular activities on cyberworld. DM techniques offer predictive solutions against cybercrimes and 
modus operandi. DM methods include classification, association, and clustering while different methods 
related to machine learning are supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised. AI can serve as a smart 
tool for criminal usage for carrying out malicious activities either by enhancing or changing the exist-
ing threats or posing new threats altogether. The expansion of existing threats such as drug trafficking 
improve frequency of smuggling activities by turning to unmanned underwater vehicles. Also using cheap 
quadcopter and facial recognition software together could increase the terrorist attacks on civilians.

INTRODUCTION

Cyber relates to everything connecting computers and communication technologies to the internet. Cy-
bersecurity incorporates protocols, technologies, software to protect computers, mobiles, network devices, 
etc., against cyberattacks (Selamat et al., 2008) (R, 2004). Data mining algorithms help in mining critical 
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information from existing data and detect crime patterns to generate the database for training the system 
using AI/ML to predict patterns of cybercrime automatically. Web mining or data mining methods are 
used for cyberattack prediction (Selamat et al., 2008). Cyberattacks can take place either from inside or 
outside of the network. Different security mechanisms like antivirus, firewalls can’t always identify the 
attacks. Various forms of new attacks cannot be identified by existing security mechanisms or IDS/IPS 
firewalls (Faghani et al., 2012) (Ahmed & Abulaish, 2013) (Lee & Kim, 2014).

Requirements in Cyber Investigation

This field of investigation encompasses more than just computer forensics. From a flash drive to a 
worldwide network, this topic embraces digital things along with computers connected wirelessly sharing 
information over the network. Beyond the electronic data, there are several elements to explore in order 
to assemble sufficient logical evidence to identify the culprit. An IP address, a user name, or a blog entry 
might all be used to follow a criminal. This task is challenging due to the extensive technical expertise 
required to situate a suspect behind a keyboard. Cybercrime investigations are no longer limited to the 
forensic examination of a single computer. Cybercrime involves the investigation of all linked devices. 
Many of us learn severely through our own errors, while others prefer to learn from others’ mistakes. 
Those who have undergone forensic analysis and solved challenging difficulties have often attempted a 
variety of strategies and instruments to tackle challenges. It may be considered selfish not to share the 
finding of a new forensic item. Common techniques and procedures must be utilized and applied by a 
community of practitioners in order to become acceptable.

The Idea behind Deep Web and Dark Net

Deep web refers to that part of the web where websites are not indexed just like the ordinary surface 
internet where websites are easily accessible by the search engines. However, deep web content is also 
available to the general public using different access methods not just using regular web browsers such 
as Mozilla Firefox, chrome, safari, etc. Deep web accessibility may require password-encrypted browsers 
to access the data. It comprises all kind of data that needs special security like medical records, financial 
records, or any other social media files. This part of the web can’t be ‘googled’ anytime by anybody. 
Dark web is also a part belonging to the Deep web which can’t be reached by regular web browsers. 
Special browsers such as ‘Tor’ are needed. The name ‘Tor’ is a short form of the ‘Onion router’ which is 
a far much better and more popular browser with around 2.5 million users daily using it. ‘Tor’ can help 
in accessing the Darknet or even smaller subparts of the web also called the Tor network. U.S Govern-
ment in the 1990s was the first to develop the technology behind the Dark web allowing intelligence 
bureaus and spies to communicate with each other secretly through messages. The term Dark web is 
also referred to as Deep web from 2015 due to its anonymous nature and hidden services in Tor’s history 
which couldn’t be searched or indexed.

Darknets deal with both legitimate activities such as marketing tracking or performing research on 
sensitive topics and a large-scale platform for illegal malicious activities. The unprecedented growth 
of users on online social networks has unfortunately increased the cases of online threats and bullying 
amongst teenagers resulting in cyberbullying cases, a kind of cyber victimization. A recent study has 
reported cyberbullying cases among school students. On average 20-40% of cases of cyber victimization 
have been found according to (Tokunaga, 2010). Cyberbullying is much more harmful than face-to-face 
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bullying because the former can use online platforms 24 by 7 giving chance to the identities of perpetra-
tors of cyberbullying is also hidden.

DARK WEB CRIME USING MACHINE INTELLIGENCE

(Almukaynizi et al., 2018) discussed the DARKMENTION system which uses association rules to find a 
match between threats on Dark and Deep webs and real-world cyber incidents, thus generating warnings 
to cybersecurity organizations. The approach presented by (Sapienza et al., 2017) describes a system 
that matches the text on social media forums and terms used in hackers’ discussions on the Dark web. 
The system makes use of text-mining techniques to match the terms used in posts from cybersecurity 
experts on social media platforms and hacking forums on the Dark web. (Tavabi et al., 2018) proposed 
a framework called DarkEmbed which uses language embeddings to represent discussions on the Dark 
Web and Deep web in low-dimensional vector space. (Arnold et al., 2019) proposed a cyber threat in-
telligence (CTI) tool to detect cyber threats by monitoring and analyzing discussions on the Dark web 
identifying any information regarding malicious tools causing vulnerabilities and data breaching. Text 
feature analysis approach is used to analyze social network data generated from discussions by key 
actors on breached data on the Dark web. (Ebrahimi et al., 2020) uses a deep learning approach based 
on using both Transductive Learning (TSVM) and Deep Bidirectional LSTM network for cyber threat 
detection. (Deliu et al., 2017) discussed different ML methods used for detecting various cyber threats 
from hacker forums. (Huang et al., 2021) introduced HackerRank approach to identify key hackers with 
the help of using a combined approach of content analysis (CA) and social network analysis (SNA). 
(Marin et al., 2018) presented an approach to predict near-future posts of hackers using a sequential rule 
mining approach. (Deb et al., 2018) used sentimental analysis to predict cyber events. A comparative 
study on the previous work done by many authors using machine learning and deep learning techniques 
is shown in table1.

Technical Overview of Dark Web

The Dark Web network comprises an overlaid network often called darknets consisting of many hidden 
services. These dark networks are accessible using some extraordinary software like tor and Invisible 
Internet Project(I2P) (Brown, 2016). Tor and I2P software provide anonymity and an encrypted form of 
data which later was misused as a passage for illegal market trades of guns, drugs, etc., or used as a tool 
by the terrorists to share disseminate their propaganda or for child abuse material.

Background of Tor Project

The Onion Routing or Tor Project (first generation) was initially created in the mid-’90s by US Naval 
Research Laboratory and Défense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) to allow secret shar-
ing of messages between operatives of the field and intelligent agencies. In 2002, the Naval Laboratory 
delivered Tor’s source code. Later Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) handled Tor’s development 
project and took over the responsibility of maintenance and upgrading the Tor network nowadays. Un-
like other tools like I2P (Jardine, 2015), Tor is the most popular tool to provide privacy and anonymity 
to search and post on the dark web.
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Dark Web services are not easily accessible using the format www.abc.com. Rather the dot onion 
top-level domain (TLD) is specially used to avail these hidden services on the Tor network. These hid-
den services don’t belong to the Internet DNS root.

Tor Directories and Search Engines designed for Tor Network

Tor directory Authorities refers to databases containing information of all active nodes at the network 
and other database-related knowledge. Router-related information is stored in an encrypted form with 
a digital signature in the director authorities along with topological knowledge of the network. The 
administrator of the servers always checks, processes, and verify any information related to nodes to be 
spread to users for securing the Tor network.

A user connects to the Tor network through the Tor browser which is responsible for communicat-
ing with the Tor directory authority. The latter holds the list of all Tor nodes which are available at 
that particular time. The Tor browser randomly decides the path of all nodes for the user to access the 
destination server for the user to access the hidden services. Each node knows only the previous node 

Table 1. Comparative study of state-of-art work done on cyber threat detection using machine intelligence

References Objective of research Tactics used Methods and Tools used Case Study

(Deliu et al., 2017)
Cyber threats are 
detected more 
accurately

Word embeddings and 
classification

SVM, KNN, CNN, 
word2vec, Glove, Scikit-
learn, a python library

Nulled.IO

(Grisham et al., 2017) Detects key hackers and 
malware attachments

SNA, Neural Networks, 
Crawling, Text 
Classification

Keras, LSTM RNN Dark web hacker forums 
in different languages

(Pastrana et al., 2018)
Detects cyberthreat, key 
actors can predict future 
key actors

Classification, SNA, 
Clustering, Prediction

NLP, LDA, K-means, 
SNA network metrics

Hack forums from 
CrimeBB datasets

(Tavabi et al., 2018) Predicting vulnerability 
exploits

Classification, 
Crawling, Language 
Embeddings

SVM, Radial Basis 
Function (RBF), RF

Deep web and Dark 
Web sites in 17 different 
languages

(Zenebe et al., 2019)
Proactive detection 
of cyber threats and 
identifying key hackers

Prediction, 
Visualization, 
Classification

WEKA, RF, RT, IBM 
Watson Analytics

University of Arizona’s AI 
Lab dataset

(Sarkar et al., 2018)

Predicting real-world 
cyberattacks through 
analyzing forums 
discussion posts and 
replies

Classification, 
Prediction TS, LOG-REG 53 Dark Web forums

(Ampel et al., 2020) Classification of hacker 
exploit source codes

Crawling, Deep 
Transfer Learning 
techniques

CBiLSTM models, 
Convolutional BiLSTM 
layers

Hacker forums:8 English, 
3Russian

(Ebrahimi et al., 2020) Cyber threat knowledge 
representation Classification, crawling,

K-NN, LSTM, SVM, 
RF, CNN, Generative 
Adversarial Networks 
(GAN)

Hacking forums on Dark 
web

(Koloveas et al., 2021)
Identifying cyber 
threat-related 
information

Classification, NoSQL 
storage, Visualization, 
social media monitors

MySQL, MongoDB, 
SVM, K-NN, Word2Vec, 
spaCy

Notes by Carnegie Mellon 
University, ExploitDB
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to it and the next node (one-hop knowledge only) of the network. An encryption key is exchanged each 
time. This mechanism of path selection ensures that even if a single node is not participating it will be 
difficult to recognize the complete path of the Tor network. During this, it will also select a guard node 
arbitrarily. Later, it will choose all other nodes which have high bandwidth and are stable nodes. The 
browser is available on https://www.torproject.org/projects/torbrowser.html.com for Windows, Apple, 
Linux, MacOS for download. It is available in 16 languages.

Search engines are Tor (website-http://xmh57jrzrnw6insl.onion/ and not Evil (website link-http://
hss34r02hsxfogfq.onion/. Onion links can be categorized on the basis of services they provide in the 
field of drugs, finance, email, etc., which are available in the directory called Hidden wiki. The category 
of terrorism and child abuse is not included in these. onion links.

Tor Installation

The required file for installation on Windows OS can be downloaded from the list save, open, and run it. 
Choose the preferred language, then click on install. After finishing the installation process click to con-
nect. For installation on Mac OS firstly download, save and move the .dmg file to the application folder.

Users of Dark Web

The Dark web is a home for both kinds of user activities legitimate as well as criminal ones running in 
parallel. The legitimate users utilize anonymity and security features while the criminal users perform 
malicious activities which are illegal in the Dark Web environment. Legal users use Dark Web to hide 
their identities to provide some secret information about the activities or share confidential data like in 
research agencies or military, Whistleblowers, political activities or journalists etc. (as shown in table 
2 below).

Legitimate Users

General Public-Users

Ordinary users work on the Dark Web to hide their personal details, without being tracked or exposed 
by any third parties posing risks to their identities. The Tor Project lists some of the causes below to use 
Tor browsers or other browsers such as I2P or Freenet.

Table 2. Dark web user groups

Dark Web Legitimate User Groups Uses

Law Enforcement Agencies (LEA) Using the web during surveillance activities, receive anonymous 
tips.

Military Exchange of confidential messages or data, protecting the identities 
of working officials

Political Activists or Whistle-Blowers Act as Whistleblowers to stop injustice from government or 
business activities
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• To protect their identity and privacy from surveillance or personal data and monitoring activi-
ties thus making it troublesome for the observers to figure out the identity of the user visiting the 
websites.

• Protection of privacy and secured communication with the organizations revealing personal de-
tails and mailing data to third parties.

• To hide current geolocation on the map.
• To hide the IP address of the working system from being tracked.

IT Industry

Corporate world also come across many cyber threats coming from the environment around them which 
includes malware attacks, phishing attack, DDOS attacks, hacking of sensitive data of large corporations, 
and used for sale on the darknet. Corporate assets such as proprietary software are also stolen or placed 
for extortion in the darknet markets for sale and ransomware. The data contained personal information 
of the users such as name, contact numbers, birthdate, email addresses, encrypted passwords. Also, in 
2016 data of 400,000 accounts was stolen on the µTorrent breach. This stolen data from Yahoo and 
µTorrent was placed for sale on the darknet’s illicit market places. It was detected by an underground 
research team called Info Armor. In order to provide protection from the above cyber threats following 
key points needs to be focussed on by a team from the IT industry.

• Protection of all sensitive corporate data using the latest and strong encryption methods and latest 
intrusion detection systems (IDS).

• Monitoring of network usage of organization and detection of darknet access.
• Observe darknets to detect new trends of attacks and new vulnerabilities.

Journalists

The anonymity services offered by the Dark Web protect the sources of journalists and also avoid state 
censorship and on occasion arrest. The role of journalists and media professionals is to educate the gen-
eral public about the criminal usage of the Dark Web. Also, some of the challenges faced by journalists 
are given by.

• Dark web provides freedom of speech to journalists on sensitive topics.
• The oligarchy of stakeholders in creating an opinion.
• The increase in the number of uncertified journalists.

Activists

Human Rights organizations or political activists also use Dark Webs for carrying out social movements 
in accordance with protecting human rights. These activist groups can raise their voices anonymously 
against work labour and other kinds of abuses. To preserve Human Rights, Global Voices highly recom-
mend browsers like Tor which can provide anonymity.
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Users with Criminal minds

Different types of illegal activities and abuses take place on dark web networks such as human traffick-
ing, child sex abuse (CSA), criminal trade on the dark marketplace, hired murdering, etc. Other illegal 
activities also known as ‘grey services’ includes money laundering activities, discussion on illicit content 
such as ‘bomb marketing techniques’ other fora used for meetings and discussions to carry out violent 
activities and even extremism.

Cyberterrorists

The internet has become a perfect place for cyber terrorists to communicate secretly. Dark web enables 
encrypted and fast communication between the terrorists to carry out their illegal trade of weapons or 
train new members to plan new attacks. Dark web is also used as a medium for cyber terrorists to involve 
new individuals in their plans, exchange information, or propagate information or guidelines for cyber-
attacks. The encrypted applications are used by the terrorists to create a room for saving their logistics 
information, financial support for their activities. Terrorist group activities such as ISIS have increased 
their propaganda and extremism on the Dark Web. According to (ENISA, 2018) the most serious cyber-
threats are DDOS attacks. Furthermore, cyber terrorists are more inclined towards cryptocurrencies now 
for their funding and marketing on Dark Web to complete their operations. Moreover, cyberterrorists use 
Dark Web to buy cybercrime services including malware and ransomware for cyberattacks for their own 
financial gains. In physical terrorist attacks, there is a loss of humans and destruction of property, while 
in cyberattacks like DDOS attacks many telecommunications, banking, or other application services 
are hampered and disabled resulting in a chain of events and catastrophic attacks. Cyberthreats when 
combined with physical attacks such as bombing or slaughter etc., disables the communication systems 
to control the attacks. Attacks performed by cyber terrorists would cause more destruction to humans’ 
life and properties while attacks performed by cybercriminals is mainly for financial gains.

Hacktivists

This work anonymously uses the dark web and performs data breaching to attack organizations. They are 
a special form of activists who works in groups driven by socio-political beliefs. Hacktivists also use the 
dark web for selling sensitive information to support their ideologies whether political or social (Sixgill, 
2018). The breached data and sensitive information are disseminated using the Dark Web in order to 
harm the victims. This sensitive information constitutes databases of personal details of the employees 
including their ID, phone numbers, email addresses, etc. purchased by other hacktivists in order to harm 
the enemies. Also, many hacktivists are inspired by terrorist groups for website defacements, malicious 
code injection, or DDoS attacks.

Cybercriminals

Due to a substantial increase in the number of financial transactions online cybercriminals have become 
more active. They use Dark Web to buy, sell or exchange illicit materials. The taxonomy of cybercriminals 
includes many cybercrime stakeholders to cover many crimes like drug and human trafficking, distribu-
tion of child abuse material, etc. Dark Web is a safe place and an ideal environment for cybercriminals 
for trading to earn profit anonymously. The payments on Dark Web are completed using cryptocurren-
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cies like Bitcoin. Apart from sharing illicit goods on the Dark Web, cybercriminals also exchange their 
opinions, skills, and information.

Insider Threat

Insider threats take place due to the wrong actions or errors done by an individual within an organization. 
This may cause monetary damage to an organization. Insider threats are executed by either employee 
with malicious intents or by mistake or blunders caused by the employees. According to a report, most 
of the losses are due to non-malicious actors (Richardson 2010/2011). Organizations may face threats 
from their own employees also. According to a survey report of the 15th annual CSI computer crime and 
security, two types of threat vectors exist employees with malicious aims of harming the organization by 
leaking data or sensitive information and second employees who have done blunders and are ignorant of it.

Black Hat Hackers

Black Hat hackers are elite hackers or individuals or maybe groups who are expertise in computer 
skills. These hackers undergo illegal activities with the aim of earning money and may steal or destroy 
confidential data (Sabillion et al., 2016). The primary focus of virus hacking tool coders is to develop 
computer viruses/malware/rootkits to sell in the black markets to earn money. Individuals who are not 
experts in developing such code are the main buyers (Sabillon et al., 2016). Various other malware forms 
like ransomware and DDoS attacks are designed and implemented using above mentioned malware 
categories. These types of attacks create a panic amongst the owners by making their services and data 
unavailable resulting in malfunctioning or causing damage to the IT industry, banking sector, or other 
large companies. The workstations and all the working systems of the victim are hacked and they have 
to pay a ransom to the hackers. Such kind of hacking activity is also known as cyber extortion in which 
hackers gain by earning money through hacking. Furthermore, many hackers make malware just for 
selling on the Dark Web instead of performing cyberattacks.

State-sponsored Attackers

Cyber Attackers hired and controlled by various countries in terms of peace and war. These sponsored 
attackers cause harm by unauthorized access to the secrets of state trade, plans, and technology. They 
cause damage to the critical infrastructure and economy of other target states. The growth in the use of 
the Dark Web and dark markets has increased the chances of danger and concern for governments. In 
2013, millions of yahoo email account data were breached and made available on Dark Web for $300,000. 
Usually, nation-states and criminals associated with them may cause damage to the economy and cyber 
defense in multiple ways. For example, cyber espionage is the cheapest way to get the data causing eco-
nomic and political threats to embarrass a foreign government. According to a report, China-sponsored 
cybercriminals gain access and steal data from many American companies related to trade and crucial 
information like designs of important assets. State-sponsored hackers also work like cyber attackers. 
Cyber-espionage attacks sell the stolen data like credit card numbers or medical history of the patients 
at a higher price.
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Trade and Service Providers and Buyers

Due to the high demands for illicit goods, online trading is growing exponentially. Criminals are earning 
more and more profit from new customers. All the transactions are performed using cryptocurrencies like 
those of Bitcoin. The goods sold in illegal trading are explosives, drugs, guns, credit cards, etc. However, 
many dark markets such as Alpha Bay and Hansa are shut down by LEA’s still the cybercriminals find 
new dark websites to continue with their mission.

Machine Learning for Cybersecurity

Machine learning techniques can be used in different environments in order to protect the digital era from 
different types of attacks. Machine learning is being used extensively to solve scientific and engineering 
problems and has supported many applications like computer vision, robot control, speech recognition, 
and many more (Jordan & Mitchell, 2015). For improving user experiences and recommending products 
online machine learning algorithms are applied by Amazon, YouTube, Facebook, Google, etc. However, 
machine learning promotes new ways to analyze vast amounts of data generated, and optimization is 
achieved through the development of new algorithms. Machine learning is used in cybersecurity to iden-
tify security breaches, malware detection and to make organizations aware of the security issues. Also, 
machine learning is able to alert organizations of higher-level threats and vulnerabilities. Traditional 
malware detection systems are not able to pace with new variants of attacks that can bypass the network 
and perform cyber-attacks. Adversaries use machine learning to enhance the attacking capabilities. 
Devices protecting the network logs and other traces of information. These logs can be managed and 
maintained into a Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM) system to provide better highlights 
for cybersecurity professionals. Many security devices already available provide alarm-based responses 
which rely on signature-based monitoring (Lynn, 2010). Other protection devices such as firewalls, an-
tivirus, Host Intrusion Protection (HIPS), etc. Using only signature detection security may leave many 
types of attacks undetected. Furthermore, it becomes quite challenging for cybersecurity professionals 
to detect more advanced malware. The following table 3 shows some of the ML techniques used in dif-
ferent types of attacks.

Models and Methodology of Cybercrime detection 
using ML Techniques Models

This section describes a model related to cyber threat detection named Detection Maturity Level Model 
(DML) and the methodology of cybercrime detection using ML techniques.

• Detection Maturity Level Model (DML) – DML was firstly introduced by Ryan Stillions in 
2014(Stillions, 2014). It’s a capability maturity model to measure an organization’s maturity in 
detecting cyber-attacks and responding to it in return as shown in figure 1.
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METHODOLOGY

The methodology for cybercrime detection using ML techniques is shown in figure 2. Initially, datasets 
are extracted from the required databases and then pre-processed. After pre-processing of the datasets 
ML techniques are employed for feature extraction and selection. The selected features are identified 
which are then fed to the ML-based Classifier models using ML algorithms like SVM, Naïve Bayes, and 
many other machine learning algorithms to undergo rigorous investigation and analysis. The datasets at 
the final stage are trained and tested to predict for the malevolent data.

Table 3. Machine learning uses in cybersecurity

Types of Attack Definition Use of ML technique

Malware Detection
A kind of software virus spreading infection 
once get exposed to machine learning 
vulnerabilities

i) Disclosure of threats 
ii) Detects malware using either static or 
dynamic tools 
iii) Can classify different families of 
malware

Spam Detection Detection of unsolicited emails
Honeypot was designed to work using 
Support Vector machines in order to detect 
spams on social media platform

Ransomware

Ransomware refers to harmful malware that 
blocks the victims from accessing their own 
computer and personal information or data and 
demands for a ransom payment in return for 
making their computers free

Machine learning and AI algorithms fight 
against such types of attacks using their 
prediction ability. Use of Antiphishing 
algorithms, Anomaly-based detection 
methods are also used

ML in phishing
Phishing attacks try to gain control over 
sensitive details of an individual in an 
illegitimate way

ML algorithms can predict the pattern of 
threats in emails by noticing the pattern of 
header portion and subject matter in the 
body part of the email.

Intrusion Detection using ML
An intrusion detection system mainly establishes 
a checkpoint on a system’s confidentiality and 
integrity

ML algorithms use support vector machines 
to identify malicious activities in the 
network

Figure 1. Detection Maturity Level Model
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AI in Cybercrime Detection

Many challenges are faced by social media by technology disruption (Brown, 2006) (Hayward, 2012) 
(Holt & Bossler, 2014). AI Crime (AIC) is a growing interdisciplinary field as given by (King et al., 
2020). New technological areas related to cybercrime are discussed in computational (Williams & 
Burnap, 2016) and Big data era criminology (Chan & Moses, 2017) (Smith et al., 2017). Cybercrimes 
related to encryption, cryptocurrencies, black marketing and trading on Dark Web called techno crimes 
are discussed by (Aldridge, 2019) (Munksgaard et al., 2016). AI systems can be used for Anomaly de-
tection like the detection of new malware or fraud transactions. A recent survey by (King et al., 2020) 
listed a number of threats posed by AI Crime (AIC) such as theft, fraud, forgery, drug trafficking, sexual 
crimes, etc. Criminals using AI can be categorized as a) Crimes with AI as a tool, b) Crimes with AI as 
attack surface c) Crimes by AI as an intermediary (Hayward & Maas, 2021).

Crime using AI as a Tool

Using AI as a tool for ‘malicious’ uses by creating new threats or changing the existing ones to cause 
more serious types of cybercrimes. AI poses more of the threat by expanding the existing hacking threats 
to more of enhancing the types of cyberattacks in social media or networks. These types of attacks cover 
91% of cybercrimes which start with a phishing email (Bahnsen et al., 2018) - an email asking to click 
on a link that redirects to websites created by criminals to obtain the personal information for fraud 
purposes. Moreover, DeepPhish AI (Bahnsen et al., 2018) makes the system learn from existing phishing 
attacks, avoid spam filters. AI also boosts the Défense against fraudulent emails. One such developed 
system is ‘Panacea’. Furthermore, apart from prevailing threats, AI can develop new threats also. A 
common example to explain here is called ‘Deepfakes’ (Citron & Chesney, 2019). GAN applications 
can forge images, photographs, videos, voices- ‘cloned’ (Gholipour, 2017). A voice-mimicking software 
was made to mimic the voice of a CEO asking for the transfer of $243,000 to a fake account (Harwell, 
2019). However, it is used mostly for political manipulations.

Figure 2. Methodology of cybercrime detection techniques using ML
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Using AI as a Platform

Attackers use AI as a surface to spoof systems by exploiting the system vulnerabilities or reverse-
engineering them. Also, the training data of a system can be turned into a malicious one. ML systems 
can be made to malfunction when classifying data. Attackers can also penetrate in the black-box settings 
of the network. According to Google researchers’ image-recognition systems can be made to carry-out 
free computations for hackers (Elsayed et al., 2019).

Using AI as a Mediator

A random shopping bot was launched on the dark web by a group that shopped for drugs (Kasperkeric 
2015). It was found by computer scientists that some of the AI trading agents are successful in market-
ing scenarios by learning to execute profitable strategies. Strategies such as pinging and spoofing were 
used for market manipulation. An ‘artificial agent’ based strategy was used to place false buying orders 
for market manipulation (Martínez-Miranda et al., 2016).

Cybercrime Detection in Social Media Analysis

Social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc are used by people to share news, interests, 
images, audio, video, etc. cybercriminals misuse these social networking platforms and technologies 
to conduct cybercrimes like key logger injection, phishing attacks, fake news spread, creation of fake 
profiles, phishing attacks, etc. Fake links and key logger injection are uploaded by cybercriminals to col-
lect credentials of users like username and passwords. Machine learning algorithms like supervised and 
unsupervised methods are used to monitor user activities on social media and identify anomalies in case 
of any malicious posts. Real-time alerts are generated by these machine learning algorithms to identify 
the malicious activities and criminal profiles on the network. The application of machine learning is to 
provide automated crime detection and analyze different types of malwares, predict cyberattacks like 
denial of service and phishing attacks. Data mining techniques can be helpful in the field of cybersecu-
rity for malicious analysis, detecting suspicious activities on social media, detection of intruders in the 
system and their prevention control mechanisms, blocking spam emails, log analysis of the systems to 
detect and catch hidden patterns, cyber forensics, identification of phishing links, etc. Machine learning 
techniques can be used to detect denial of service attacks using IP addresses and linked knowledge. It 
is helpful in predicting the IP addresses already involved in some malicious activities in cyberspace.

Data mining algorithms such as classification, clustering, association, etc are used to train the data 
to predict cybercrime on social media and are also useful in cyber forensics. Also, they help in mining 
critical information from existing data in order to detect threats or crime patterns to create databases 
for training the system using AI/ML to predict patterns of cybercrimes automatically. Cyberattacks can 
occur either from inside or outside of the network. Various security mechanisms like antivirus, firewalls 
cannot always identify the attacks. Existing security mechanisms like IDS/IPS firewall cannot identify 
the new attacks. Malware is the biggest type of threat which spreads in systems very fast through dif-
ferent methods.
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Case Study

One of the largest-scale crimes in the cyber world done through the dark web is sports betting. Betting 
on sporting events is not a new phenomenon; it exposes a worldwide sector that draws a large audience 
of people. Match-fixing is widespread in Europe: according to the (ICSS 2017), 34.7 percent of athletes 
feel a game they are participating in is fixed, and 12.6 percent have participated in a fixed game (ICSS 
2017). Organized criminal groups (OCG) recruit and control young athletes who are about to join teams 
or are juniors, as well as senior players who are nearing the end of their contracts. The main platform 
used by OCGs and networks to coordinate and advertise all matters of match-fixing is the Dark Web. This 
is because of the Dark Web’s high levels of anonymity and apparent protection from law enforcement.

Betters were charged $25,000–800,000 every game by a website called “BET FIXED MATCH,” which 
claimed to have a global network of 58 sportsmen, officials, and sports agents. The example demonstrates 
that funding is a dynamic sphere that varies by location. Andrews conducted a two-week conversation 
through the Dark Web with an accomplished match-fixer named “Frank” to learn more about how these 
sites functioned, particularly in terms of economics. Frank hosted the site using a “onion” URL that 
was accessed using the Tor browser, and he utilized Appaloosa Chat to manage the site, which mostly 
concentrated on American football league matches.

CONCLUSION

This chapter covers AI, ML, and DM techniques to detect different types of cybercrime and cyberattacks, 
the dark web, and deep web concepts. DM algorithms are applied to identify threats and patterns pertain-
ing to criminal activities. AI and ML techniques are used to train the databases to detect crime patterns 
automatically. Different types of ransomware which have posed threats to the security of the systems in 
the past are also been enlisted in this chapter. Deep web data can be accessed only through encrypted 
credentials as the data behind it consists of sensitive information or records. Darknets deals with both 
legal and illegal activities. A brief introduction to the ‘Tor’ browser is also discussed in this chapter.
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ABSTRACT

WWW is a repository of hyperlinked data sources that contains heterogeneous data in the form of text, 
audio, video, and metadata. Search engines play an important role in searching information from these 
data sources. They offer the users an interface to retrieve the data from these resources. The search 
engines gather, analyze, organize, and handle the data available in these data sources and return thou-
sands of results in the form of web pages. Often the returned web pages include a mixture of relevant and 
irrelevant information. To return more significant and relevant response pages, a mechanism to rank the 
returned pages is desirable. Page ranking algorithms play an important role in ranking web pages so 
that the user could get the relevant result according to the user query. The proposed technique is used 
to rank the hidden web pages based on the meta information of the pages downloaded by crawler and 
the calculated value for the chosen parameters.

INTRODUCTION

A lot of information or data is hidden behind the HTML forms on the web. This data is extracted by 
Hidden Web crawler by automatically filling HTML forms (Bhatia & Gupta, 2012; Gupta & Bhatia, 
2014b). Although, the crawlers are made intelligent enough to process the search forms in a specific 
domain, still the results from the crawlers contain a lot of redundant information and irrelevant results. 
For Example: when a query such as “job for MBA ” is raised on search engine for Surface Web, many 
results are returned for jobs for MBA in an unrealistic manner to attract the user attention (Lee et al., 
2009). An example of the returned web page is shown in Figure 1.

In order to get the more relevant and appropriate results, user has to navigate through the links pro-
vided on the result page and when the user proceeds towards the link, these links would turn out to a 
different link with the same title. query to search “mba” by the user. In case the query is raised at the 
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interface offered by a web database of employment domain as in Figure 2, a list of corresponding result 
is returned in a web page for the raised query

However, the Hidden Web pages are dynamically generated based on the query raised in the search 
form by the crawler, ranking the results become difficult (Gupta & Bhatia, 2017; Rani & Gupta, 2015). 

Figure 1. Result page generated for user’s query by a search engine for the Surface Web

Figure 2. Interface of hidden web database
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The techniques or algorithms for ranking surface web pages are not directly applicable for ranking of 
Hidden Web pages due to the lack of hyperlink structure in them (Baeza-Yates & Davis, 2004; E, 2012).

LITERATURE SURVEY

The web page ranking algorithms are applied to rank the search results depending upon their relevance 
to the search query. The algorithms rank the search results in an order so as to list the most relevant 
documents at the top of the list amongst the results returned in response to the query string searched in 
the page returned (E, 2012; Page & Brin, 1998). A web page’s ranking for a specific query depends on 
factors like- its relevance to the word and concepts in the query, its overall link popularity etc. Page rank-
ing algorithm are applied to calculate rank value of each page. Page rank is a numeric value representing 
how-important a page is on the web. Web page are sorted according to rank value and are returned to the 
user. To rank a web page different criteria are used by ranking algorithms. For example some algorithms 
consider the link structure of the web page while others look for the page content to rank the web page.

The popular PageRank algorithm (Page & Brin, 1998) was developed by Larry Page and Sergey Brin 
in 1996 uses the link structure of the web to determine the importance of the web page. Here a page 
obtains a higher rank if sum of its back-links is high. PageRank(PR) is the probability of a page being 
visited by the user. For each web page, Page Rank value for over 25 billion web pages on the WWW is 
pre-computed. A Simplified version of PageRank is defined in Equation (1)

PR A c
PR v

Q vv Ta

( ) = ( )
( )∈

∑  (1)

where A is a web page whose PageRank is to be calculated. TA is the set of pages that point to A 
and PR(v) is the rank score of page v that point to A. Qv is the number of links from page v and c is a 
factor used for normalization (so that the total rank of all web pages is constant). Page Rank algorithm 
can be applied to a web graph with hyperlinks as shown in Figure 3.

Page Rank algorithm assumes that if a page has a link to another page then it votes for that page. 
Therefore, each inlink to a page raises its importance. Following is a modified version of the PageRank 
algorithm.

Where PR(A) is PageRank of page A, T1….Tn are all the web pages that link to page A, PR(Ti) is 
Page rank of page Ti, Q(Ti) is the number of pages to which Ti links to, d is a damping factor which 

Figure 3. Example of a web graph that can be used to calculate PageRank
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can be set between 0 and 1, PR(Ti)/Q(Ti) = PageRank of Ti distributing to all pages that Ti links to and 
(1-d) is used to make up for some pages that do not have any out-links to avoid losing some page ranks.

This algorithm is more feasible as it computes rank score at indexing time not at query time. It returns 
important pages as Rank is calculated on the basis of the popularity of a page. As Pagerank is a query 
independent algorithm i.e. it precomputes the rank score so it takes very less time. For calculating rank 
value of a page, it consider the entire web graph, rather than a small subset and thus is less susceptible 
to localized link spam. The main disadvantage is that it favors older pages, because a new page, even 
a very good one, will not have many links unless it is part of an existing web site. Also, the algorithm 
does not consider the content of web page. It does not handle Dangling links, the cases where a page 
contains a link such that the hypertext points to a page with no outgoing links. The Rank sinks problem 
occurs when in a network pages get in infinite link cycles. Another problem in PageRank is Spider Traps. 
A group of pages is a spider trap if there are no links from within the group to outside the group. If a 
website has circular references, then it reduce the front page’s PageRank.

Hypertext Induced Topic Search (HITS) or hubs and authorities is a link analysis algorithm devel-
oped by Jon Kleinberg in 1998 to rate Web pages (Kleinberg, 1999). The HITS algorithm is an iterative 
algorithm developed to quantify each page’s value as an authority and as a hub as shown in Figure 4. 
The premise of the algorithm is that a web page serves two purposes: to provide information on a topic, 
and to provide links to other pages giving information on a topic.

The algorithm produces two types of pages (Ding et al., 2004)

1.  Authority: pages that provide important and trustworthy information on a given topic. So an au-
thority is a page that is pointed by many hubs.

2.  Hub: pages that contain links to authorities‟ i.e. pointing to many pages.

Weighted Page Rank Algorithm, a modification of the original page rank algorithm, decides the rank 
score based on the popularity of the pages by taking into consideration the importance of both the in-
links and out-links of the pages (Xing & Ghorbani, 2004). This algorithm provides high value of rank to 
the more popular pages and does not equally divide the rank of a page among its out-link pages. Every 
out-link page is given a rank value based on its popularity. Popularity of a page is decided by observing 
its number of in links and out links as shown in Figure 5.

Quality of the pages returned by this algorithm is high as compared to pageRank algorithm. It is also 
more efficient than pageRank because rank value of a page is divided among it’s outlink pages according 
to importance of that page. But the algorithm considers only link structure not the content of the page, 
it returns less relevant pages to the user query.

Figure 4. Hub and authorities
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By going through the literature analysis of some of the important web page ranking algorithms it is 
concluded that each algorithm has some relative strengths and limitation (Gupta & Bhatia, 2018; Liu 
Zhongbao, 2010; Qian Gao et al., 2013). These methods rank Hidden Web content on basis of source of 
results of Hidden Web query or on basis of results returned by the query and thus can solve problem of 
redundant data in the results but still have problem in correctness and relevancy of results.

ALGORITHIM FOR PROPOSED SYSTEM

The Web crawlers crawls the Web and returns a large number of website pages as consequence of client 
inquiry. To rank a web page, it is parsed to take a note of any hypertext connections on that page that 
indicates other Web pages (Gupta & Bhatia, 2014a, 2022). At that point parse the pages for new con-
nections, etc., recursively. At the point when the crawler visits a Web page, it concentrates connections 
to other Web pages. So the crawler puts these URLs toward the end of a line, and keeps crawling to a 
URL that it expels from the front of the queue.

A step-by-step methodology of the proposed system is given below:
Step 1:  A query is fired in the search interface along with the user preference regarding domain 

of interest.
Step 2:  Query term is matched in index and document matched with query term are stored in 

Seedlist.
Step 3:  Download the blacklist.txt document which conveys downloading authorizations fur-

thermore determines the document to barred by crawler. it put limit to the crawler from download the 
unnecessary pages.

Step 4:  Check whether the page has as of new been downloaded or not, via synchronizing the 
Seedlist and blacklist.

Step 5:  To evaluate the ranking gain of a term we would need to know its actual ranking, The 
Moz Rank and Google Rank of the pages are measured according to the type of document user want 
in the result. To improve the ranking, a ranking factor is calculated that measures the distance between 
the two ranked data. Ranking gain factor is key element of ranking processor. Ranking algorithm are 
intended for proficient execution advancement to bring the pertinent pages.

Step 6:  Calculate Spearman factor by the square of difference between Moz Rank and Google 
Rank using the formula.

Step 7:  Then all four factors i.e. Moz Rank, Google Rank, difference square and spearman factor 
is combined and final rank of each page is computed and rank result are returned to user log.

Figure 5. Example of weighted PageRank
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SPEARMAN’S RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

Spearman’s correlation coefficient measures the strength of association between two factors i.e Google 
rank and Moz rank. In this work the the differences and square of such differences for calculating the rho 
or spearman coefficient is taken. This coefficient helps to judge the strong or weak relationship among 
all the ranked website for performing better and enhanced ranked crawling strategy. The ranking gain 
factor is then calculated based on the value of ranking distance attained. The work has been influenced 
by the work in (Bhamidipati & Pal, 2009). The formula for ρ is:

ρ = −
∑

−( )
1

6

1

2

2

d

n n
i  (3)

Where d_i= difference in paired ranks and n = number of cases.
Moz Rank represents link popularity score. It reflects the importance of any given Web page on the 

internet pages earn Moz rank by number and quality of other pages that link to them. the higher the 
quality of incoming link, the higher the Moz rank as shown in Figure 6. Here it takes Moz Rank as one 
of the input for the improved ranking technique.

Google PageRank (Google pr) is one of the methods uses to determine a page`s relevance or impor-
tance. Important pages receive a higher Pagerank and are more likely to appear at the top of the search 
results. Google Pagerank (PR) is a measure from 0-10 based on backlinks as shown in Figure 7.

Now for the above user query, Table 1 shows the Moz rank as well as Google rank values

Figure 6. Moz rank for certain query
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The difference and difference square between moz rank and google rank is then calculated to find 
the Spearman’s coefficient as shown in Table 2.

∑d
i
2 �= 17.1575 

Now r= 1 - {(6*17.1575) / 8(64-1)}
So r= .795744
The Spearman correlation coefficient, r, can take values from +1 to -1. A r of +1 indicates a perfect 

association of ranks, a r of zero indicates no association between ranks and a r of -1 indicates a perfect 
negative association of ranks. The closer r is to zero, the weaker the association between the ranks. In 
the existing approach the ranked result is time consuming and the result given by the search engine to 
the user are not so relevant.

For calculating new rank score we takes the average among Moz rank, Google rank, difference square 
and spearman coefficient as shown in Table 3.

Figure 7. Google rank for certain query
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Table 1. Moz rank and Google rank values for measuring the ranking score

Table 2. Difference and difference squares for measuring the ranking scored
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RESULT ANALYSIS

In this paper, the algorithm has been evaluated based on the URLs that have been manually chosen 
initially and included in the file is seedurl.txt. Figure 8 shows the main graphical user interface of the 
proposed system.

In the interface, we follow the tab named crawler configuration details and click on browse button 
to upload the seed url file and black list url file. The logs are created in the form of processed pages 
based on rank score of URL as shown in Figure 9. It will take some time and extract the rank score for 
proposed approach.

Finally to crawl the log data, we click on Log tab in the interface as shon in Figure 10. The crawled 
web pages or data is shown in Figure 11. It shows the ranked result in efficient manner which is relevant 
in user point of view.

Figure 12 compares the relevance of results after they have been ranked by system based on existing 
ranking methodology, MOZ Rank and the new proposed methodology. It also compares the time taken 
to rank the results as per their relevance. The Proposed system outperforms the system using the previ-
ous approaches mentioned in the literature.

From the graph in Figure 12, it can be concluded that the proposed ranking system returns more 
relevant results and hence user satisfaction level is high.

Table 3. Ranked result returned by proposed ranking system
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Figure 8. Interface of the proposed system

Figure 9. Log Files to upload webpages for ranking
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Figure 10. Selecting Log tab for generating processed pages and rank score

Figure 11. Log Data with ranking and crawling results
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FUTURE WORK

This technique is being implemented on restricted number of website. Some of the website doesn`t 
have moz rank, so it becomes very clear that the coefficient factor is deeply affected by it. Currently the 
system is working fine on 8 to 10 pages. But the vast WWW cannot barred to work in such limitation. 
There is also exists some interdependency among inputs of technique. Further we also need to explore 
better indexing technique for Hidden Web data repository (Rani & Gupta, 2015).
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ABSTRACT

The future is all about machines or devices. Smart devices are strong enough to create a network, establish 
connections among nodes, and exchange data as and when required. Internet and IoT are two sides of 
the same coin responsible for ubiquitous connectivity (24x7x365). The modern digital society depends 
upon IoT in the future to come, which would inherently invite various threats and new challenges due to 
its diversity. The entire internet is divided into multiple levels (i.e., surface web, deep web, and dark web), 
which is further explored in terms of providing anonymity. Non-electronic devices can also be connected 
which then forms the internet of everything (IoE). Security is often ignored by many manufacturers due 
to the rise in demand which leads to privacy issues. Over the period of time due to IIoT, Industry 4.0, 
new threats and high-profile IoT-driven cyber-attacks have been identified. For IoT security, we must 
switch to ML and DL methodologies to identify and resolve new threats and vulnerabilities.

INTRODUCTION

The entire world is moving towards real-time ubiquitous connectivity 24x7x365. All smart devices can 
be connected to the Internet and make a large network of devices called the Internet of Things (IoT). 
It is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and digital machines that are embedded 
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with sensors, software, and other technologies with the purpose of exchanging data over the network 
(Wortmann & Flu¨chter 2015). To connect all smart devices with the Internet, we need IoT Framework, 
IoT Architecture, and Technologies that will be used to establish communication among devices. The 
protocols of connectivity and networking used with such devices are generally specific to the applica-
tion deployed on the IoT. Both personal and business possibilities of IoT are endless. A “thing” in IoT 
(Internet of things) can refer to a number of things like a person with a heart monitor implant(a medical 
device), a farm animal accessory(a biochip transponder), an automobile with built-in sensors.

The IoT helps people to live and work smarter. It can automate not just homes but also businesses. 
Companies can automate processes and can reduce labor costs saving both money and time.

The entire IoT ecosystem is based upon IoT framework, IoT architecture, IoT Communication Pro-
tocols, and the latest technologies. The communication protocol is used to establish communication 
among sensors, actuators, physical objects, and applications. Sensors are one of the basic building blocks 
of the entire IoT ecosystem, which are used to collect information from the environment based on how 
the application performs its task. The Internet of things generates huge amounts of data through vari-
ous devices. These devices belong to various domains which take inputs from the environment through 
sensors and forward data to the server for further processing. IPv6, Zigbee, LiteOS, OneM2M, DDS, 
AMQP, CoAP, LoRaWAn are some of the emerging standards in the field of IoT. Various Frameworks 
like Amazon’s Amazon Web Services(AWS) IoT, Arm Mbed IoT (a platform for the development of 
IoT-based apps for ARM Microcontrollers), Microsoft’s Azure IoT suite, Google’s Brillio/Weave, and 
Ericsson’s Calvin are available in the field of IoT.

Managing and Monitoring these devices through the Internet is one of the major challenges. As the 
number of devices increases and more information is shared between devices, these devices become 
more vulnerable to threats. Security of IoT devices is a must as it can be very dangerous and can lead to 
various forms of cyberattacks like DDoS, Session Hijacking, MiTM, etc. It can also pose a threat to the 
other devices connected with them. Several Countermeasures are explored in this chapter, for instance, 
we can use the concept of Darknet and Tor (The Onion Routing) to improve the security of the IoT 
devices.(Fernando et al., 2020)

The complete chapter is divided into seven sections. Section 1 consists of IoT & its characteristics, 
section 2 explores the role of Machine Learning & Deep Learning in IoT Security, section 3 discusses 
various requirements of IoT, Overview of Attacks is explored in section 4, In section 5 Security of IoT 
& its challenges are discussed. Different categories of the web are explored in section-6 and at the end, 
different preventive measures to stop attackers are discussed in section 7.

DARK WEB CRIMES ANALYSIS USING MACHINE 
LEARNING AND DEEP LEARNING

Machine Learning & Deep Learning plays a key role to detect and reduce the crimes over the dark web. 
Due to the level of anonymity provided by the Darknet over the dark web, it becomes nearly impossible 
to track down the cybercriminals, which is why the dark web is infamous for illegal online activities. 
With the introduction of machine learning, we can now add security to the dark web; so it seems like 
machine learning can be used to illuminate the dark web. Machine Learning algorithms can be used to 
detect malicious activity faster and can stop attacks before they get started. It can also help to close zero-
day vulnerabilities and other threats that target largely unsecured IoT devices. (Pizzolante et al., 2020)
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Machine learning helps us to find out future behaviors based upon past patterns (Jadav et al., 2021). 
ML algorithms are divided into four categories i.e Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning, Semi-
Supervised, and Reinforcement Learning. In Supervised Learning, a labeled data set is used in order to 
predict the future (Zenebe et al., 2019). The generated output is compared with the intended output and 
if errors are found, train the model. On the other hand, in Unsupervised Learning, an unlabeled dataset 
is used in order to draw inferences. When the input is neither classified nor labeled, unsupervised learn-
ing plays a key role to expose the structure (Kadoguchi et al., 2009). There is one more learning called 
Semi-Supervised Learning which uses a small amount of labeled data and more amount of unlabelled 
data in order to draw inferences (K M et al., 2021). Reinforcement Learning is based upon reward-
based learning, having its own significance when it comes to handling large amounts of data (Pajooh 
et al., 2020). In order to distinguish between the deep web and the dark web, illegal activities machine 
Learning & Deep Learning algorithms can be used in threat analysis, finding the behaviors of attackers, 
exploring new attacks in the dark web, deep web, and probable solutions to them (Koloveas et al., 2021). 
The Table 1 shows the work done in the past few years. The comparative details are shown in Table 1.

IoT AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS

In IoT, any smart object having an embedded controller, sensors, and actuators can be connected to the 
Internet and enable users to get the data from their surroundings. These devices can be deployable in 
remote locations which are unreachable for human beings such as extreme weather conditions either 
very low temperature or extremely hot, war zones, uneven hilly areas, etc. These are the following char-
acteristics of IoT. (Atzori et al., 2010)

Ubiquitous Connectivity (24x7)

The prime objective behind the IoT is to get the data from the surroundings and transfer it to the desig-
nated server and it is not possible without connectivity. Connectivity plays a very important role in IoT.

Device Identification

To connect the device, we need to identify the device by IPv4 (32 bits) or IPv6 (128 bits). Identification 
of the device is important and plays a key role in IoT.

Self Adapting Nature in Terms of Complexity

IoT devices must have self-adaptive nature according to the real-time scenario and situation which 
increases the complexity level at each layer of IoT architecture. Sensors, actuators, controllers, and 
backbone technologies contribute in order to collect the data from the environment.

IoT Architecture

IoT architecture can be divided into two major categories i.e. Homogeneous and Heterogeneous. Most of 
the time, all the products belong to multiple manufacturers because of the need for an hour of applications.
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Table 1. Related work

S. No. Authors Approach Description Findings

1 Nazah et al., 2020
Threat Analysis and detection 
of techniques used by 
cybercriminals on the dark web.

A comprehensive description 
of the Darknet threats and 
challenges.

Dark web services can be used as a 
weapon to catch the criminals. The 
unindexed, fragmented, and multilayer 
structure of the dark web makes it more 
strenuous to detect crimes.

2 Arabnezhad et al., 2020

Comparison of open aliases vs 
dark web aliases and linking 
them with real-world identities 
with the help of specially 
developed tools on real scenarios.

A massive-scale experiment on 
real-world scenarios between- 
a)two dark forum 
and 
b)a dark web forum and a normal 
forum to link aliases with real 
internet identities.

Privacy of de-anonymized dark web 
users can be breached when in standard 
internet using algorithms which use 
daily activity profile and writing style.

3 Al-Garadi et al., 2020

Machine learning and deep 
learning technologies should be 
used to secure the vulnerabilities 
in IoT devices.

Machine Learning and Deep 
Learning methods are important 
in transforming the security of 
IoT systems; a thorough review 
of Machine Learning/Deep 
Learning methods for the IoT 
are discussed that can serve as 
potential future research.

It provides a useful manual that can 
encourage researchers to advance 
research in the field of IoT security 
using Machine Learning/Deep Learning.

4 Kim et al., 2018

Machine Learning predictive 
models, K-nearest-neighbour, 
and boosted decision tree are 
implemented for crime analysis.

Vancouver crime data for the 
last 15 years was used in two 
different dataset approaches, 
KNN and boosted decision tree.

The accuracy was found to be between 
39% to 44%. The prediction accuracy 
can be improved by tuning both 
the algorithm and data for specific 
applications. Although this model has 
low accuracy as a prediction model it 
provides a preliminary framework for 
further analysis.

5 Nunes et al., 2016

An operational system for cyber 
threat intelligence from various 
social platforms on the darknet 
and deep web especially from 
hacker forums, marketplaces 
offering malicious hacking, 
which can warn against newly 
developed cyber threats and 
cyber-attacks.

The system developed is 
significantly augmented through 
the uses of various data mining 
and machine learning techniques. 
Preliminary analysis is done on 
the collected data demonstrating 
its application to aid a security 
expert for better threat analysis.

The Machine learning models are able 
to recall 80% of discussions on forums 
relating to malicious hacking. Currently, 
this system on average collects 305 high-
quality cyber threat warnings each week.

6 Alnabulsi & Islam, 2019

Examining the dark web forums 
using the onion routing(tor) and 
performing affect analysis on the 
dark web forums which will be 
useful for measuring the presence 
of illicit subjects.

dark web forums are analyzed 
to examine the most common 
activities in illicit subjects such 
as drugs, violence, forgery, and 
piracy.

The results are based on the analysis 
of three dark web forums which shows 
that the most common topic of interest 
is piracy, hacking, drugs, politics, 
revolution, weapons, and guns.

7 Alharbi et al., 2021

A customized Python Crawler is 
used to scrape data from the Tor 
Dark web to analyze the internal 
structure of the Tor web graph 
and examine the presence of 
bow-tie structure as found in the 
World Wide Web(WWW).

The nodes of the graph represent 
an individual Tor hidden service 
while the edge denoted a 
hyperlink from one service to the 
other. Various graph metrics are 
computed and analyzed for both 
digraphs and undirected graphs.

The graph constructed from the 
collected data consisted of 48,174 nodes 
and 1,03,526 edges. When the graph 
is analyzed it is found that the average 
distance between two nodes of the graph 
of the dark web is almost equal to that 
of the surface web, however, the bow-tie 
structure differed as IN and LSCC had 
smaller size and OUT had a bigger size 
when compared to the surface web.

8 Kawaguchi and Ozawa, 2019

VirusTotal and Gred Engine are 
used to judge the URLs of the 
dark web we crawled, to provide 
a blacklist-based detection 
software.

A system to collect malicious 
sites over the dark web is 
proposed for the safeguard of 
legitimate users.

The proposed system scored an 
efficiency of 0.82 accuracy according to 
the F1- score.

9 Narayanankutty, 2021

SDSec(Software Defined 
Security) along with 
MDE(Model-Driven 
Engineering) has been proposed 
to be used as an efficient way to 
reduce large problems to improve 
security.

SDSec(Software Defined 
Security) when combined 
with MDE(Model-Driven 
Engineering) and with the 
help of models can address the 
security issues faced in IoT and 
self-adaptation of models would 
ensure that this architecture will 
improve with time.

The SDSec architecture adapts and 
improves over time which largely 
increases the security of IoT systems 
and can help in achieving end-to-end 
security in IoT.

10 Zhang et al., 2014

Security issues in the power 
internet of things are studied 
and security frameworks are 
proposed.

Different possible attacks in each 
layer of IoT are explained along 
with their countermeasures for 
the improvement of security.

A global perspective security framework 
is proposed with security policies and 
measures considering various kinds of 
technologies and smart devices.
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Security

All smart devices are connected to the Internet so personal or sensitive data could be leaked and compro-
mised. Hence the security of the data, maintaining privacy, establishing trust are some basic dimensions 
of IoT Security (Ammar et al., 2018). To maintain the security of IoT products, we need to address the 
issues of Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication, and Non-Repudiation. (Xu et al., 2015)

REQUIREMENTS OF IoT

Due to the penetration of Next Generation Network i.e. 5G, we are moving towards customer-centric 
more customized applications to enhance the Quality of life, which will play a significant role in the 
development of IoT. The basic requirement of IoT is to create a network of interconnected smart devices. 
Secondly, we want to get access to remote places where we could not reach earlier due to the limitation 
of connectivity. Third, analysis of the data, once we received the data from the remote places, to draw 
a meaningful conclusion out of it which will help the whole of mankind.

OVERVIEW OF ATTACKS

The figure 1 above shows the possible attacks in the OSI Model Layer.
Nowadays we are having an explosion in IoT-related products from small toasters to self-driving 

smart cars and smart buildings. As shown in Figure 1, According to Juniper Research, there are around 
46 billion IoT devices, this is an increase of about 200% compared to 2016. This number is expected to 
jump to 125 billion by 2030 (Source: Martech Advisor).

While this explosion offers a wide range of opportunities for manufacturers and consumers, it also 
poses major risks in terms of security. Without the security of these devices, hackers will be able to 
steal data of the users very easily and can even launch attacks on other devices. There are two kinds of 
attacks, as shown in Figure 1, related to security, Active and Passive. Both Active and Passive attacks 
can be done on IoT devices. We have some examples of such attacks on IoT devices like Mirai Botnet 
Attack (also known as Dyn Attack) of 2016 in which the largest DDoS attack ever took place which took 
down huge portions of Netflix, Twitter, The Guardian, Reddit, and CNN.

The devices like defibrillators and pacemakers of St. Jude Medical had vulnerabilities that allowed 
hackers to access and manipulate the devices. The Jeep, The Owlet WiFi Baby Heart Monitor, and several 
webcams had similar vulnerabilities that allowed hackers to access and control them.

Emerging Radio Based RF (Radio Frequency) Attacks

There is a class of threats that utilize the RF (Radio Frequency) attacking vector. It includes attacks on 
communication vectors like Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), radio, Wi-Fi, etc., as these tech-
nologies transmit and receive data using radio waves in the RF Spectrum. This attack works by recording 
the data transmitted from the sender device to the receiver radio device and replaying it at a later time. 
The vulnerability scans don’t look at the RF spectrum and also sidestep firewalls and network-based 
detection systems. RF-enabled devices offer hackers new opportunities to compromise system security. 
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Wireless keyboards and mice are most susceptible to this kind of attack. IoT and other computing devices 
with WiFi or Bluetooth capabilities have shown vulnerabilities that can be exploited.

SECURITY IN IoT AND ITS CHALLENGES

A vulnerability is a weakness that can be exploited by the hacker to gain access and control the device. 
The most common vulnerability is weak/easily guessable passwords or even hardcoded passwords. They 
can be easily brute-forced using a simple Dictionary attack.

Figure 1. Overview of attacks corresponding protocols, functions and threats
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Data threats and Data breaches are also possible due to weak security and unsecured, unencrypted 
networks. Even with just a little bit of data, a lot of information can be available. The more details found 
about the user, the easier it is to target him.

The IoT devices are also susceptible to Man-in-the-Middle attacks. This is a concept where an at-
tacker or a hacker intercepts a communication between two systems. The attacker can use the captured 
information for identity theft or other types of fraud.

Hackers can compromise IoT devices connected to the internet and use them to carry out attacks. 
They commandeer such devices by installing a backdoor or some other malicious code and then use 
their collective power to target larger targets in DDoS attacks, spamming, or even spying on someone. 
With just enough information available the attacker can use social engineering to manipulate the targets 
so they give up credential information. (Liu, X., 2013)

A Layered Approach for Attacks

Architecture of IoT

There isn’t a single architecture for IoT which is universally accepted. Architectures vary from researcher 
to researcher. Many different architectures have been proposed by researchers. Due to enhancements 
in IoT, many researchers believe that three-layer architecture cannot fulfill the requirements and thus 
prefer the four-layer architecture. Some even prefer the five-layer architecture five-layer architecture for 
privacy and security purposes.

Three-layer Architecture

It was proposed in the early stages of the development of IoT and is very basic in nature fulfilling the 
essentials of IoT.

Perception Layer, Network Layer, and Application Layer are the 3 layers that make up the Three-
layer Architecture

1.  Perception layer- This layer is also known as the sensor layer and has the responsibility to identify 
things and collect information from them. RFID, 2-D barcode sensors are the kind of sensors inte-
grated with this layer. They collect various information like motion, location, vibration, humidity, 
etc. (Wu et al., 2010)

2.  Network layer- This layer is also known as the transmission layer as it works as a crossover be-
tween the perception and the application layer. It is highly sensitive to attacks as it transmits the 
information collected from physical objects with the help of sensors either wired or wirelessly. (Hu 
and Chen., 2012)

3.  Application layer- This layer provides services to the applications based on the information col-
lected from the sensors. When used in certain areas, it has vulnerabilities due to the fact that the 
devices used have weak computational power and a low amount of storage, for instance, a Zigbee. 
(Zhou and Shi., 2013)
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Four-layer Architecture

Due to continuous development in IoT, a Four-layer architecture was introduced as the three-layer archi-
tecture was very basic and was unable to fulfill all the requirements of IoT. It has the same three layers 
as the previous architecture with an extension of one extra layer called the support layer.

1.  Support layer- To overcome the flaws of the 3 layer Architecture, the support layer was introduced. 
This layer was primarily added for security in the IoT Architecture. The support layer ensures that 
the information is sent by an authentic user and is protected from threats. It is also responsible 
for transmitting information to the network layer. The information can be shared both wired and 
wireless.

Five-layer Architecture

Though the four-layer architecture played an important role in the development of IoT, it had issues related 
to storage and security. Therefore a new five-layer architecture was proposed by researchers to make 
IoT more secure. It had three common layers of the previous architecture namely perception, transport, 
and application layer, and two extra layers. These extra layers are the Processing layer and the Business 
layer. (Xueping et al., 2014) This layer has the ability to make IoT more secure.

These new extra layers are explained below:

1.  Processing layer- This layer is also known as the middleware layer. It processes the information 
collected from the transport layer and removes supplementary information that has no meaning.

2.  Business layer- This layer acts as a manager of the whole system and is responsible for the man-
agement of and control of the application and the business profit model of IoT. It also manages the 
user’s privacy. Vulnerability in this layer can lead to misuse of the application.

Kinds of Attacks in Different Layers

The different types of attacks in different layers are given below.

Perception Layer

1.  Eavesdropping - In Eavesdropping, information is stolen by intercepting private communications 
transmitted over a network. Unsecure networks are vulnerable to this kind of attack.

2.  Fake Node and Malicious - Fake and malicious nodes of data are added by the attacker to stop 
transmitting the real information and potential control that can destroy the network.

3.  Replay Attack - Also known as playback attack, in this attack the attacker intercepts authentic 
information from the conversation between sender and receiver. The attacker then uses this infor-
mation as proof of identity and authenticity.

4.  Timing Attack - Devices with weak computing capabilities are vulnerable to this kind of attack. 
Attackers extract secrets in the security by observing time taken by several queries, inputs, or 
cryptographic algorithms.

Network Layer
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I.  Denial of Service (DOS) Attack - A Denial of Service (DoS) attack is an attack meant to shut 
down a machine or network, making it inaccessible to its intended users. DoS attacks accomplish 
this by flooding the target with traffic or sending it information that triggers a crash (Rohit et al., 
2019).

II.  Man in the middle(MITM) Attack - In MITM the attacker intercepts or alters the information 
between the sender and the receiver, according to his needs where the sender and the receiver 
believe they are directly communicating with each other.

III.  Storage Attack - In this kind of attack, the attacker accesses or manipulates the information which 
is stored either in storage devices or in the cloud.

IV.  Exploit Attack - In exploit attacks the attacker tries to gain control of the system by installing 
malicious software, backdoors, or by running a sequence of commands.

Application Layer

I.  Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) - A cross-site scripting vulnerability may be used by attackers to 
bypass access controls and to inject client-side scripts into web pages viewed by others. (Shiaeles 
et al., 2019)

II.  Malicious Code Attack - It is a piece of code written to damage the system or to cause undesirable 
changes. This could be detected by the antivirus software.

Support Layer

I.  Denial of Service (DoS) Attack - In this layer too, a DoS attack can be used by the attacker.
II.  Malicious Insider Attack - It is a kind of attack in which an authorized user accesses the personal 

information of other users.

Processing Layer

I.  Malware - It refers to the application of viruses, spyware, adware, Trojan Horses, Worms, etc to 
steal the confidential information of the users.

Business Layer

I.  Business Logic Attack - A business logic attack is a flaw in programming which manages the 
exchange of information between a user interface and the application’s supporting database.

II.  Zero-day Attack - A zero-day is a vulnerability that is either unknown or a patch has not been 
developed yet. Until the vulnerability is hackers can keep on exploiting.

DEMYSTIFYING WEB

The entire web is divided into three categories i.e. Surface Web, Deep Web and Dark Web.
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Surface Web

It is that portion of the World Wide Web (WWW) that is readily available to the general public and ac-
cessible through standard web search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc. It is also known as Visible 
Web, Indexed Web, Indexable Web, or Lightnet and includes a fraction of the internet with approximately 
19 Terabytes of information which is just about 4% of the internet, as shown in Figure 2.

Any webpage that requires credentials for access is technically a part of the deep web as a search 
engine cannot access that information.

Issues & Challenges in Surface Web

The internet is a kind of place where no matter what you do, you always leave digital traces in one form 
or another. The downside of the surface web is there are trolls, stalkers pornographic content, data ex-
ploitation, Identity theft, hacking, intrusion of privacy, etc.

Figure 2. Demystifying web
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Deep Web

As shown in Figure 2, it is the portion of the internet that is not fully accessible through standard search 
engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc. It includes pages that are not indexed, fee for service (FFS) sites, 
private databases, and the Dark web. Deep Web has approximately 7500 Terabytes of information con-
taining at least 4.5 billion websites and most of it is publicly available. It consists of around 96% of the 
internet. It includes information that is encrypted and is not available publicly.

Dark Web

It is that portion of the internet that contains the content which is encrypted and is not indexed by con-
ventional search engines. It is accessed using the TOR Browser which uses the onion routing. There is 
a great deal of anonymity that comes with using the dark web when compared to traditional websites. It 
has a reputation for being associated with illicit and unethical activities. It is home to online marketplaces 
for drugs, guns, stolen credit cards, exchanges for stolen data, and other illegal activities (Baravalle et al., 
2016). Despite this, there are very legitimate reasons why people choose to use the dark web including 
political dissidents and others who want the privacy of information. (Mahor et al., 2016)

Issues & challenges with Dark Web and Deep Web

The combination of the dark web and cryptocurrencies makes it much easier for someone to commit 
certain crimes. There are websites on the dark web called marketplaces to buy illegal stuff like drugs, 
guns, hitmen for hire, child pornography, etc. (Bergman and M. K., 2001)

Even unknowingly stumbling on such stuff could gain attention from various law agencies and can 
get you in trouble. Silkroad, Valhalla, Pandora, BlackMarket, etc are examples of such marketplaces 
which were taken down recently. (Rajesh E, 2019)

While the dark web is synonymous with the criminal internet it also hosts many famous legitimate 
companies such as New York Times and Facebook.

The dark web is full of notorious things, for example, we can find forums that sell exploits of various 
things for money. There are forums that claim that they have the exploit for various vulnerabilities and 
sell IoT cyberattacks and such exploits for money.

These websites sell botnets of compromised IoT devices that can be used to launch DDoS attacks. 
(Bradbury D, 2014)

About Cryptocurrencies

Cryptocurrencies are the most popular modes of transactions on the dark web as they provide conve-
nient methods of obfuscating identities as well as transaction details. Stealth Addresses are used in 
transactions done via cryptocurrencies on a Blockchain network to hide parties involved in transactions. 
Bitcoin, Monero, and thorium are the most preferred coins to conduct transactions on the dark web. 
Recently Litecoin has gained popularity on the dark web as it has faster processing times compared to 
bitcoin and it also can be stored in offline wallets. It is also kind of “economically feasible” due to its 
less transaction fee.
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Misuse of Bitcoin, IoT & Crime

Cyber Criminals tend to use Bitcoin and other Cryptocurrencies as a payment method because they 
provide a combination of anonymity, ease of use, and the ability to circumvent international borders and 
regulations. Fraudsters also use cryptocurrency to launder money. Money launderers can use both Bitcoin 
mixing services and Bitcoin Exchanges. Random frequency of payments is done to mask illegitimate 
transactions. Bitcoin mixing allows fraudsters to mask the origin of their ill-gotten proceeds disassociat-
ing them from criminal activities to cash out the laundered money safely. (Alghamdi & Selamat, 2022)

In IoT devices, there are some severe threats due to various vulnerabilities. These include DDoS 
attacks, MITM (Man in the Middle) attacks, sniffing, and spoofing (Peng et al, 2019). For example in 
some smart security cameras, vulnerabilities could allow hackers to remotely view the camera foot-
age, stream audio output, and can even launch DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks using the 
infected device. The same was reported with other IoT devices like Fax Machines, Smart TVs, Smart 
Bulbs, Smart Homes, and even your Smartphone’s microphone.

History of Dark Web

Ian Clarke created a “Freenet” aimed to secure users against government intervention and cyber-attacks 
along with this the dark web officially appeared in the early 2000s. The U.S. Naval Research funded 
a project called The Onion Router (TOR) with the intention to allow spies to exchange information 
completely anonymously. In 2002 they released it into the public domain for everyone to use freely. The 
reason was simple so that they could remain anonymous and if there were many people using it then 
distinguishing the messages of the US Military from the other thousands of people would be tedious.

It’s called The Onion Router because it uses layers of encryption to maintain anonymity.

Darknet Concepts for IoT Security

It turns out that darknet may actually provide a key to more secure IoT applications. We can run hidden 
onion services on IoT, that are used in the Tor networking. We can simply understand this as the user 
transmits a service that is hidden from other nodes on the Tor Network and only devices with the right 
authentication key are able to actually route and communicate with each other. There are drawbacks to 
this solution like speed and dependency on each peer node to relay information. This does provide an 
interesting new approach that may provide new ideas and innovation around the next generation of secure 
communication and privacy. The IoT network can use the current Tor concept as the current darknet 
uses it for security purposes instead of criminal.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES OR TECHNIQUES

With the expansion of IoT in the market, the number of potential risks has also expanded. The first wave 
of IoT attacks started when the Mirai Botnet compromised IoT devices like IP Cameras and routers, 
forming botnets targeting millions of devices around the world.

Personal information gets collected and stored on these devices such as your name, age, health data, 
location, etc. which can get stolen by the attackers. IoT devices pose a dangerous threat to everyone’s 
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internet safety. Attackers always lookout for new ways to hack systems and gain access to data. Security 
of the IoT networks should be the foremost priority as such a huge number of devices are connected to 
them. We can follow some basic common practices like always using strong and unique passwords for 
all of our devices and should also change them regularly. We should always avoid passwords that are 
easily guessed such as “password”, “abcd123”, “qwerty123” or your full name with age or Date of birth.

We must not use unsecured networks with vulnerabilities as they can be easily stolen by attackers.

Layer Wise Attacks Countermeasures

Perception Layer

The most common attacks in this layer are eavesdropping, replay attacks, fake node injection, RFID 
attacks, hardware tempering, etc. (Ahmed et al., 2017)

The following countermeasures can be taken-

Authentication

Proper authentication of the devices should be done to keep out malicious devices. (Gupta et al., 2016)

Encryption

Data should be encrypted to minimize the risk of data tampering.
RFID attacks can be prevented by the introduction of authentication based on Hash.
For the prevention of eavesdropping, we can use a personalized firewall or a Virtual Private Network 

(VPN).
Replay attacks can be prevented by tagging each encrypted component with a session ID and a com-

ponent number. (Mahlous, A. 2019)

Network Layer

The most common types of attacks in the network layer are DoS attacks, MITM, storage attacks, etc. 
(Chahid et al., 2017)

• Data Privacy - Data Privacy in the IoT can be achieved by point-to-point encryption. Confidential 
data can be achieved by converting data to code that is indecipherable.

• Data Integrity - Data Integrity can be achieved by applying cryptographic hash functions to the 
data. (Tweneboah-Koduah et al., 2017)

• DoS attacks can pose a serious threat if ignored - They can be spotted by monitoring the in-
bound traffic in the networks. Spoofing Prevention can also help in the prevention of DoS attacks, 
by checking that a source address is consistent with the stated site of origin and by using filters to 
stop dial-up connections from spoofing. (Ullah et al., 2019)

• MITM attacks - The MITM attacks can be prevented by using a strong layer of encryption 
between the client and the server-side. This point-to-point encryption is the best way to prevent 
MITM attacks. (Ahemd et al., 2017)
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Processing Layer

Cloud attacks are the most common types of attacks in the processing layer as the data is sent to the cloud 
at this phase. Encryption should be used for securing sensitive data and should always be stored in an 
encrypted format. We can use web application scanners which can help in detecting a potential attacker.

FRS (Fragmentation Redundancy Scattering)

FRS can be used to minimize the risk of data leakage by scattering the data on different servers into 
different fragments. The fragmented data won’t have any significant information by itself. (Abomhara 
& Geir M. Køien, 2015)

Application Layer

The risk assessment technique can be used to minimize the risk of threats in the application layer by 
continuously detecting threats of the system, applying their patches and updates to improve the security 
of the system. (Pal et al., 2020)

We can use software like Antivirus, Anti-spyware, and Anti-adware so as to maintain the security of 
the system. Firewalls can also be used to filter unwanted traffic and packets. Firewalls can also help in 
the prevention of DoS attacks. (Zhang et al., 2014)

CONCLUSION

Security in IoT is of prime importance, it needs to be addressed properly to make it more secure. But due 
to the heterogeneous architecture of IoT, it is very vulnerable to security threats. In this paper, an honest 
attempt is made to explore the IoT in terms of its characteristics, architecture, and attacks with regard 
to different layers of IoT architecture. Security issues and challenges of the Surface web, deep web, and 
dark web are also discussed. Misuse of Bitcoin, IoT & Criminal activities in the dark web along with 
issues in cryptocurrency is also discussed.

It tries to identify the most common vulnerabilities and attacks which can affect IoT communication 
and provides probable preventive measures, which makes the IoT more secure. Different counter strate-
gies were also discussed in order to protect from various attacks.

Further researchers can work on newer forms of threats that are not known or maybe very rarely 
used by the hackers.
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ABSTRACT

The need for more comfortable and humane living spaces has accelerated the development of smart 
homes. Many extremely intelligent houses are part of the internet of things. It operates with the dark web 
and ensures the privacy of incognito relays and massive data to properly manage customer requests. This 
increased demand gives rise to a great deal of concern regarding scalability, efficiency, and safety for 
a smart home system. Detailed data or the lowest levels that can be in a target set are granular data. In 
this chapter, the authors present the combination of integrating block-chain technology, dark web, and 
cloud computing in an effective manner. Blockchain technology is decentralized because it can serve 
processing services. To ensure the safety of the smart home network, the model employs multivariate 
correlation analysis and the detection of correlations between traffic functions. The performance of the 
architecture was evaluated with various performance parameters, and blockchain was found to be an 
effective security solution for future networks on the internet.
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INTRODUCTION

The “Internet of Things” (IoT) is a collection of devices that “produce,” “analyse,” and “communicate” 
massive amounts of vital data and information concerning security and secrecy. Many new IoT net-
workable gadgets are small and energy-efficient. Because the bulk of available energy and computer 
systems must be used to develop core applications, providing inexpensive security and privacy support 
is extremely difficult. (Alam et al., 2012) Robust authentication systems are sometimes too expensive 
for “Internet of Things” applications due to energy consumption and overhead processes (IoT). Lately, 
the Dark Web has been discovered as a significant source of high-quality cyber-security data that can 
be recognised, studied, and transformed into meaningful cyber threat data using the correct methodolo-
gies and technology.

Security and data protection must be lightweight, scalable, and distributed to meet IoT requirements. 
To safeguard users’ security, existing approaches frequently expose noisy or partial data, which might 
hinder some IoT apps from providing personalised services (Xu et al., 2016). Furthermore, numerous 
cutting-edge security frameworks emphasise the traffic nature and single point of failure, which are not 
necessarily ideal for IoT due to the scale’s difficulties (Lutolf et al., 1992). Blockchain (BC) technol-
ogy (Shin et al., 2017) potentially addresses Bitcoin’s first crypto-currency system’s issues in terms of 
distribution, security, and privacy.

Public Keys are produced and communicated to the network by Bitcoin users identified by changing 
monetary transactions. This block is where users divide transactions. When a block is completed, BC 
adds a mining procedure. Miners; attempt to answer a cryptographic riddle that costs resources called 
the Proof of Work (POW), which first solves the problem by blocking the new BC block (Song et al., 
2016). According to (Pishva et al., 2008), introducing BC into IoT is complex. It poses several significant 
challenges, including high resource demands for the solution of POW, long transaction confirmation 
latency, and low scalability due to transactions and blocks broadcast across the network. We proposed a 
new instantiation of BC because the POW concert has been eliminated, and the coins are required. Our 
suggested framework is built on and distributed on hierarchical structure confidence, keeping with the 
safety and privacy of BC while being better fitted to the particular demands of the IoT.

We have demonstrated our concepts in a bright house, but we have an agnostic framework that m 
may apply in different IoT contexts (Singh et al., 2017). The design has three levels: intelligent home, 
minefield, and minefield centres indicated in Figure 1, service providers, cloud storage, cellphones, 
and personal PCs form an Overlay network of Smart Homes (Manojkumar et al., 2018.) The Overlay 
network provides functionality to our design in a peer-to-peer fashion similar to the Bitcoin network. 
The overlay nodes are based on clusters (CH) to decrease overtime and overtime for the network. The 
CHS keeps a BC public overlay and two other crucial entries. On the Dark web, cyber attackers plan, 
organise and discuss attacks. This method allows us to access several sources that malicious attackers 
choose and uncover issues in real-time, including zero-day issues (Rawat et al., 2021).

The Following is a list of the keys: Request key lists, which are lists of PKs, overlay users who can 
access data for intelligent homes linked to this cluster; Request key lists, which are lists of PKs of smart 
households combined into this cluster, can access data. The storage and exchange of data on smart home 
devices are called “cloud storage.” The details of cloud overlay and storage have been investigated. The 
purpose of this paper is to go through the specifics of our smart home concept in great depth (Sharma et 
al., 2017). First, we will go through setting up IoT devices and complete transactions. BC enables secure 
IoT device and data access control on a local and private level. In addition, the BC keeps a permanent 
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record of transactions that can be connected to third parties to provide specific services. The design’s 
safety is based on several factors, including (1) indirect defaults and (2) The smart home and the overlay 
have different transaction structures. In smart home devices, symmetrical encryption is employed to 
guarantee lightweight security. We find that the smart home is secret, secure, and accessible, and that 
may consider critical security threats such as connection attacks (10) and distributed denial of service 
(DDOS). Finally, we use simulations to illustrate quantitative findings, demonstrating that our approach 
yields relatively low overheads. The key design sources will be presented in the remainder of the study.

RELATED WORKS

We will explore both current solutions and technology in this part.

The Blockchain is Distributed

Blockchain is a technique that ensures coherence by keeping all members and continuously updating 
the Blockchain ledger with new transactions. The Blockchain is an accurate, accountable system that 
prevents transactions from being lost. Bloc-chain maintains transaction legitimacy by storing the trans-
action’s node register and distributing it over the whole network (He et al., 2018). The emergence of the 
Internet and its cryptographic technology allows all participants to check their transaction liabilities, 
removing the need for approved third parties and achieving a single point of failure. Continuous records 
enable data monitoring and fundamentally transparent Blockchain records when data transactions occur 
across several organisations’ own and maintained networks. Anyone with internet access may monitor 
and analyse all activity.

Furthermore, specific Blockchain networks, like Ethereum, have an “intelligent agreement” capa-
bility, generating contracts when specific terms are met. It appears that will preserve Blockchain and 
IoT technology. The industry, as well as the governmental sector’s strong support, has already been 
received. One of the most exciting aspects of blockchain technology is that data is not maintained in 
a single, totally decentralised location. It eliminates the necessity for a central string agency and gives 
individual users control.

Furthermore, Blockchain technology provides supply chain management with traceability and cost 
savings. It is used to trace the flow of items and their origin, quality, and other factors. The B2B eco-
system gains a new level of transparency due to this.

Blockchain is a distributed database that stores data in a structured list manner. The Blockchain 
contains only genuine transactions, and the network examines the validity and invalidation of the new 
trade-in of a previous transaction. The Blockchain will be added to the latest data block only after the 
computer agrees on the transaction’s legitimacy (Varatharajan et al., 2019). The consensus within the 
network is based on different voting techniques and work that is most commonly dependent on how far 
network users can access and verify transactions contained in the block, and c can permanently add it 
to the league. It should be simple to alter, using Block-chain verification as a network store participant.

Transactions are part of the corpus. Every block of the book has a header and footer, as seen in Fig. 
1. The header section stores high values, with time stamps on the current and previous blocks. The in-
dexing technique is used to get block data (Zheng et al., 2018).
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Green Cloud Computing

Green cloud computing is the study and practice of designing, producing, using, and disposing of com-
puters, workstations, and infrastructure components. The main issues are computing resource efficiency 
and fostering ecologically responsible computer systems (Rawat et al., 2021). Cloud researchers take 
advantage of enabling a computer system into account. Cloud computing provides a pay-per-use service, 
which reduces the need for a significant upfront expenditure. The five major components in establishing 
an efficient smart home are cloud computing, virtualisation, multiple-lease, cloud storage, hypervisors, 
and the cloud network (Rawat et al., 2021).

It should finish the Service Level Agreement (SLA) for the various services provided by third-party 
organisations that meet quality standards. Smart homes with all nodes will communicate data through 
an intelligent gateway to the cloud

Cloud computing provides green computing equipment that is flexible, regionally distributed, cost-
effective, and energy-efficient. The consumption of energy and carbon emissions from cloud infrastructure 
is two major concerns. In a cloud, the process is the primary driver for energy efficiency in terms of 
existing logic groups or computer resources. There are several techniques to virtualisation that m may 
use to eliminate energy inefficiency and minimise carbon extractions. According to recent research, a 
cloud-based migration tool can save carbon emissions by 30% per user.

Various alternative ways also present a cost-effective methodology for calculating service prices 
and energy-saving solutions. Several elements will be considered when assessing energy consumption, 
including a single unit task, associated analytical tools, the empirical approach, and various run-time 
tasks and workload scheduling.

IoT SMART HOME CHALLENGES

Real-life communication raises significant security, confidence, and confidentiality issues. The Internet of 
Things has already been subjected to several security threats and attacks. Because of the large transmis-
sions, certain attackers can target necessary network data transfers, such as a man-in-the-middle (MitM) 
assault or a DoS/DDoS attack. The Internet of Things (IoT) raises several unique privacy concerns, 
including those related to telephone and automotive tracking systems. The data is also actively sent to 
cloud storage for voice recognition processing.

Figure 1. Structure of Block-chain
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PROPOSED METHODOLGY

The proposed SH-BlockCC block would combine cloud computation and Blockchain technology to 
improve the smart home’s speed, scalability, and availability. In Figure 3, four elements are shown: the 
home layer, blockchain network, cloud, and service layer.

Smart Home Layer

A smart home is a collection of intelligent families that includes a variety of Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices.

Distributed Block-chain Layer

Blockchain has recently attracted the interest of stakeholders in a variety of sectors. Blockchain technology 
allows for distributed modification of programmes that previously relied on a trustworthy intermediary. 
It is a distributed directory that efficiently and checkable records various transactions along the chain 
without a master host. They might implement similar practices under the same service contract without 
a central authority. Blockchain is a distributed network that allows individuals to communicate empiri-
cally without the need for trusted intermediaries (Sukheja et al., 2019).

Blockchain Distribution in Cloud Computing

There was a mistake. Users may store data safely and decentralised using the Cloud Distribution concept. 
This is accomplished by employing Blockchain capabilities like books, public/private key encryption, 
and so on, which we described before in this post. Because of the system’s decentralised nature, it is 
impossible to compromise the central servers.

Trust and decentralisation:

Blockchain provides a decentralised framework without a single transactional authority. The nodes in 
the network should agree when accepting the transaction order to ensure Blockchain confidence (Li et 
al., 2020).

Complete Privacy

In Blockchain, each user has a key. Can solve various privacy difficulties by storing encrypted user data 
pieces in cryptocurrency systems (Singh et al., 2016).

Dark Web

This sub-component has been crawling some black websites in depth using the TOR proxy. To do so, 
the crawler is provided with a list of onion URLs that correspond to cyber communities or markets 
that offer cybercrime tools and zero-day security defects, and it examines the discussions for relevant 
information (Rawat et al., 2021).
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High Quality and Facilitate Usage Resource

With its distributed application, it quickly measures resources. An intelligent agreement, for example, 
must fulfil a demanding resource algorithm with certain encrypted features. And this request enables a 
sophisticated computer contract with a resource algorithm to be created on-demand, which automatically 
pays for the payment when the function is completed.

To summarise, the purpose of blockchain services is to improve qualitative traceability of resource 
use (Singh et al., 2017) so that SLA can be checked by both clients and reported service providers and 
the party responsible can determine faults.

Blockchain Transaction Processing in the Smart House

All devices are managed and stored in the local Blockchain via transactions. Local communication 
between devices or between overlay knots can do this. For some tasks, like shopping and access, moni-
toring, formation mode, each transaction is programmed,

and removed. The entire Diffie-Hellman algorithm transaction uses a shared key (Sharma et al., 2014). 
A legitimate transaction is added to construct an intelligent home employing a shared key. The unit is 
added to the minor is increased by one unit. The weight hacking procedure aims to identify changes in 
transaction content. Minors are given the device to administer the transaction using a shared key. The 
children examine the policy heading before handing over the key and requesting permission from the 
owner. As a result, the device can communicate as long as the key is active. To add a new device to 
the genesis process, two techniques for data access are used: local access and cloud access. The miner 

Figure 2. Smart home architecture (SHA)
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receives an application from the equipment that checks and stores local data for local approval. A miner 
can request cloud storage information and return it to the cloud.

A transaction is a term used to describe a process. The device requires local authentication. Therefore, 
miners are dispatched to save the weather device in exchange for authorisation. The key is shared with 
the local storage device when permission is granted, and the data is saved directly into the local storage. 
The same blocks are required to store data in the cloud. The user will authenticate the block and hash 
numbers before storing data. After successful authentication, user data packages are saved in the block-
ing process in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) order with a hash.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In a variety of scenarios, the suggested architecture has been carefully studied. An accuracy test of a 
network traffic attack detection model has been built. With intelligence, the security model analyses the 
detection of anomalies in the network. The assessment records are presented in this section. In addition, 
we examine performance in the intelligent and independent home using Blockchain technology.

Performance Evaluation using Blockchain Technology

We compute the smart home and the overlay confidentially for autonomous operation. We evaluate the 
various models of the proposed performance in this model. Here, two simulators are used:

Cooja: Contiki OS is used to build it, as it is one of the best OSs for a tiny amount of memory and 
processing power. Cooja is designed for IoT devices with few resources. It emulates different IoT device 

Figure 3. A look at the smart home, open-source, and cloud-based overlay networks
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functions, including lighting, heating, and pressure. Netsim: The simulator and emulator for IoT network 
applications are being tested. We have been testing the performance of overlays here. The suggested 
blockchain model has overhead and time-consuming computations on a smart home device. Because the 
local block manager processes all transactions and encrypts them symmetrically and asymmetrically, 
Cooja and Netsim utilise the local block manager time to evaluate this.

The memory use of SH-BlockCC is shown in Figure 7., which offers a single, two, and five blocks 
dark web of memory transaction for various block sizes. Increasing the number of transactions per block 
minimises memory usage. A fixed transaction consumes more memory as the number of blocks increases. 
According to the findings, less is utilised with stronger memory, and vice versa. If the transaction grows 
by blocks, a new partnership is automatically created when it reaches the block size limit. However, con-
sumption has been increasing. As a result, storage use is reduced because more transactions are per block.

Scaling the Block-chain

Network overhead is the amount of bandwidth, energy, memory, and time that each sensor node consumes 
inside a network. To scale the Blockchain, we needed about 100 nodes. In the simulation, m measured 

Figure 4. Network delay

Figure 5. Network overhead
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the latency and bandwidth usage per node. We enhance the network size concerning communicated 
nodes. The delay of different microblock numbers is displayed. Because there are numerous knots in 
the smaller network, the latency rate is initially low. However, when the web grows in size, the latency 
rate rises as the nodes take longer to respond. As shown in Fig., network bandwidth consumption is ris-
ing with increased network size and block number. Because all blocks are sent to the networks through 
radio, this is the case. The performance and comparability between our suggested framework and the 
hardware delay model are shown in Figures 5 and 6. To improve its performance, the suggested archi-
tecture incorporates the Blockchain idea.

The contrasts between the supporting framework and the core model of delays and performance 
are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The suggested architecture incorporates the perforation extension of the 
Blockchain concept.

TRP and FPR are performance precision metrics used to determine the suggested model. The FRT 
(false positive ratio) is a measuring system. The positive and negative probabilities of the TPR-FPR and 
FR-to-TNR (genuine negative relationship) positive and negative probabilities are calculated. Compared 

Figure 6. Bandwidth

Figure 7. Over-all latency and throughput (Normal case)
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to TRW-CB, NetAD, and MaxEnt, the SH-BlockCC produces superior results. Initial results from a 
limited number of judgements, primarily on clear web scan, show that nearly all of the obtained URLs 
include relevant cyber-threat information, with the proportion being higher (as expected) for IoT and 
dark web (Rawat et al., 2021). In the usual situation, throughput increases, blocks get more prominent, 
and transactions become larger. It becomes uniform over some time, grows, and gradually recovers.

CONCLUSION

These days, the IoT security business and academics have gotten much attention. Due to their high energy 
requirements and overhead processing, current security solutions aren’t ideal for IoT. We previously 
recommended leveraging Bitcoin’s BC or immutable block ledger to overcome these issues. A smart 
home idea was utilised as an example in a sample case study. In this article, we outline the numerous 
vital components of the intelligent home business and various transactions and procedures. We also 
offered comprehensive security and privacy analysis. Cloud computing expands the smart domain by 
allowing users to access cloud resources. The efficient broker oversees the selection of energy-efficient 
service providers and blockchain technology for end-users and peer-to-peer connections that will enable 
untrustworthy nodes to connect to a cost-effective processing network. Encryption, hacking, underground 
intelligent home networks and network overlays have all been employed in blockchain technology. The 
recovery of relevant gathered material from smart buildings for cyber-security via IoT and blockchain 
technologies and the dark web is among the study goals. Acceptable transactions between device and 
operator will be made accessible when the policy header and shared widget/minor key authorisation are 
established. In the intelligent home traffic relations detecting network, we discussed MCA methods. 
The suggested architecture often includes a network attack and response mechanism in smart homes. 
Our suggested architecture can efficiently secure an intelligent home because of the receiver operation 
(ROC), CPU utilisation, overhead transmission time, and overhead network.
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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 virus has affected every country on the globe; India is amongst the most with over 3.39 
billion people who have been infected, and computer use has expanded since. As cybercrime (breach-
ing, spoofing, DDOS assault, and phishing) is one of the most serious problems facing society today, 
it’s crucial to understand what causes such attacks. Although many methods have been proposed to 
detect cybercrime, criminological theory of crime is one of them. But the most successful method for 
detecting these malicious activities is machine learning. This is because most of the cyberattacks have 
some common characteristics which can be identified by machine learning methods. In this context, an 
approach has been made in the chapter to review machine learning methods to understand the traits 
of cyber-criminals and crime committed on the dark web along with suitable methods to tackle them.

INTRODUCTION

The internet is probably the most powerful technological invention today and continues to change the 
daily life of almost everyone in the world. Millions of people use the Internet, and many thousands more 
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enter the Internet daily. Not only has the Internet changed the way we interact with others and learn, 
but it has also permanently changed the way we live. As internet and computer technology continues 
to flourish; cyber guilty mind person has found ways to use this technology as a tool for their deviant 
actions. Cybercrime is a new type of crime that is committed using information or related technology. 
Cybercrime is different and more brutal than traditional / common crimes because crimes are committed 
electronically which makes it difficult to track and identify such type of cybercriminals. The most com-
mon type of cybercrime includes, data breach, cyber threat, identity theft, DDos attack etc. (Scarpitti et 
al., 2009) Within the realm of crime, there are several common theories that aim to explain why some 
people engage in illegitimate activity, while others avoid it. However, these theories were intended to 
explain the crimes committed in the ‘real world’, they are also applicable to cybercrime type of threat. 
These theories include differential association theory, community learning theory, low self-control theory, 
general strain theory, hypothesis of frustration anger, general work theory, crime prevention theory and 
rational choice theory. This chapter will consider the characteristics of the above ideas, to identify the 
most common causes of cybercrime.

Criminological Theories for the Prediction of Criminal Profiling Based on Traits

Edwin Sutherland’s social learning theory is a conventional theory of crime and has been utilized to 
explain the various traits of criminal behaviors. This theory concretizes within it four fundamental prem-
ises that include differential association, definitions, differential reinforcement, and imitation (Burruss 
et al.,2012) (Agnew,1992).

A different relationship refers to people who have acquired the motives and skills for committing 
crimes by associating or being exposed to others who are already involved in crime (i.e., associating with 
a rebellious peer group). Different reinforcement means rewards associated with certain criminal behavior. 
These criminal behaviors are often learned through the process of imitation, which occurs when people 
learn actions and behaviors by observing and listening to others. Thus, when a person commits a crime, 
he imitates such acts and sees others participate in them (Agnew,1992). About cybercrime, research has 
found that social learning theory can explain the development and ongoing problem of software piracy 
related crime. (Hinduja and Kooi, 2013)In their software crime research, (Burruss et al.,2012), reported 
that people who engage in software crime, learn, and later adopt the wrong behavior. Software crime 
requires skill and knowledge to be achieved and a deviant group of people initially learn these skills from 
professionals. Another theory i.esocial control theory assumes that people can see the advantages of 
crime and are capable of inventing and executing all sorts of criminal acts on the spot—without special 
motivation or prior training. It assumes that the impulse to commit crime is resisted because of the costs 
associated with such behavior.

Even though social learning theory explains the importance of external factors influencing criminal 
involvement, the low self-control theory states that low self-control is an important factor in crime. The 
theory was developed primarily by forensic scientists Michael Gottfredson and Travis Hirschi. They 
have shown that their theory of self-control can explain all forms of crime, (Hinduja and Kooi, 2013) 
People with low self-control were characterized by risk, poor eyesight, impulsiveness and prefer simple 
and easy jobs. These factors limit a person’s ability to accurately calculate the consequences of a crime. 
According to this principle, crime is viewed to an end, and the ability to curb such cravings is related 
to self-control. Therefore, those who are inclined to get involved in crime should lack adequate self-
control. Also, a person with low self-control acts recklessly- without much thought and based on what 
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they are doing. This puts them at risk as they do not consider the consequences of their actions. Finally, 
low-income people are self-centered and have no empathy for others (Burruss et al.,2012). According to 
Gottfredson and Hirschi, low self-esteem occurs at the beginning of social interactions when caregivers 
work effectively in their care. Thus, negligent parents and careless parents may fail to associate with 
their child to properly delay self-gratification, concern for the feelings of others, and control of their own 
desires. As a result, youths with low self-control tend to become more prone to crime, and their criminal 
tendencies persist in later life. Symptoms of low self-esteem can be applied to other simple forms of 
computer crime, including cyber bullying, hacking, posting obscene material etc.

General Strain theory (GST) is a part of the social structure theories of crime, which “fit the positivist 
mode in that they contend that social forces push or influence people to commit crime”, social pushes 
include depression, failure to achieve good value goals (e.g., money), loss of valuable assets, and intro-
duction of negative values (e.g., physical abuse) etc, such social forces lead to negative emotions and 
propel the person to engage in wrongful conduct.

According to (Agnew,1992), depression is not a major cause of crime but of negative emotions 
such as anger and frustration. This is directly related to the frustration-anger hypothesis developed by 
Yale University psychologists. They believed that anger comes before frustration, and frustration can 
be seen in both aggressive and non-violent behavior (Kevin, 2013). In addition, these negative feelings 
required responsive responses to alleviate internal stress. Dealing with distorted behavior and violence 
can be especially true for young people because of their limited resources and inability to escape from 
tragic places. In their article, (Patchin & Hinduja, 2011) they concluded that general strain theory could 
be used to explain illegal behavior such as cyberbullying among teens. Cyberbullying is an ongoing 
and growing phenomenon in which teens use electronic medium to harass or intimidate their peers in 
a deliberate attempt to harm or directly. There are some unique features in offline digital setting, such 
as: anonymity, endless communication, and permanent stay. This new technology allows victims to be 
attacked at any time and the anonymity of cyber bullies makes it difficult to spot them. (Agnew,1992) 
points out that depression causes people to feel angry, frustrated, depressed, and the pressure to act. In 
response to this pressure, victims respond by seeking to take corrective action to alleviate the bad feel-
ings. Therefore, for some victims, cyberbullying is one of the most effective behavioral interventions 
for adolescents (Patchin & Hinduja, 2011) Together, the theory of common sense and the hypothesis 
of frustration anger, provides insight into how people, especially young people, respond and respond to 
negative stress, whether it be bullying or deviant behavior to reduce stress.

Routine Activity Theory was developed by Cohen and Felson to initially fill in the gaps in exist-
ing models that had failed to adequately address crime trends since the end of World War II. Cohen 
and Felson gave routine activity theory emphasized crime occurs when three elements converge: (i) a 
motivated offender, (ii) a suitable target, and (iii) the absence of a capable guardian (Bradford, 2013). 
A motivated criminal is a person who is determined to commit a crime when the opportunity arises. 
The appropriate target is the one indicated by the offender (e.g., credit card information). In addition, a 
competent caregiver covers anything that hinders the hijacker’s ability to get targeted (e.g., anti-virus, 
encryption). With the increasing use of the internet, criminals have found new opportunities to make 
their victims in a new environment. Researchers have reported some support in applying theory of com-
mon occupational theory in computer crime research (Kevin, 2013). People whose jobs put them in a 
situation where they can deal with criminals are at greater risk of harassment. Studies have shown that 
time spent on the Internet, overuse of online banking and online shopping, and risky online behavior put 
people at greater risk for criminals. People with these actions are more likely to be targeted for identity 
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theft. In addition, a lack of antivirus and network security are associated with increased vulnerability 
(Van Wilsem, 2011). Therefore, routine activity theory can be used, to some extent, to describe certain 
types of computer crimes.

Early detection of cybercrime and accurate prediction of attack development depends on the future 
actions available to the attackers, their intentions, and their motive — that is, the cybercriminal’s “profile” 
that describes the criminal organization (men’s rea) of the perpetrator. Typically, an “attacker profile” is 
a set of attacker qualities — both internal as motivations and skills, and externally as existing financial 
support and tools used. The description of the attacker profile allows us to determine the type of perpe-
trator and the complexity of the opposition ratings and may greatly simplify the attacker’s annotation 
process when investigating security incidents. Cybercrime is increasing day by day; this chapter provides 
insight into cybercrime profiles from crime perspectives. There is a need for a technical approach to a 
theoretical way to detect cybercrime before it happens. A machine learning algorithm can be used in 
this area to predict online attacks based on a set of data and cybercrime and criminal features. If we try 
to understand the threat of cybercrime by combining technology with theory, such situations can be 
easily solved. By using multiple algorithms in machine learning, we can predict cyber-attacks. Some 
of those approaches have been reviewed in this chapter, which will assist law enforcement agencies in 
dealing with cyber incidents.

Dark Web Related Crime and their Prediction using 
Various Machine Learning Algorithm

Digitalization has contributed significantly in the rapid proliferation of several forms of cyberattacks as 
technology has advanced. As most people are concerned about web security, this has become a critical 
problem. They move online to comply with their demands. As the Internet has grown in the mid-to-late 
1990s, it began to transform so many things on a worldwide scale. The most significant change ar-
rived in the form of rapid communication As long as you have an Internet connection, You can chat to 
anyone. The major source of worry is that the Internet was not developed with aspects such as privacy 
and anonymity in mind. As a result, everything may be monitored or traceable. But Some individuals 
are particularly worried about their privacy, and one such group existed in the mid-1990s. The Federal 
Government of the United States was a group of persons. A group of mathematicians and computer 
scientists. Working for the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), a branch of the US Navy, began develop-
ment of a novel concept known as Onion Routing. It allows us to communicate anonymously in both 
directions when the source and destination cannot be discovered by a third party (Chertoff et al.,2017) 
Overlay Network is used to do this. A network that is established on top of another network is known as 
an overlay network. That is the situation in our instance. The network is the Internet. The traffic in this 
case is routed over an overlay network, as depicted in Fig.-1

A Darknet is defined as a network that uses the onion routing technology. The Dark Web emerged 
because of the convergence of all these distinct darknets. People at NRL eventually believed that for the 
network to be anonymous, it required to be accessible to everyone, not only the US Government. As 
a result, the NRL was obliged to open source its own Onion routing system, which is Now the Onion 
Router (TOR) (Ciancaglini, et al., 2013).

As depicted in Fig. 2, the World Wide Web (www) is divided into three sections: the Surface Web, 
the Deep Web, and the Dark Web. The Surface Web, often known as the visible or indexed web, is eas-
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ily accessible to the public using regular web search engines. Surface online search engines provide just 
0.03 percent of results.

The Deep Web (Mirea et al., 2019) is the inverse of the surface web in that it is inaccessible to the 
general public. It’s also referred to as the Invisible or Hidden web. It is believed that the deep and dark 
web account for 96 percent of the Internet. It’s usually used for keeping things private. Netflix, internet 
banking, web mail, dynamic websites and databases, and anything password or paywall protected are 
examples of deep web sites.

The Dark Web (Naseem et al., 2016) which also refers to World Wide Web material but is not a part 
of the surface web, is likewise inaccessible by browsers that are ordinarily used to access the surface 
web. It evolved with the help of the United States Military, who utilized it to connect with intelligence 
assets stationed afar without being identified. The dark web is the area of the internet where most of the 
illicit and unpleasant activity occurs. The Dark Web is also utilized as an unlawful platform for Terror-
ism, Hacking and Fraud Services, Phishing and Scams, Child Pornography, and other criminal activities. 
The Dark Web is a subset of the Deep Web. The Dark Web offers concealed services.

The Dark Web is the epicenter of criminal attacks (Van Hout & Bingham, 2013). because it provides 
anonymity and serves as a bridge to the world of crime. Some of the most notable crimes that have oc-
curred in recent years are drug trafficking, human trafficking, informational leakage, child pornography, 
proxying, fraud, bit coin scam, arms trafficking, onion cloning, contract killer, torture and revenge porn. 
(Foltz, 2013) (Lacson & Jones, 2016)(Finklea et al., 2017)(da Cunhaet al., 2020)

The Dark Web may be used to perform a variety of cyberthreats. The most significant disadvan-
tage of the Dark Web is its anonymity, which increases the attacker’s confidence and makes it easier 
to assault the intended victim (Cambiasoet al., 2019) Some of the notable cyber threats are correlation 
attack, congestion attack, timing attack on TOR, traffic and timing attack, traffic fingerprinting attack, 

Figure 1. Overlay network
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distributed denial of service attack, hidden service attack, phishing, man in middle attack, SQL injection 
attack, dark web and malware and credential misuse, etc.

The Dark Web offers secret services that are terminated with an onion extension. For example, 
Facebook provides a secret service. Duck Duck Go is another search engine example. To reach the 
Dark Web, you must use specialized browsers. The Onion Router (TOR), Free Net, Riffle, Invisible 
Internet Project (I2P), and Whonix have been some of the browsers designed to directly access the Dark 
Web. Because of the dark web’s obscurity, it is an ideal setting for all types of severe unlawful activity, 
providing significant technological challenges for law enforcement organizations to investigate crimes 
committed on it. However, throughout the last decade, several investigations have been able to bring 
down unlawful networks that operate on the dark web.one such effort was conducted by (da Cunha et 
al., 2020) In their study they obtained the pedophile ring data directly from the dark web internet forum 

Figure 2. Layers of internet
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or message board investigated during Operation Darknet– i.e., an online discussion site where individu-
als could interact in the form of posted messages and files in conversations known as topics or threads. 
After that various mathematical calculation was used to track the offenders using their activity on dark 
web. (da Cunha et al., 2020)

Another technique to predict criminal behaviors is to slow down the Silk Road, where criminals 
engage in illegal activity. One such well-known move was carried out by North American authorities, 
who confiscated a significant internet black market responsible for the trade of illicit substances. (da 
Cunha et al., 2020)

Figure 3. Showing illegal cyber act on dark web (Balaji, N., 2020)

Figure 4. Cyber threats on dark web (Balaji, 2020)
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RESULTS

Summary on theoretical background in some cyber-attack where characteristics features can be used 
as a data set to forecast the cyber criminals and suggested machine learning and artificial intelligence 
method which can be used for future prediction.

Cosmos Bank Cyber-attack

Hacking (Malware attack) under organized crime According to the report of UN security council the 
crime was committed by the North Korea people. Characteristics of cybercriminal:

• First, this crime was committed by group of members.
• Criminals in this case have a wide area network.
• They were specifically trained to the act.
• Criminals have a centralized authority as the they were the money mule- people who serve as 

intermediaries for criminals and criminal organizations — acting on behalf of operators abroad.
• Then data of bank users was sold on dark web to fulfill their malicious intention. (Sangvai,2020)

UIDAI Aadhaar Software Hacked

• The purpose of criminal in this case to sell the data of users and Gain Profit for finance.
• Data breaching is possible if person have been skilled to do so.
• It’s a type of organized crime where data was first breached and then sold further to be misused. 

(Pali et al., 2020)

Canara Bank ATM Case

• Hackers used skimming devices to steal information and stolen amounts of up to 20 lakh rupees.
• Criminals had preplanned strategies for doing this act.
• They might be a localized technical person who has the knowledge about the location and vulner-

ably of the ATM. (Dhawan, 2019)

Justdial Data Breaching Case

• Criminal having the knowledge about the just dial website that it was running on unprotected 
application.

• In this case hackers can easily breach the details of users.

Unacademy, Big Basket and Haldi ram User Data Breach

• Offenders in this case hacked the high security website and breached around 11 million users’ data 
and sold this data on dark web.

• The purpose of the offenders is to gain financial profit.
• They are highly skilled person. (Singh, 2021).
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The Google Attack, 2020

• The attacker used several networks to spoof 167 Mpps (millions of packets per second) to 180,000 
exposed CLDAP, DNS, and SMTP servers, which would then send large responses to us.

• This demonstrates the volumes a well-resourced attacker can achieve: This was four times larger 
than the record-breaking 623 Gbps attack from the Mirai botnet a year earlier.

• It shows that attackers are now highly skilled and have wide area network to do so.
• This type of activity is conduct by organized criminal
• They have well proper management and other hierarchical arrangement to perform such act. 

(Nicholson, 2021) (Yuchong & Qinghui, 2021)

Mobi Kwik Data Breach

• According to reports, the data breach affected 3.5 million customers, revealing know-your-cus-
tomer records including addresses, phone numbers, Aadhaar cards, and PAN cards, among other 
things.

• Attackers might be used these data to sell on dark web and deep web.
• The whole purpose of attacker is to gain money.
• They to have a wide area network and perform such act in a preplanned manner.

Indian Bank Phishing Attack

• As per the findings of Bank’s security department, the phishers have sent more than 1,00,000 
emails to account holders of UTI Bank as well as other banks. “

• The attacker in this case was internal person
• Who is aware about the activity of the bank? And having the skilled knowledge about the same. 

(Singh, 2007) (Alkhalil et al., 2021)

Online Credit Card Fraud on E-Bay

• The modus operandi of the accused was to hack into the eBay India website and make purchases 
in the names of credit cardholders.

• The accused was a BCA student along with his friend.
• They are skilled and unsatisfied with their regular life.
• For gaining money and fulfilling their lavish need they did this crime. (Krebs, 2015)
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Discussion

CONCLUSION

Predicting crimes before they occur is simple to understand, but it takes a lot more than understanding 
the concept to make it a reality. This chapter has written to assist researchers aiming to make crime 
prediction a reality and implement such advanced technology in real life. These new technologies have 
resulted in the emergence of a new sort of crime known as cybercrime. Criminal conduct can be described 
by both criminological theories and machine learning algorithm. In this chapter, efforts have been made 
to review criminological theory and machine learning methods that can be used by researchers and law 
enforcement to forecast cybercrime.

Table 1. Criminological theories and traits of criminal which can be used as a feature for their forecasting

Criminological theories Traits

Self-control theory

1. poor eyesight, 
2. impulsiveness, 
3. prefer simple, 
4. self-satisfaction and 
5. easy jobs

Differential association theory
1. Motive, 
2. skills, 
3. revenge

Routine activity theory

1. Rationality, 
2. motivated to commit crime, 
3. suitable target and 
4. the absence of capable guardians

General strain theory
1. Failure to achieve positively valued goals. 
2. Removal of positive stimuli. 
3. Introduction of negative stimuli.

Social learning theory
1. Interaction and cognition, 
2. surrounding behavior, and 
3. Peer environment
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Table 2. For above mentioned cases here are some reported machine learning algorithm to track them

Cyber Crime Data set Machine learning algorithm and artificial 
intelligence technique References

Data Breaches Not mentioned

1. The framework semantically relates 
threats, 
2. Deep Learning-Driven Cyber Threat 
Intelligence Modeling (deep feature 
extractor (DFE), CTI-driven detection 
(CTIDD) and CTI-attack type identification 
(CTIATI) 
3. Random Forest Algorithm

(Kumar, et al., 2021) 
(Noor et al., 2019) & 
(prathap, et al., 2021)

Phishing Phishing Websites Dataset by 
Mohammad, Rami et al

1. A recurrent neural network method 
2. List-based approach 
3. Visual similarity-based approach: Some 
methods use visual similarities by analyzing 
text content, text format, HTML, CSS, and 
images 
of web pages to identify phishing websites 
4. Logistic regression, decision tree, random 
forest, Ada 
boost, SVM, KNN, neural networks, 
gradient boosting, 
and XGBoost 
5.

(Dutta et al.,2021) 
(Basit et al.,2020)

DDOS attack CICIDS 2017 benchmark dataset
1. multiple regression analysis 
2. random forest algorithm 
3. WEKA

(Peneti & E, 2021) 
(Saini et al . 2020)

Child pornography binary labeled dataset (VIC 
International)

1. convolutional neural networks (CNN) 
2. PhotoDNA Hash (PDNA) 
3. term-frequency inverse-document-
frequency (TF-IDF) 
4. Character-Based Quantization
5. Logistic Regression
6. Long Short-Term Memory network

(The internet watch 
foundation)

Drug trafficking on 
dark web

databases of Google Scholar, IEEE 
Xplore, ScienceDirect, Springer, 
Scopus, and ACM Digital Library

1. random forest, 
2. decision tree, and 
3. support vector machine 
4. Naive Bayes(NB), 
logistic regression (LOG-REG) algorithms

(Li et al., 2019)
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ABSTRACT

The dark web has been in existence since about the emergence of the internet. There is still a wealth of 
material indexed on the web that is freely available to anyone with internet connection, regardless of 
region. There is even more information and data that is concealed and needs specific rights to access. 
Tor is well-known and extensively used anonymity software that is built on the Tor network and provides 
secrecy over the vulnerable web. The personal data defense is generally beneficial. This chapter provides 
a brief summary of established methods to gain access to this section of the web as well as examples of 
its talents being abused.
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INTRODUCTION

Every webpages s and services that a common internet browser has collected are included in the Internet, 
which is utilized on a regular basis by both private operators and commercial enterprises and organiza-
tions. The incoming and outgoing connections connect these sites and portals to one another. Indexing 
robots crawler these pages utilizing links that lead to them as well as connections to other webpages 
from their pages (Amika, 2016).

These pages should be static, placed on servers, and include visible HTML code. Every time you 
make a modification to the web portal or a page, new material is uploaded to the server. As a result, the 
entire process is transparent and open to the public. The DNS Domain Name System) database, which 
links hostnames to IP addresses, is another component of the Internet.

DNS servers are used to offer transparency, regulate information flow, and protect users from spam 
and unwanted material. Increased control and monitoring of Internet users in terms of information and 
material they generate, as well as portals they visit, has led in the emergence of a unique version of the 
Web with a higher degree of privacy.

Many people are aware that anything printed on the Internet may be seen in some form or another 
indefinitely. As a result, even the ordinary user comes to the conclusion that the self-appointed black 
Web, or deep Web, should be used for at least some of their operations. The “dark-web”is a worldwide 
network that requires special technology to reach, setup, or authorization, and which frequently uses 
network technologies, end points that aren’t main stream.

(Arslani, M. 2015) The html code for “dark-web” pages is produced dynamically depends on conse-
quences of material acquired from their own databases, unlike the indexed area of the Internet, which 
has static sites “visible Internet”. This way of constructing an independent web site prevents indexing 
robots from crawling the site. This is precisely one of the reasons why the general Internet browser does 
not index these pages (Goodman, 2015). On the other hand, black web a sites have a lot of content that 
is utilised for everyday publication and publicity distribution (Abbasi & Chen; 2005). Textual files, 
both steady and transient, and file systems, and different types of mixture can be found in these forums. 
The collection of such a wide range of content kinds poses a number of distinct issues not found when 
spearing index able files. A “dark-web”forum crawler, on the other hand, must weigh the pros and cons 
of various collection-update tactics. As a result, harmful users have leveraged the concept of high ano-
nymity in communication and work to address a variety of illicit operations, ranging from rental services 
to “drug trafficking and firearms to human trafficking”.

The following is a breakdown of the paper’s structure. The second section explains the theoretic 
underpinning of the dark-web, as well as alternative access methods and parallels and contrasts with 
the visible Internet. From the user’s perspective, the third section shows how to use “dark-web”services. 
Also shown are instances of various unlawful behaviors that may be discovered by scanning the dark 
web. The study’s main results are discussed in the fourth section. The last portion includes a reference 
list that was sometimes used collect data about the “dark-web”and illegal activities on it (BBC. 2014).

DARK-WEB AND DEEP WEB

In reference to without indexed portions of the Web, the terms black web and deep web are often used 
interchangeably in the publications and in everyday speech: dark and deep web. The phrase “dark-web” 
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refers to anything that Google and other public Internet browsers do not index and hence cannot return 
as a search result. These might be little things like forum comments that are only visible to listed us-
ers, private YouTube content that may only be accessed through a forwarded link or “Facebook posts” 
that are only viewable to friends. Research journals, as well as a range of other similar goods, need a 
membership fee to see. (BBC. 2015).

In the deep-web, there is a subset known as the dark-web, which is used to advertise or disseminate 
illegal behaviour. Websites that facilitate criminal activity are typically concealed behind them. The 
onion route is a search engine browser for criminal and other activities (Cekerevac, Z., Dvorak, Z., & 
Cekerevac, P. 2016).). Because the “dark-web” is virtually fully anonymous, it is used by groups who 
want to stay concealed from government institutions and law enforcement authorities. Money transac-
tions are conducted using a specifically constructed digital currency called Bitcoin to further secure 
users of such networks. The institution that administers payments, bitcoin transfers, and their change to 
traditional currency drifts supports the creation and encryption of the currency.

One method of gaining access to the “dark-web” is via the utilization of the Tor “The Onion Router” 
network, which was built with the primary intention of functioning as a gateway to this portion of the 
Internet. Tor spreads signals over almost 6,000 servers in order to mask the user’s IP address. Tor is 
free software (Ciancaglini, V., Balduzzi, M., McArdle, R., & Rosler, M. 2015). As seen in Figure 1, 
the client application progressively assembles a link b/w the source and destination of data packets that 
is formed of encrypted connections b/w randomly selected server nodes in order to build a secret and 
secure connection inside the Tor network.

This relationship develops in stages, with each server simply being aware of which servers packets 
have been delivered from and whether the domain will be used to route them to. This is accomplished 
by encrypting each step by a unique key. Once the link is established, many software programmes may 
be used to send various sorts of data (Romil Rawat, Anand Singh Rajawat, Vinod Mahor, Rabindra Nath 
Shaw, and Ankush Ghosh 2021).

Apart from Tor-a, which is used to exchange files in most circumstances, the IIP (“Invisible Internet 
Project”) system Level is utilised to offer unidentified message b/w applications.

Its level is capable of supporting a wide range of protocols and applications. A specific encryption 
is used to safeguard every recognized connection b/w two or more users, by studying network flow data 
and comparing the featurs and security afforded by “Tor browser” and IIP, it was discovered that IIP 
is extra resilient to attacks (Romil Rawat, Vinod Mahor, Sachin Chirgaiya, Rabindra Nath Shaw, and 
Ankush Ghosh 2021).

Freenet is a similar technology that is straightforward and more than accessible to the general pub-
lic. The programme establishes a connection in the background while the user accesses it through the 

Figure 1. Model of webs
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browser. On the network, the user can select the level of security. P2P is used for all communication and 
file sharing, and each time a connection is established, a new route is formed. As a result, every revisiting 
of pages takes longer than in the other above-mentioned industries and machineries.

The facts that around 3.2Lakh German’s use some type of “dark-web” net prove the service’s at-
tractiveness, according to the police. According to the data, more than three million people throughout 
the world access the dark web’s material. When compared to the visible online, the quantity of material 
saved on the “dark-web” is forty times bigger, totaling around 750 terabytes. The majority of the mate-
rial is maintained in specialised databases, which are the property of organization’s and people (Cook, 
J. 2014). According to this, the visible portion of the web accounts for around 4% of the total, with the 
other 96% belonging to the dark-web.

OTHER WORK “DARK-WEB” SERVICES MIGHT BE USED

Other forms of terroristic actions on the Internet have been discovered via various sorts of study. These 
are propaganda, recruitment and training (“encouraging people to join the Jihad or other terrorist organi-
sations, and receiving online training”), fundraising (“transferring funds, conducting credit card fraud, 
and other money laundering activities”), communications (“disseminating instruction, resources, and 
support via email, digital photographs, and chat sessions”), and targeting (“conducting online surveil-
lance and identifying vulnerable individuals”). Aside from these categories, “dark-web” service stations 
are used for a variety of additional crimes (Europol. 2014, Falconer, J. 2012). The following paragraphs 
explain some of the instances gathered from various sources.

Silk Road, a gateway for drug and other illicit commodities trafficking, is one of the instances of 
“dark-web” utilization revealed by fit anti-drug organizations. Ross Ulbrich, a 28-year-old program-
mer who went by the moniker Dread Pirate Roberts, was the company’s creator and proprietor. On his 
laptop, there was a lot of proof. From 2011 to 2013, he built a dollar 1.2 billion business solely via the 
use of a laptop and the Internet. Ulbricht was found guilty on all 7 counting, containing one accusa-
tion of currency valeting, narcotics trafficking, and computer hacking, after only three weeks on trial. 
we were identified after the authorities obtained a message from 2010 in which he was recommending 
interested individuals to the Silk Road, signed a different identity “altoid”, and requested professionals 
in the bitcoin community to be the top developers, as well as giving the address for communication 
(Goodman, M. (2015). It’ site functioned in the same way as any other online shopping platform. Postal 
firms delivered the ordered products. For terms of enhancing services to clients, we must first under-
stand their needs; postal corporations do not inspect the contents of shipments, creation this procedure 
of sending a particularly convenient option for illicit commerce. If competent authorities determine that 
it is frequently utilised for these sorts of deliveries, the postal firm may face complications (Knibbs, K. 
2014, Lukovic, M. 2014).

Ulbricht was arrested a month after this day and closure of the site, the doorway resurfaced on 
Current version of the dark-web has been released, demonstrating the tenacity of those who deal with 
such crimes. The site swiftly grew in popularity, with an average of 1.5 lakh users per month besides 
once-a-month revenue of roughly $8.2 million as per FBI estimates, proceeds from the selling of goods 
and services. The labour site was shut down after a year, and the administrator, Blake Bent-hall, was 
jailed. That barely continued an hour before the portal was restarted and continued to function, Next 
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time around, it’s in edition 3.0. This data indicates the dark-web’s robustness and the resilience of its 
gateways (Mergen, L. 2015).

The “Silk Road” had a companion location, The Arsenal, until 2012, that specialized in the selling 
of weapons, dull and shrill objects for harming and slaughter. After a length of time, the same facility 
was shut down owing to low attendance. Weapons and ammunition are sold in a alike fashion on other 
websites, particular of which agreement delivery throughout the world under the slogan “We deliver 
internationally, since everyone has the right to self-defense” (Mitrovic, M. 2016). Everything from fire-
arms to C4 explosives may be discovered. Toys; several additional gadgets, and Home equipment are 
typically placed in particular containers in order to pass through x-ray inspection.

Distribution of pornographic material in the field of photography is prohibited. In the United Kingdom, 
a similar campaign was launched. 650 persons were arrested in this action for various sorts of youngster 
misuse, ranging since the custody of child porno-graphic photos to pan-daring (Mitrovic, M. 2016). In 
Northern Ireland, 37 persons were detained in 2015 on suspicion of pedophilia and the dissemination 
of teenager pornography via the onion route.

Around are cases that suggest the “dark-web” is an ideal location for cybercrime. Users may purchase 
a wide range of viruses on this site. Simultaneously, website users may become victims of numerous 
forms of malware spread via phishing. Vawtrak, a banking Trojan spread by e-mail, is one such piece of 
malware (N1. 2015). The Crypto Locker malwares are another significant category of Trojan that can be 
discovered on the dark web. After accessing the victim’s data, the virus encrypts them. After “encrypt-
ing files, the victim is sent to a page where they are requested to pay a fee in order to restore control 
of their information”. Payment requests and information needed to complete businesses are frequently 
written in the victim’s local philological. Tor’s purpose in these transactions is to host payment sites so 
that bitcoin transactions may be completed (PC. 2015, Sancho, D. 2015).

Aside from viruses, interested parties may pay “hackers” to carry out different forms of “hacker” 
assaults on their behalf on the dark-web. Rates range from a few hundred dollars to several thousand 
dollars, depending on the task’s complexity and danger. Hackers offer a variety of services, ranging from 
school assessment rectification to the theft of access codes for different functions and key authoritative 
data. The Chinese organization Hidden Lynx claims to have hundreds of competent “cyber” thieves who 
got into “Google”, “Adobe”, and “Lockheed Martin’s computer systems.

Professional assassin services are available for those with more malevolent motives and a real readi-
ness to go down in the dark world of the dark web. One of the scenarios given in is of a person with 
moral and “extremely flexible business ethics”, who is an allegedly “verified mercenary with eight-year 
experience” who provides services that are only remunerated upfront in Bitcoins. Only exchanging 
information on the victim is permitted during communication with such individuals. All interactions, 
as well as any email correspondence, are required to be encrypted. It will be erased if any part of the 
message is not encrypted (Spalevic, Z., Ilic, M., & Palevic, M. 2016).

Lovecraft is another website that provides similar services. According to the advertisement, the or-
ganization’s members are former Foreign Legion troops and mercenaries. “The greatest location to keep 
your issue is grave,” says the organization’s motto. The security and privacy of client communications 
are of utmost importance to this portal. Identification information such as the recipient’s name, home 
and work addresses, as many photographs and details as possible about whom the victim is, as well as 
the licence plate, description, and photograph of the vehicle used are all required. Service fees range 
between $ 3,000 to $ 180,000, depending on the victim’s common choice and socioeconomic background. 
When asked how long it takes to prepare for a job and go to a target, a team of assassins replies that it 
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takes around two months, depending on the agreement. They also add that the cost of airline tickets, 
weapons, and housing is not included in the initial charge. There are various means of murder available 
on Cthulhu’s website, varying from the conventional to torture and abuse to bombings. It goes without 
saying that the cost of killing a commoner differs from that of killing a public figure, political figure, 
or member of law enforcement.

There have been several instances when children have been utilised to make money. Europol detained 
184 people in 2011 in collaboration with thirteen other nations. Counterfeit money may be purchased on 
the dark web. A guarantee is nearly always offered in addition to the money, as well as a description of 
the manufacturing process demonstrating that, as the vendors claim, counterfeit money is manufactured 
in the same way as real money. All counterfeit currencies are accessible, however the quality and number 
varies. In these kinds of deals, a 600 US dollar may get you a 2,500 counterfeit, and a 500 euro can get 
you a 2,000 counterfeit. All transactions are made with the understanding that they would be subjected 
to routine inspections, including ultraviolet light (Todorovic, A. 2015). Of course, Bitcoin is used to pay 
for counterfeit money in numerous circumstances.

It is possible to get data on a variety of identities, credit card numbers, bank account numbers, and 
even information on online auctions. You may buy data on many other people’s credit cards, addresses, 
and other private data through Transatlantic Carding, which operates on the so-called “dark web”. The 
cost varies from $7 to $90. The price determines the quality of information. Accounts, on the other 
hand, are sold in one of two ways. The first way is purchasing a single account and providing complete 
information on the account’s balance. Another option is to buy a huge number of accounts, of which 
only a small percentage are likely to be legitimate. Because the consumer has visibility into the quantity 
of cash in the account, the first option is significantly more cost-effective, as it provides a greater guar-
antee that the monies invested will be repaid, as well as the extra money made. There is also the option 
of purchasing real debit and credit cards from various banks (Vijesti. 2015).

On the “dark-web”, there are several sites purporting to sell passports and identification documents. 
The cost of these services is determined by both the country in which the papers are generated and the 
vendor. It’s tough to check the legitimacy of these documents, “especially when it comes to citizenship”. 
These facilities can also be used to defraud immigrants who are desperate to get citizenship in the nation 
where they are currently residing. The cost of passports, driver’s licences, and identification cards in 
Australia, for example, is 800 euros on the Fake ID website. The most costly paperwork is for the United 
States, while the cheapest is for Malaysia (Zetter, K. 2013, Vijesti. 2015).

In adding to the aforementioned, the “dark-web”is home to some of the most strange activities, such as 
human organ trafficking. According to some sources, a kidney “costs $ 200,000, a heart costs $120,000, 
a liver costs $150,000, and a pair of eyes costs $1500”. Additionally, a variety of beauty items made 
from human flesh and skin are available for purchase (N1, 2015; Falconer, 2012, Vinod Mahor, Romil 
Rawat, Anil Kumar, Mukesh Chouhan 2021). In addition, a wide range of themes that cater to diverse 
fetishes may be found. Horrifying images of passengers’ last words and conversations on a crashed plane, 
convicts on the day of death (“for example, the electric chair in a Texas prison”), or pornographic films 
in which ladies crush tiny creatures with heels are among the contents. Furthermore, there are various 
proposals in which people give themself up as food or participate in other types of homicide. On the 
dark web, there is a well-known site known as Red Room, where victims are subjected to violence and 
executions, which are recorded in real time ().

Extremists too use the Internet to spread ideologies that give religious justifications for their crimes. 
The “Internet has established a “physical tie b/w individuals and a virtual religious community”, accord-
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ing to a survey of 172 participants engaging in the worldwide Salafi Jihad. The Internet appeals to lonely 
people by allowing them to interact with those who have something in common with them. Terrorists 
benefit from such a virtual society in a variety of ways. It no longer has any links to any country, em-
phasising the importance of battling the far opponent (e.g., the United States) above the close opponent. 
Furthermost “potential Jihad recruits who are not Islamic scholars are drawn to internet chat groups 
because they support radical, abstract”, yet basic answers. Terrorists’ identities are also protected by 
the anonymity of Internet cafés. The Internet, on the other hand, cannot directly touch Jihad since Jihad 
dedication requires a long duration of “face-to-face” connection (Anand Singh Rajawat, Romil Rawat, 
Vinod Mahor, Rabindra Nath Shaw, and Ankush Ghosh. 2021).

Furthermore, most previous research on terrorists’ use of the Internet involve a manual technique 
to examine large amounts of data. Such a strategy does not “scale well with the rapid expansion of the 
Internet and the frequent change of terrorists” online individualities. The US Government designated 
Alneda.com as a terrorist web site that named itself the “Center for Islamic Studies and Research” and 
gave material to “Al Qaeda” (Mitrovic, M. 2016).

Terrorists utilise the Internet to share motivational tales and operational specifics with one another 
in order to build terrorist organisations. They provide analysis and comments on current events on their 
websites, which are accessible to the media and non-members alike. Among the calls for Muslims to 
fly to Pakistan and Afghanistan was one from Azzam.com, which referred to them as “Jewish-backed 
American Crusaders.” Another website, Qassam.net, solicited donations for the purpose of purchasing 
AK-47 assault rifles. Web portals on the Dark Web are protected in a number of ways, depending on their 
purpose. One of the most efficient approaches is to observe the behaviour of visitors who do not adhere 
to the established routine. The first thing administrators do when they see strange visitor behaviour is to 
launch a basic inquiry. If a visitor can only see the current row in the text and not the preceding rows, 
they are being monitored, according to the message (Sancho, D. 2015, Vijesti. 2015).

Next, on the visitor’s computer, a programme called a key logger is installed, which will record ev-
ery keystroke the visitor makes. The advantage of this technique is that administrators may keep total 
control over all visitor activity until they have determined who the visitors are and what they are trying 
to accomplish.

THE ONION ROUTE (ToR)

With the goal of providing users with anonymity while using the Internet, TOR is an open-source soft-
ware project that has grown into one of the most extensively used anonymous networks in the world. 
Specifically, this is performed by encrypting the original message many times in order to conceal the 
user’s identity and protect their privacy (Romil Rawat, Bhagwati Garg, Vinod Mahor, Shrikant Telang, 
Kiran Pachlasiya, and Mukesh Chouhan. (2021). TLS is one of the most widely used security protocols 
across a wide range of networking settings, including the TOR network, and is one of the most secure. 
Specifically, it is implemented at the transport level of the TCP/IP networking paradigm. In conventional 
TLS, the AES encryption technique is employed to preserve confidentiality, while Diffie-Hellman is used 
to establish and exchange keys (Romil Rawat, Anil Kumar, Mukesh Chouhan, SHRIKANT TELANG, 
Kiran Pachlasiya, Bhagwati Garg, and Vinod Mahor 2021).

As a result of these security measures, “it is not feasible for an analyst to monitor and extract the 
features of TOR traffic using traffic analysis tools in order to identify the activities of TOR users. Out 
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of 4.39 billion internet users globally, the total number of directly connected TOR clients every day 
is expected to be roughly 2.06 million”, according to a statistic developed by the TOR project (Vinod 
Mahor, Sachin Chirgaiya, and Bhagwati Garg. 2021).

CONLUSION

The Internet is universally acknowledged as a resource for finding information about everything and ev-
eryone. Anyone who has ever used an Internet service, input data, or registered an account is recorded in 
one of the databases. Aside from the data provided by a variety of services, large-scale trading of various 
sorts of items is conducted on a regular basis, even across nations on opposite sides of the globe. When 
you consider that the visible section of the Internet only makes up 4% of what’s there, a high amount 
of contacts, information, and transactions may appear little in compared to what’s in the deep web. In 
this chapter, aspect makes it difficult for ordinary people to gain access to services that exist outside the 
visible realm. The fact that the “dark-web” is not indexed is exploited by various illicit products sellers 
for profit. It is frequently used by numerous terrorist organizations, in addition to monetary motives, to 
promote philosophy and announcement, as well as to engage in “arms and human trafficking”. Apart from 
terrorist groups, the “dark-web” is used by a vast number of individuals for other forms of trafficking 
and illicit operations. Some of the instances of use detailed in the book surely “lead to the conclusion 
that” there is still a lot of untapped and hidden territory on the Internet.
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